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Abstract
An important unanswered question in planetary science is how planetesi-
mals, the ∼ 1–100 km solid precursors to asteroids and planets, were heated
in the early Solar System. This thesis quantifies one possible heat source:
planetesimal collisions. Recent work has predicted that collision velocities
and planetesimal porosities were likely to have been higher than previously
thought; this is likely to have significant implications on collision heating.
The approach adopted in this research was to numerically model shock
heating during planetesimal collisions. Simulations showed that an increase
in porosity can significantly increase heating: in a 5 km s−1 collision between
equal sized, non-porous planetesimals, no material was heated to the solidus,
compared to two thirds of the mass of 50% porous planetesimals. Velocity
also strongly influences heating: at 4 km s−1, an eighth of the mass of 50%
porous planetesimals was heated to the solidus, compared to the entire mass
at 6 km s−1. Further simulations quantified the influence on heating of the
impactor-to-target mass ratio, the initial planetesimal temperature and the
impact angle.
A Monte Carlo model was developed to examine the cumulative heating
caused by a population of impactors striking a parent body. In the majority
of collisions the impactor was much smaller than the parent body, and only
minor heating was possible. However, some larger or faster impactors were
capable of causing significant heating without disrupting the parent body;
these collisions could have heated up to 10% of the parent body to the solidus.
To cause global heating, the collision must have catastrophically disrupted
the parent body.
The increase in specific internal energy from collisions was compared with
the decay of short-lived radionuclides. In the first ∼ 6 Ma, radioactive decay
was the most important heat source. After ∼ 10 Ma, the energy caused
by collisions was likely to have overtaken radioactive decay as the dominant
source.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Evidence from meteorites suggests that, early in the history of the Solar
System, the parent bodies that would eventually go on to form planets,
asteroids and meteoroids were heated above the ambient temperature of the
nebula disk. The source of this heating is an area of uncertainty in planetary
science.
While many explanations for this heating have been proposed, relatively
few are still considered viable. Decay of short-lived radionuclides (specifi-
cally 26Al and 60Fe) undoubtedly contributed significant amounts of heat to
these primitive solid bodies, and it has been suggested that electromagnetic
induction from the early Sun may have been sufficient to cause a notable
increase in temperature. An additional heat source was impacts between as-
tronomical bodies. At collision velocities high enough to cause a shock wave
to propagate through the material involved, a portion of the kinetic impact
energy is converted into heat. Previous work suggests that impact heating
in the early Solar System was very inefficient (e.g. Keil et al., 1997; McSween
et al., 2002). However, these studies did not investigate the effect of porosity
on shock heating, only considering non-porous planetesimal material. Ad-
ditionally, recent work has suggested that relative collision velocities in the
early Solar System may have been higher than previously thought. These
two factors have important implications for the efficiency of shock heating.
The aim of this thesis is to address the question of how much heat can be
produced by impacts on the surface of a planetesimal taking into account the
higher porosities and velocities that are now predicted to have been present
in the early Solar System. This will allow impact heating to be put into con-
text with other heating mechanisms operating on early planetesimals. The
thesis is arranged into the following chapters:
2Chapter 2 reviews previous work done in this field to: (a) introduce the
setting in which planetesimals formed and in which impact heating may have
played an important role; (b) discuss the major heating processes to which
asteroids and their parent bodies were subject; (c) examine the evidence that
collisions between planetesimals took place; and (d) describe the physical
processes that occurred during such collisions.
The principal method used in this work to study heating in planetesimal
collisions is numerical modelling. Chapter 3 describes the iSALE hydrocode
and other numerical methods used for this purpose. The modifications I
have made to iSALE to allow planetesimal collisions to be simulated are
summarised in Section 3.1.11.
In Chapter 4, I use these numerical modelling techniques to quantify the
proportion of a planetesimal heated and melted during a collision. Many
of the results presented in this chapter are published in Davison et al.
(2008a,b,c, 2009, 2010a). The effects of changing several parameters (the
impact velocity, the initial porosity and temperature of the planetesimals,
the relative size of the colliding bodies, and the impact angle) on impact
heating are investigated and quantified.
In Chapter 5, I develop a novel Monte Carlo model which combines the
results of Chapter 4 with predictions of velocity- and size-frequency distribu-
tions for planetesimals in the early Solar System. The aim of this chapter is
to estimate the total cumulative impact heating on a planetesimal for com-
parison with other possible heat sources. Initial results from this work have
been published in Davison et al. (2010a,b,c).
During the course of my PhD research, a substantial amount of work was
done to validate the iSALE hydrocode. Appendix A documents a series of
tests I have run as part of a wider program to validate the iSALE/iSALE-
3D hydrocode against laboratory experiments and other hydrocodes. Some
of these results have already been been published as part of a global ef-
fort validating impact hydrocodes (Pierazzo et al., 2008a), and others are
documented in a paper in preparation (Davison et al., 2010d).
Chapter 2
Background:
Early Solar System processes
The objective of this chapter is to review the literature on previous work that
has quantified heating in planetesimal collisions. The chapter begins with a
summary of the early Solar System processes involved in the formation of
planetesimals and planets. Possible mechanisms providing heat to these early
planetesimals are discussed, followed by a review of the evidence that shows
that not only did impacts between planetesimals occur, but that they were
frequent events in the first ten million years, or so, of the Solar System. The
subsequent section of the chapter provides the reader with an introduction to
the shock wave physics required to understand and quantify shock heating.
Finally, previous work to quantify impact events and heating in planetesimal
collisions is reviewed.
2.1 Formation of rocky bodies in the early Solar
System
Current understanding of how the inner planets and the asteroid belt formed
is discussed in recent reviews by Lissauer (1993), Weidenschilling and Cuzzi
(2006) and Cuzzi and Weidenschilling (2006). The generally accepted theory
is that solid rocky bodies accreted from a cloud of gas and dust (the nebula
disk) in orbit around the early Sun. Through collisions or gravitational in-
stabilities, these bodies grew into kilometre scale ‘planetesimals’. The largest
of these planetesimals would gain more mass through further accretionary
impacts, to form the inner planets and the parent bodies of the asteroids cur-
rently observed in the asteroid belt and inner Solar System. There follows
an overview of the main stages of this evolution discussed in these review
papers.
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2.1.1 Accretion of dust aggregates
The first stage of the evolution of rocky bodies in the early Solar System was
the cooling of the gaseous cloud surrounding the Sun, allowing solid dust
particles to condense out of the gas. The vertical component of the Sun’s
gravity field caused the solid particles to settle to the midplane of the nebula
disk. Weidenschilling (1980) show that in the absence of gas turbulence,
a dust grain will take ∼ 104 years to settle to the midplane. In a disk of
Solar composition, the first solids to condense near the star would have been
silicates and iron compounds. Further away from the star, towards the outer
reaches of our planetary system, temperatures would have been lower —
allowing ices (e.g. H2O) to condense in large quantities (e.g. Barshay and
Lewis, 1976). Through pairwise collisions with other dust grains, accretion
to larger particles was possible. Dominik and Tielens (1997) show with
numerical modelling that low velocity collisions (i.e. < m s−1) between dust
grain aggregates can lead to several different outcomes. At very low velocity,
two colliding aggregates will stick together, and maintain the structure of the
particles (see Figure 2.1b). As a result, any initial porosity of the aggregates
is maintained during the accretion stage. At higher velocity, grains will
restructure and possibly compress to accommodate the extra energy in the
collision, but the end result is still that the two aggregates stick together
(Figure 2.1c & d). At even higher velocities, the aggregate is not strong
enough to sustain the extra energy, and the result of the collision is either
loss of mass (Figure 2.1e) or catastrophic disruption (Figure 2.1f) of the
aggregates. These results show that, in most accretionary collisions, much of
the initial porosity is maintained — in collisions energetic enough to destroy
the pore space, the ultimate result is not accretion of the aggregates, but
disruption.
2.1.2 Planetesimal formation
Low velocity collisions would have continued until the aggregates grew to
boulder sized objects (i.e. ∼ m sized objects). The timescale for objects
to reach this size varies with the orbital distance, rorb, from the Sun: at
rorb = 1 AU accretion to boulder sized objects would have taken 100–
1000 yrs; at rorb = 30 AU, 6–7×104 yrs (Weidenschilling, 1988, 1997; Dulle-
mond and Dominik, 2004, 2005). An apparent difficulty exists in the ac-
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e) Lossd) Compression f) Destruction
Figure 2.1: Models of colliding dust aggregates from Dominik and Tielens
(1997). a) The initial state of the aggregates before the collision. Frames
(b) – (f) show model outcomes with increasing collision velocities. b) At
low velocity, the two aggregates stick together with no restructuring of the
grains. c) At higher velocity, the aggregates still stick together, but now the
grains restructure to accommodate for the extra velocity. d) The aggregates
compress during the collision, but still maintain all of their mass after the
collision. e) Some mass is lost from the colliding aggregates during the
collision, but one large aggregate remains. f) Catastrophic disruption of the
aggregates.
cretion process as to how bodies grew to sizes larger than 1 m in diameter
(e.g. Dominik et al., 2007). How these boulders subsequently crossed the
so-called metre-size barrier and accreted to 1–10 km sized planetesimals is
still an open question.
The existence of the metre-size barrier is primarily due to a radial pres-
sure gradient, dPdrorb , which would have been present in the nebula gas (Gol-
dreich and Ward, 1973). This pressure gradient would have exerted a force
on the gas away from the Sun, counteracting some of the Sun’s gravitational
attraction — the effective gravity, geff , experienced by gas of density ρg is
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given by:
geff = −GM∗
rorb2
−
(
1
ρg
)
dP
drorb
, (2.1)
where G is the gravitational constant and M∗ is the mass of the star (Gol-
dreich and Ward, 1973; Lissauer, 1993). By reducing the effective gravity
on the gas, it rotated around the Sun at a velocity ∼ 0.5% lower than the
Keplerian velocity (Whipple, 1972; Adachi et al., 1976; Weidenschilling and
Davis, 1985). Therefore, the lower velocity of the gas would have created
a ‘headwind’ (i.e. a drag force from the gas) for solid objects orbiting the
Sun at Keplerian velocity within the gas cloud (Goldreich and Ward, 1973).
Small objects ( metre scale) would have been sufficiently coupled to the
gas that they would not be strongly affected by the headwind effect. Larger
objects, not coupled to the gas, would experience the headwind. Boulder
sized objects (∼ metre scale), too large to be coupled to the gas, and still
with a relatively high surface area to mass ratio, would have been signifi-
cantly slowed by the gas. Weidenschilling (1977a) show that the headwind
would have caused boulders to spiral inwards towards the Sun very rapidly
— approximately 106 km yr−1 (∼ 1 AU per century).
Planetesimal sized objects (> 1 km) would experience less gas drag than
boulders, due to the smaller surface area to mass ratio, and would survive
without spiralling towards the Sun. Therefore, unless the boulder sized ob-
jects accreted very quickly to larger objects, some alternative mechanism is
required to explain the formation of planetesimals. Overcoming the metre-
size barrier is still a big unknown in our understanding of the formation
of the planets and asteroids. However, several theories exist to explain the
formation of planetesimals, and are discussed below. A factor that plays
a major role in this next stage of solid object growth is turbulence in the
gas. There is currently no consensus as to whether turbulence was weak or
strong at the time of planetesimal formation, so theories are proposed based
on each of these scenarios.
Collisional coagulation in a nonturbulent nebula
If the nebula was nonturbulent, small particles would have been able to set-
tle to form a dense midplane layer. The gas in this layer would become
entrained in the dense layer, and therefore accelerated to Keplerian velocity.
With the headwind effect diminished, boulder sized objects would have been
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able to quickly grow in size by pairwise accretionary collisions, and radial
drift would no longer have presented a problem (Cuzzi et al., 1993). Weiden-
schilling (2000) suggests that, in a nonturbulent nebula, planetesimal sized
objects may have formed within 103–104 years at 1AU. While this is a pos-
sible route to the formation of planetesimals, Dominik et al. (2007) suggest
that the speed at which they grow may even be too rapid. Another problem
with this process is discussed by Benz (2000). Smooth particle hydrody-
namic modelling shows that for objects smaller than 1 km, the catastrophic
disruption threshold is reached at very low velocity (e.g. a 1 m body is dis-
rupted in a collision occurring at ∼ 3 mm s−1). It is therefore unlikely that
objects could have grown from the metre scale to the kilometre scale simply
by collisions.
Gravitational instabilities in a nonturbulent disk
Safronov (1972), Goldreich and Ward (1973) and Youdin and Shu (2002)
suggest that the evolution of solid bodies to the kilometre scale could have
progressed through gravitational instabilities in the disk. These have the
advantage that they are insensitive to the disruption threshold of boulder
sized objects. The Goldreich and Ward (1973) theory states that as particles
settled to the midplane of the disk, they formed a dense layer. Some localised
regions of this dense disk, once they overcame a threshold density, were able
to gravitationally contract to ∼ km sized planetesimals. Another advantage
of this mechanism is that it overcomes the problematic inward radial drift
of intermediate sized objects.
However, Weidenschilling (1980, and later, Cuzzi et al., 1993) showed
that a shear flow would have been created by the dense layer. As the mid-
plane layer increased in density and entrained the gas, the gas would have
been accelerated to Keplerian velocity. This thin, dense midplane disk then
rotated more rapidly than the surrounding gas disk, creating an unstable
shear flow, which induced turbulence. This turbulence would in turn have
reduced the density of the midplane disk, making gravitational collapse more
difficult (Weidenschilling, 1995).
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Gravitational instabilities in a turbulent nebula
Some recent work has re-examined the possibility of gravitational instabilities
forming planetesimals, and reported that turbulence may have aided rather
that hindered the formation of planetesimals (Johansen et al., 2007). By
generating density fluctuations in the midplane disk, local density maxima
may have been created. The survival length of the density maxima can be
further extended by so-called ‘streaming instabilities’. Youdin and Goodman
(2005) show that solid particles from further out in the disk would still
have been influenced by gas drag from the headwind discussed above, and
therefore drifted inwards toward the already overdense regions where the
headwind effect had previously been diminished. It is thought that these
local high density clumps could have existed long enough for them to collapse
to planetesimals up to the mass of dwarf planets, in a timescale much quicker
than the radial drift of boulders.
Alternative models
An alternative model shows that chondrule sized particles (i.e. sub-millimetre
scale) could have been concentrated and size-sorted in regions of the disk
with low vorticity (Cuzzi et al., 2001). It has subsequently been suggested
(Cuzzi et al., 2008) that these concentrations of chondrules could then form
self-gravitating clumps. While the pressure of the gas would have prevented
the rapid collapse to planetesimals, the self gravity could have preserved
some clumps from the disruptive force of the ram pressure exerted by the
gas (which orbited at a different velocity). These clumps may have been able
to survive long enough in the gas to gradually sediment to 10–100 km sized
planetesimals.
Morbidelli et al. (2009) approached the problem from a different direc-
tion, and tested whether an initial population of large planetesimals could
lead to a size frequency distribution that is consistent with planetary em-
bryos and asteroid belt constraints. By conducting collisional simulations
with a range of initial size frequency distributions, they found that the most
likely scenario is for solid objects in the proto-planetary disk to have ‘jumped’
from sub-metre scale to objects larger than 100 km in size. This correlates
well with the theories of gravitational instabilities.
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Many of the ideas just discussed are still somewhat in their infancy, and
have not yet been fully quantified. However, they may yet hold the key to
the answer of how to overcome the metre size barrier.
Whichever mechanism causes planetesimal growth, it is expected to lead
to a swarm of planetesimals with sizes on the kilometre scale or larger only a
few thousand years after the onset of this accretion. Whether planetesimals
formed from such aggregates via further low velocity collisions or via gravita-
tional instability, the aggregational process is expected to be gentle enough
that significant porosities would remain (see Section 2.1.1 and Wurm et al.,
2001, 2004; Blum, 2003; Dominik and Tielens, 1997). Therefore those colli-
sions that lead to accretion of kilometre-scale planetesimals are those that
produce and maintain pore space between the grains. Objects in the main
asteroid belt today show a wide range of porosities, although most contain
much less than 60% void space by volume (Britt et al., 2002). It is likely,
therefore, that if early planetesimals were porous much of this porosity was
lost over Solar System history, by higher velocity collisions and/or heating
(by radioisotopes, for example).
2.1.3 Growth from planetesimals to planets
Following planetesimal formation radial drift would no longer have posed an
obstacle to accretion (the objects were too large to be significantly affected
by gas drag), and it is expected that objects once again grew by accretionary
collisions. There are several distinct phases of growth from planetesimals.
Runaway growth
The first stage is a period termed ‘runaway growth’ (e.g. Greenberg et al.,
1978; Wetherill and Stewart, 1989, 1993). The growth rate of a planetesimal
in the early stages of planetary growth is a function of the mass of the
planetesimal, Mp (Kokubo and Ida, 1996):
1
Mp
dMp
dt
∝Mp1/3 (2.2)
Therefore, during this process the largest planetesimal in a region gains
mass more efficiently than all smaller planetesimals. Kokubo and Ida (1996)
show that larger bodies are able to gravitationally ‘focus’ the motion of
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nearby objects, thereby increasing their efficiency of growth by increasing
the number of impacts on the surface of the body. The largest object in a
region will gain mass more efficiently than the next largest, drawing in all
the neighbouring objects from within its gravitational reach (the so-called
‘feeding zone’). The main limit on the size to which objects can grow during
runaway growth is the point at which the planetesimal population of the
feeding zone is exhausted (Lissauer, 1987).
Oligarchic growth
After most of the population of planetesimals in their feeding zones are ex-
hausted, the largest bodies formed during runaway growth (now termed ‘pro-
toplanets’) continue to grow (albeit more slowly) during a period known as
the oligarchic growth phase (e.g. Kokubo and Ida, 1998, 2000, 2002; Cham-
bers, 2006). In this period, the growth rate is limited as the population of
smaller bodies in range of the protoplanet has been diminished during run-
away growth. Once the protoplanet reaches a critical mass, the growth rate
becomes (Ida and Makino, 1993; Kokubo and Ida, 1998):
1
Mp
dMp
dt
∝Mp−1/3 (2.3)
Therefore the protoplanets no longer grow as quickly as they did in the run-
away growth stage. This is because in order to grow further, the protoplanet
needs to attract planetesimals from outside its feeding zone, and so the fre-
quency of collisions is reduced. Chambers (2006) estimate that after the
onset of oligarchic growth, planetary embroys could take 105 – 106 years to
form.
2.1.4 Increasing relative collision velocities
Bottke et al. (2005b) showed that the runaway and oligarchic growth stages
of planet formation would have lasted for several million years. During these
stages, planetesimal relative velocities would have increased to the point that
collisions could be destructive, rather than accretional. As a few large plan-
etary embryos gravitationally perturbed the neighbouring planetesimals, the
random velocities of the smaller bodies increased. These velocities could
have been higher than the mutual escape velocity of the planetesimals, up
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to several kilometres per second. Kenyon and Bromley (2001) show how a
modest-sized planetary embryo (∼ 500 km) could “stir up” the velocities of
smaller planetesimals, to such an extent that the collisions will be disruptive.
In addition, Weidenschilling et al. (1998, 2001) showed that planetesimals
falling into orbital resonance with Jupiter could increase their velocities rel-
ative to the nebula gas, even reaching velocities of up to 10 km s−1. Thus,
in the first few million years of our Solar System’s evolution, collisions would
have been energetic events.
2.1.5 Planetary formation and large scale impacts
The final stage of planetary formation involves interactions of planetary em-
bryos, which are now on the scale of the Moon to Mars and so too large to
support significant internal pore-space, with Jupiter’s gravitational field (e.g.
Petit et al., 2001; Bottke et al., 2005b). These interactions would have excited
the planetesimals and planetary embryos to very high velocities. This stage
lasted several hundred million years, and during this time ∼ 99 – 99.9% of
bodies were ejected from the main belt (Bottke et al., 2005b; Weidenschilling
and Cuzzi, 2006), leaving a much smaller population of bodies orbiting the
Sun in the inner Solar System. Many giant high-velocity collisions would
have occurred during this stage with dramatic and enduring consequences
for the terrestrial planets; examples of such events include the Moon-forming
event (in which a Mars-sized object is expected to have collided with the early
Earth; see Hartmann and Davis, 1975; Benz et al., 1989) and, more specula-
tively, the drying of Venus’ interior (Davies, 2008) and the formation of the
Martian crustal dichotomy (Wilhelms and Squyres, 1984; Andrews-Hanna
et al., 2008).
2.2 Frequency of collisions
How effective impacts are at heating large amounts of material in the nebula
disk depends on the frequency of collisions and the energy involved in each
collision event.
Parameters such as the velocity- and size-frequency distributions of plan-
etesimals and how often they collide are not well known: our knowledge of
these parameters must be inferred from the present day distributions, which
are undoubtedly very different to those of the early Solar System. However,
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Event Largestobjects
Largest
object size
Time scale
(Years)
Condensation from gas Dust < mm ∼ 104
Accretion of dust Boulders m 102–103
Growth of planetesimals Planetesimals 1–100 km ∼ 104
Runaway growth Protoplanets 102–103 km ∼ 107
Oligarchic growth Planetaryembryos 10
3 km 105–106
Planetary formation Terrestrialplanets 10
3–104 km ∼ 108
Table 2.1: Summary of the main stages of planetary growth in the early
inner Solar System.
estimates can be made by making some assumptions about the state of the
early Solar System.
Chambers (2006) demonstrated that the number of collisions, N , during
a given time period, ∆t, in an annular zone of width w centred at an orbital
distance rorb from the Sun, is given by:
N =
69.4 Σp rp
2
torb Mp
pi rorb w Σp
Mp
∆t, (2.4)
where Σp is the surface density of the planetesimals, rp is the planetesimal
radius, Mp is the planetesimal mass and torb is the orbital period:
torb = 2pi
√
rorb3
GMsun
, (2.5)
where G is the gravitational constant and Msun is the mass of the Sun.
To use this equation to estimate the number of collisions in a given time
period, some assumptions must be made. The surface density of planetesi-
mals in the size range of interest (i.e. rp ≈ 10 km) may be estimated from
the Minimum Mass Solar Nebula (MMSN, e.g. Weidenschilling, 1977b). The
MMSN is a model of the nebula disk which contains the mass of the metals
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which make up the planets and the asteroid belt of the Solar System. Gas
is added to this disk to make the chemical composition equivalent to that
of the Sun. The traditional MMSN has a surface density of ∼ 2 g cm−2 in
the asteroid belt, but here a conservative estimate is made that the plan-
etesimals in the 10 km size range make up only 10% of the mass of the disk
(i.e. Σp = 0.2 g cm−2). For a 0.5 AU wide disk of the MMSN centred at
2.5AU, a swarm of 10 km planetesimals could have produced ∼ 400 colli-
sions per year (assuming a porosity of ∼ 50%). Even if there was no porosity
present, it is still likely that ∼ 40 collisions would have occurred during this
same time. This would have exposed ∼ 0.05 Earth masses to these sort of
collisions every million years, or nearly one Earth mass throughout the ter-
restrial planet region of the Solar System. For comparison, the total mass
of the asteroid belt today is ∼ 5 ×10−4 times the mass of Earth. We can
therefore expect a significant proportion of small bodies to have encountered
such a collision event during the first few million years of evolution of our
Solar System.
2.3 Thermal evolution of asteroids: possible heat
sources
Many of the meteorites recovered on Earth have been heated. The evidence
for this is the presence of areas of melting, metamorphism and differentiation
in many of the meteorites studied to date. This section provides an overview
of some of the most likely sources of heat in planetesimals and the work done
to quantify them.
2.3.1 Decay of short-lived radionuclides
As unstable radioactive materials decay, energy is released, heating the sur-
rounding material. In large, planet-sized bodies, the decay of long-lived
isotopes such as potassium, uranium and thorium is an important heat
source. Urey (1955) realised that small, planetesimal sized bodies would
lose heat by conduction at a much faster rate than they could be heated by
these long-lived isotopes, and proposed that 26Al, with its shorter half-life
(t1/2 = 7.3 × 105 yrs; Walker et al., 1989), would be a more plausible heat
source in planetesimals. It has been shown that 26Al was widespread in the
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early Solar System (e.g. MacPherson et al., 1995; Huss et al., 2001).
CI-type meteorites (the most primitive class of meteorites, and therefore
a good analogue for nebula dust; see Section 2.4.1 for a review of meteorite
types) contain ∼ 0.9% by weight of aluminium (Anders and Grevesse, 1989).
To calculate the amount of energy produced by 26Al decay, Sanders and
Taylor (2005) consider only the ‘dry’ portion of primitive dust (i.e. volatiles
such as H2O and SO3 which make up approximately 30% by weight of the CI
chondrite composition are removed from the CI chemistry), thus increasing
the concentration of aluminium to 1.3% by weight. Assuming the 26Al/27Al
ratio is the so-called canonical value (5 × 10−5; MacPherson et al., 1995;
Russell et al., 1996; Huss et al., 2001), this corresponds to ∼ 1.4 × 1016
atoms of 26Al per gram of dry primitive dust, and therefore ∼ 9.2 kJ g−1
of energy (the maximum energy released as each atom of 26Al decays is
6.4 × 10−13 J, based on the difference in ground states between 26Al and
26Mg; Kluyver et al., 1954).
Another short-lived isotope that was likely to have been present in prim-
itive dust is 60Fe (t1/2 = 2.62 × 106 yrs; Rugel et al., 2009). Following a
similar calculation as above, and assuming a 60Fe/56Fe ratio of approximately
1.5 × 10−6 (e.g. Birck and Lugmair, 1988), Sanders and Taylor (2005) find
that 60Fe could have contributed ∼ 1.8 kJ g−1 of energy in ‘dry’ primitive
dust.
These calculations demonstrate that the energy available from the decay
of short-lived radionuclides is approximately 11 kJ g−1, which is much greater
than the 1.6 kJ g−1 required to completely melt primitive dust. Sanders
and Taylor (2005) also show the decay of this energy budget with time (see
Figure 2.2). This plot shows that planetesimals which accrete after 2.3 Ma
will be unable to completely melt from 26Al and 60Fe decay. Rubin (2002)
suggests that after an initial heating period of ∼ 60 Ma in which thermal
metamorphism takes place, there would be insufficient 26Al left to cause
significant heating.
There are some more arguments against short-lived radionuclide decay
as a heat source. Rubin et al. (2001) argue that 26Al decay is incompatible
with the heterogeneous heating seen in many meteorites because aluminium
is distributed homogeneously within chondritic material. Hutcheon et al.
(1994) and Hutcheon and Jones (1995) report that there is a lack of 26Mg
(the decay product of 26Al) in many clasts and chondrules in ordinary chon-
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Figure 2.2: Combined energy budget from 26Al and 60Fe decay though time,
after Sanders and Taylor (2005). Immediately after CAI formation, approxi-
mately 11 kJ g−1 energy is available. After 2.3 Ma, the energy budget is less
than 1.6 kJ g−1 (the amount of energy required to completely melt primitive
dust).
drites. This suggests that the agglomeration of many bodies occurred after
the decay of 26Al, so much of the material making up planetesimals would not
have been heated by this method. So, while the decay of these isotopes un-
doubtedly provided some heat, especially very early on in the Solar System,
it is possible that some other mechanism contributed to the heating of chon-
dritic material. This may have be particularly important in later stages of
planetesimal evolution, once the abundance of 26Al and 60Fe had diminished.
2.3.2 Electromagnetic induction
Sonett et al. (1968) first suggested the possibility that material in the proto-
planetary disk could be heated by electromagnetic induction from the early
Sun. The theory states that material in the disk passed through a solar
wind which was much stronger than is present today (termed a T-Tauri
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solar wind). This plasma-like outflow from the Sun contains electrical cur-
rents, and as the disk material passes through it induction heating causes
an increase of temperature of the material (e.g. Herbert and Sonett, 1979;
Herbert, 1989).
Wood and Pellas (1991) summarise several problems that exist with this
theory. First, Herbert and Sonett (1979) suggest that it is unclear whether
this dense solar wind actually occurred. They also note that in chondrites
there is a paucity of trapped noble gases with compositions that are indica-
tive of solar winds. Also, Edwards et al. (1987) have shown that the solar
winds from T-Tauri stars are focused at the poles, hence they are not in
the same plane as the protoplanetary disk. They are therefore unlikely to
interact with much of the material in question, and so are unable to cause
significant heating. Herbert (1989) also indicated that the heating period
from electromagnetic induction would have lasted only ∼ 105 years, and
would therefore have been unable to cause significant heating long after the
formation of the planetesimals.
2.4 Meteoritical and asteroidal evidence for impacts
If the homogeneous heating from the radioactive decay of 26Al and 60Fe and
electromagnetic induction are unlikely to cause melting of planetesimals af-
ter ∼ 2.3 Ma or significant heating after ∼ 60 Ma, some other mechanism is
required to: (a) produce any heat after that time; and (b) add any secondary
heterogeneous heat. One alternative heating mechanism is the collision be-
tween planetesimals — at high enough velocity, a shock wave is initiated
which can heat both of the colliding planetesimals. The following sections
introduce the various lines of evidence that many impacts occurred in the
early Solar System, and describe current understanding of the physical pro-
cesses involved in hypervelocity impacts.
Almost all meteorites recovered on Earth show evidence for impacts oc-
curring on their parent bodies in the past. Asteroidal densities also point to
a period of violent collisions at some point in their evolution. In order to
discuss the meteoritical evidence in detail, it is useful to first summarise the
different classes of meteorites commonly found on Earth.
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2.4.1 Summary of meteorite types
There are two classes of meteorites: the primitive, or chondritic meteorites
and the differentiated, or non-chondritic meteorites. Chondrites are aggre-
gates of silicate and metallic particles, which bear close resemblance to the
Sun in their chemical composition (within a factor of 2, with the exception
of H, He, C, N, O and the inert gases). They contain chondrules (mm-sized
rounded particles, thought to have formed from molten silica droplets) and
CAIs (Ca-Al-rich inclusions) which are both formed at high temperature
(∼ 1500–2300 K). They also contain angular rock fragments composed of
foreign fragments from other meteorite types and sometimes pieces of chon-
drules and CAIs. Chondrites can be split into at least 14 different groups
(see Table 2.2 for a summary of these groups, and the peak temperatures
they are expected to have experienced).
Differentiated meteorites were formed in asteroids that melted shortly
after they accreted. They are igneous rocks, with chemical make-ups signif-
icantly different from Solar composition (different by a factor of 10–1000).
Differentiated meteorites are commonly divided into three groups: the irons
(derived from the core of the melted asteroid), the stony irons (from the
core-mantle boundary) and the achondrites (from the mantle and crust).
Scott (2002) and Consolmagno and Britt (2004) provide recent reviews
of several different types of evidence that impacts occurred on meteorite
parent bodies. Below is a summary of the major indicators that impacts were
common events which almost all meteoritic material would have experienced
over time.
2.4.2 Direct evidence of shocks in meteorites
A shock wave (a nearly instantaneous rise in pressure, temperature and den-
sity) is initiated when two bodies collide at high velocity. For a detailed
description of the physics of shock waves, see Section 2.5. When a shock
wave passes through meteoritic material the effects can manifest in two dif-
ferent ways.
Shock blackening occurs as opaque materials (e.g. metal and troilite)
are melted and redistributed within the meteorite by the shock wave. The
average opaque particle size may be reduced from ∼ 150 µm to 2 µm, which
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Class Group
Matrix
(volume %)
Peak temperature
range (◦C)
Enstatite EH < 2–15 400–950EL
Ordinary
H
10–15 400–950L
LL
R 35
Carbonaceous
CB < 5a 530–880b
CH 5 < 300
CO 30 300–500
CR 40 0–300
CV 40 300–500
CK 75 280–1000c
CM 70 0–300
CI 99 0–300
Table 2.2: Summary of the 14 chondrite groups, after Scott (2002). Moving
down the rows of the table is loosely comparable to increasing formation
distance from the Sun. The ordinary and enstatite classes were heated much
more than the carbonaceous class of chondrites. Carbonaceous chondrites
are typically matrix rich, with volatile compositions in the matrix relatively
high. Ordinary and enstatite classes are chondrule rich (and matrix poor),
while the concentration of volatiles in the matrix is low. Enstatite chondrites
display little (if any) aqueous alteration, ordinary chondrites show only mild
alteration in the most fine-grained of particles, while aqueous alteration is
much more common in carbonaceous chondrites. All data from Scott (2002),
except: aScott and Krot (2003), bLauretta et al. (2009), cGreenwood et al.
(2010)
is much closer to the wavelength of light. This has the effect of darkening the
rock. See Figure 2.3 for an example of a shock blackened meteorite sample.
However, not all meteorites that have been affected by a shock wave exhibit
shock blackening. Only 13.7 (± 4.5) % of ordinary chondrites are classed as
black chondrites (Britt and Pieters, 1991).
Shock metamorphism is another effect shock waves have on meteoritic
material. The sudden increase in pressure and temperature associated with
the passage of a shock wave can significantly alter the meteorite. The ‘shock
stage’ of a meteorite is determined by examining the damage of mineral
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and the shock blackened Farmington, and found that
while both had similar amounts of metal and troilite
(the primary opaque materials in ordinary chondrites),
in Jackalsfontein the average particle size of the opaques
was 150mm while in Farmington it was only 2mm
(Fig. 2). The smaller particle size of the opaques
substantially increases their effective cross-section.
Furthermore, the location of the opaques at grain
boundaries, where light normally is reflected, increases
their effect on reducing the amount of light returned
from the mineral. The result is that shock blackened
meteorites can have an albedo comparable to some
carbonaceous chondrites.
Shock blackened meteorites are relatively rare; Britt
and Pieters (1991) report that only 13:7! 4:5% of
ordinary chondrite falls meet their optical definition of a
black chondrite. Thus, just as significant as the fact that
shock events can turn ordinary stony meteorites black,
is the fact that such blackening is the exception and not
the rule. Asteroids can be disassembled, and pieces put
into Earth-crossing orbits, without blackening 85% of
the material affected.
The shock stage of a meteorite is determined by the
presence (or abundance) of damage in mineral crystals
formed during the passage of shock waves through a
rock. The most commonly used system is that of Sto¨ffler
et al. (1991), which grades meteorites into six stages,
from the unshocked S1 through the heavily shocked S6
(see Table 1).
The criteria for shock stage include the optical
extinctions of the mineral crystals (unshocked minerals
have sharp optical extinctions, which become undula-
tory as shock dislocates and damages the crystal
structure); the presence and nature of fractures in the
olivine; the formation of melt pockets; the presence of
opaque shock veins; the presence of shock-induced
minerals such as maskelynite; and solid state recrystalli-
zation.
Based on laboratory studies going back several
decades (cf. Fredriksson et al., 1963) estimates have
been made for the total temperature and peak pressure
excursion each shock stage represents. Though recent
results have called into question some of these calibra-
tions (cf. Xie et al., 2001), the system still serves to
indicate the relative ordering of shock features and gives
at least a rough guide as to the level of shock pressure
and temperature that a given meteorite must have
experienced.
Most, but not all, shock blackened meteorites for
which a stage has been determined are S4 or higher, as
might be expected. However, not all S5 or S6 meteorites
are black, and Grady (2000) lists at least one S2
meteorite (Mayday) and two S3 meteorites (Gladstone
and Orvinio) which nonetheless are shock blackened.
Likewise, the correlation between shock state and
porosity is not nearly as strong as one might suspect.
While the less-shocked meteorites tend on average to be
slightly more porous, this correlation is weak, especially
ARTICLE IN PRESS
Fig. 1. The constrast between unshocked ordinary chondrite Farmville
(above) and the shocked ordinary chondrite Farmington (below)
shows how shock can turn essentially identical material from light gray
to black.
Fig. 2. High resolution SEM image of Farmington, showing the
distribution of the submicron metallic blebs responsible for its black
coloring.
Guy Consolmagno S.J., D.T. Britt / Planetary and Space Science 52 (2004) 1119–1128 1121
Figure 2.3: Shock blackening can significantly change the appearance of me-
teoritic material. The unshocked ordinary chondrite Farmville (top) and the
shock blackened ordinary chondrite Farmington (bottom) have essentially
the same composition. T e differ nce is that F rmington has be n ‘black-
ened’ by a shock wave. From Consolmagno and Britt (2004).
Shock
stage
Pressure,
P (GPa) ∆T (K)
Porosity,
φ (%)
Number of
meteorites (%)
S1 < 4–5 10–20 13.7±7.5 11.6
S2 5–10 20–50 9.9±5.4 34.0
S3 15–20 100–150 8.2±3.2 34.8
S4 30–35 250–350 6.2±4.0 12.9
S5 45–55 600–850 6.4±3.0 4.2
S6 70–90 1500–1750 6.6±3.5 2.5
Table 2.3: Summary of the different stages of shock metam rphism ex ibited
by meteorites, after Consolmagno and Britt (2004). Shock stage definitions
from Stöﬄer et al. (1991). Statistics for the frequency of each meteorite type
are from Grady (2000).
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crystals caused by shock waves. One such scheme which is commonly used
to compare metamorphism in meteorites is described in Stöﬄer et al. (1991)
and is summarised in Table 2.3.
The presence in many meteorites of several different shock-induced fea-
tures is evidence that they experienced an impact event before reaching
Earth. These features include deformation of crystals, such as fracturing,
twinning, plastic deformation and mosaicism. Undulating optical extinctions
are also an indicator of shock — by comparison, unshocked (and therefore
undamaged) crystals have sharp optical extinctions. Solid state recrystalli-
sation, the presence of melt pockets, opaque shock veins and shock-induced
minerals are all also indicative of shock. Approximately 88% of all meteorites
studied in Grady (2000) have been shocked to at least shock stage S2, and
∼ 20% have been shocked to at least stage S4.
2.4.3 Cosmic ray exposure age evidence for breakup of
asteroids
Consolmagno and Britt (2004) discuss another indicator that shows impacts
occurred. Galactic cosmic rays deliver approximately 1 GeV of energy to the
surface of asteroids. This energy is sufficient to produce moderately short-
lived radioisotopes, but would only have been able to penetrate the top
10 cm, or so, of meteoritic material. Therefore in a 1 km radius spherical
asteroid, only 0.003% of the volume would experience the rays. In a 1 m sized
sphere, 30% of the volume is within the top 10 cm and subject to processing
by cosmic rays. By studying the abundance ratio between these short-lived
radioisotopes and their stable decay products, such as 3H–3He, 10Be–21Ne,
22Na–22Ne, 26Al–26Mg, 36Cl–36Ar, 39Ar–38Ar, 40K–41K and 81Kr–83Kr, it is
possible to estimate the length of time a sample has been exposed to the
cosmic rays. Hence, if a meteorite has a short cosmic ray exposure age, it
implies that its parent body recently experienced a disruptive collision.
Evidence from cosmic ray exposure times suggests that certain groups of
meteorites must have been disrupted, exposing large volumes of meteoritic
material to cosmic rays. Using the cosmic ray exposure ‘clock’, it is estimated
that 45% of the H chondrites were involved in collisions 7.0 – 7.6 Ma ago
from their cosmic ray exposure ages (Graf and Marti, 1995; Graf et al.,
2001; Alexeev, 2001). Haack et al. (1996) also show that the L chondrites
underwent multiple break up events. The L chondrite parent body was
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subject to a strong impact 500 Ma ago, producing several smaller parent
bodies, still capable of shielding material from cosmic rays. In the past 5 –
40 Ma, these smaller parent bodies then disrupted, exposing more material to
cosmic rays. If parent bodies such as these were still experiencing disruptive
collisions relatively recently, earlier in the history of the Solar System, when
more planetesimals were orbiting in the inner regions of the Solar System
and relative velocities were expected to be higher than now, it is likely that
primitive bodies would have undergone similar, large scale collision events.
2.4.4 Asteroidal densities as evidence for catastrophic
collisions
Most asteroids have densities which are well below that of the meteorites
expected to have been derived from them and from the minerals from which
they are composed (Britt et al., 2002). For example, the subset of S-type
asteroids thought to be composed of ordinary chondritic material (based on
reflectance spectra data; e.g. Chapman, 1996) are 20% less dense than av-
erage ordinary chondrites. Some dark asteroids which are thought to be
composed of carbonaceous material may be 30–50% less dense than the car-
bonaceous chondrites. This shows that most asteroids contain some degree
of pore space (See Figure 2.4). A likely explanation for this pore space is
that the asteroids have been strongly shattered, or disrupted and then re-
accreted under gravity1. This points to the fact that even though disruptive
collisions are now rare, they would have likely been the norm at an earlier
stage in asteroid evolution (Consolmagno and Britt, 2004).
2.4.5 Lithification of meteoritic material as evidence for
impacts
The compaction and lithification of asteroids is further proof for the occur-
rence of impacts. On Earth, heat, water or 0.5–1 GPa of confining pressure
are needed to lithify cumulate rocks (i.e. compact and cement loose grains to
solid rock). The ordinary chondrites would not have experienced sufficient
heat or water to initiate the lithification process. The only asteroid which is
large enough to produce high enough pressure for lithification in its interior
1It is worth mentioning that the porosity discussed here is macro-porosity, on the scale
of the fragments that make up the asteroids, in contrast to the micro-porosity on the
grain-scale, which most planetesimals are likely to have contained.
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Figure 2.4: Macroporosity measurements of several asteroids, from Britt
et al. (2002). The bulk density of the asteroid is compared to the grain
density of a meteorite with a similar composition. The microporosity of
that analogue meteorite is then subtracted from the total porosity to give
the asteroid macroporosity estimate. Heavily fractured asteroids may have
macroporosity < 20%, while those with macroporosity > 30% are likely to
have been disrupted and reassembled (termed ‘rubble piles’).
is Ceres. Scott (2002) and Consolmagno and Britt (2004) suggest that im-
pacts between early porous planetesimals could have provided the energy to
compact and lithify the material now found in asteroids and meteorites.
2.5 Shock wave physics
During a collision of sufficient kinetic energy (i.e. at a high enough relative
velocity), a shock wave is generated which propagates through the collid-
ing bodies. An understanding of the physics behind these shock waves is
therefore essential to fully study high velocity collision events.
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2.5.1 Hugoniot equations
Melosh (1989) and Sharp and de Carli (2006) provide nice summaries of the
mechanics of shock loading. A shock wave is the result of a strong disturbance
to the target rock, for example from an impact or collision. A shock front is
an abrupt pulse which travels at supersonic speeds, and is often represented
as a discontinuous jump to a higher state of pressure, density, particle veloc-
ity and internal energy. As the thickness of a shock front is rarely larger than
a few metres, this approximation is usually an adequate representation. The
Rankine-Hugoniot equations describe the change in state variables across a
shock front:
Conservation of mass: ρsh(Ush − upt) = ρ0Ush (2.6)
Conservation of momentum: Psh − P0 = ρ0uptUsh (2.7)
Conservation of energy: Esh − E0 = (Psh + P0)1
2
(
1
ρ0
− 1
ρsh
)
(2.8)
where ρsh and ρ0 are the compressed and uncompressed densities, Ush is the
shock velocity, upt is the particle velocity behind the shock, P0 and Psh are
the pressures in front of and behind the shock, respectively, and E0 and Esh
are the specific internal energies in front of and behind the shock.
A final equation is needed to completely describe the conditions in front
of and behind the shock: the equation of state (EoS). The EoS is material
specific, and is often derived empirically. It relates scalar pressure to specific
volume and internal energy:
P = P (V,E) (2.9)
See Section 3.2 for more discussion on equations of state.
A pressure-volume (P -V ) diagram is a common way to visualise the
Hugoniot equations. The Hugoniot (see Figure 2.5 for an example) is not a
continuous thermodynamic path: rather, it is the locus of individual shock
events. As a shock wave passes though a material, the P -V state jumps
instantaneously from the unshocked state to a state on the Hugoniot curve,
dependant on the magnitude of the shock pressure, Psh. The Hugoniot curve
itself is dependant on several material parameters — for example, the type,
initial temperature and porosity of the material. The jump to a specific state
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Figure 2.5: Schematic Pressure-Volume diagram adapted from Sharp and
de Carli (2006). During shock loading a material will jump along a Rayleigh
line from the reference state (V0, P0) to a state on the Hugoniot. The area
between the Rayleigh line and the release adiabat (approximated here by
the Hugoniot) is equal to the waste heat – the net heat transferred to the
material upon release from a state of high shock pressure, Psh.
on the Hugoniot is represented by a Rayleigh line — a straight line between
the unshocked and the shocked states on the P -V diagram (e.g. the dashed
line AC on Figure 2.5).
2.5.2 Release waves
The material is only shocked to high pressure for a finite length of time. The
propagation of a rarefaction (or ‘release’) wave acts to release the material
from the state of high pressure. A release wave usually travels at a speed
greater than that of the shock wave, as it travels through compressed ma-
terial. Release waves begin at free surfaces (or material interfaces) once the
shock front has reached them — in a collision, this may be the back of a pro-
jectile or the edge of a planetesimal. Across a shock front mass, momentum
and energy are conserved, but not entropy; the process is therefore not re-
versible. However, release from the state of high pressure is isentropic (i.e. it
conserves entropy and is reversible). The release adiabat as represented in
P -V space is therefore a thermodynamic path — the material is gradually
released from high shock pressure. It is often approximated by the Hugo-
niot curve on a P -V diagram, although it is has a very different physical
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interpretation, and is never actually equal to it. However, it is a reason-
able approximation for illustrative purposes as the differences between the
two are on the order of the uncertainty in the measurement of the Hugoniot
(Sharp and de Carli, 2006).
2.5.3 Shock heating
As the passage of a shock wave does irreversible work on the material it
engulfs, it deposits heat in the material. The peak pressure and temperature
that the material reached during shock are not the temperature and pressure
conditions that the material is left in after the shock wave passes. The peak
shock pressure is, however, intrinsically linked to the post shock temperature.
For a given material starting at a particular temperature, it is the magnitude
of the peak shock pressure that determines the post shock temperature. If
that post shock temperature is sufficiently high (i.e. greater than the melt
temperature), melting can occur.
From the P -V diagram it is possible to see how much the material will
be heated. The amount of PdV (plastic) work done to shock the material
to the peak shock pressure is equal to the area of the right triangle bounded
by the Rayleigh line and the two lines parallel to the P and V axes (i.e. the
triangle ABC in Figures 2.5 & 2.6). The area below the release adiabat
and bounded by the same two lines parallel to the axes is equivalent to the
mechanical work involved with the decompression of the material on release
from shock. The waste heat (the net heat transferred to the material after
decompression) is equal to the area between the Rayleigh line and the release
adiabat (striped region in Figure 2.6).
2.5.4 Shock heating in porous media
During shock loading porous and non-porous materials behave very differ-
ently. In non-porous media, all work done by the shock waves goes towards
compressing the solid material. However, in porous materials, additional
work is required to compact the material (i.e. to crush out the pore space).
Zel’Dovich and Raizer (1967) show that there are two important effects that
compaction has on shock waves. First, the shock wave amplitude is atten-
uated sooner because of the extra energy required to crush the pore space.
Second, the amount of PdV work done to raise a porous material to a certain
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Figure 2.6: Schematic Pressure-Volume diagram adapted from Sharp and
de Carli (2006) for both non-porous and porous media. The amount of plastic
work done during loading is represented by the triangle ABC (non-porous
case) and A’BC (porous). The non-porous Rayleigh line is represented by
the line AC. The waste heat in the non-porous case is represented by the
striped shaded area. For a porous material shocked to the same pressure,
the Rayleigh line is represented by A’C, and the waste heat is approximated
by the striped-shaded region plus the extra waste heat of the triangle AA’C
(shaded region).
pressure is greater than for a non-porous material. This second effect can
be observed on the P − V diagram shown in Figure 2.6. In porous material,
the Rayleigh line will start at a greater volume in the unshocked state (V00)
than it does for the non-porous case (V0), for the same mass of material.
The area of the triangle ABC represents the PdV work required to raise the
non-porous material to Psh. The area of the larger triangle A’BC represents
the work required to raise the porous material to the same shock pressure
(i.e. more work is required to reach the same shock pressure in a porous ma-
terial). The pore space that was present in a porous material before shock
loading is not reintroduced on release from high shock pressure. Therefore,
the release curve of a porous material is similar to that for a non-porous
material. The mechanical work involved in decompressing a formerly porous
material during release is therefore represented by the area under the same
adiabat as the non-porous material. The waste heat for the porous material
is equal to the waste heat for the non-porous material (striped region on
Figure 2.6) plus the area between the two Rayleigh lines (i.e. the area of the
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triangle AA’C on Figure 2.6).
To summarise: for a given shock pressure the waste heat will be greater
in a porous medium compared to a non-porous medium. Therefore, the
porous material will be heated more. Equivalently, to produce the same
amount of waste heat in porous material, a lower shock pressure is required
— hence if a material possesses initial porosity a lower critical shock pressure
is required to raise the material to the same post-shock temperature after
release. However, the volume of shock-processed material will be greater in
a non-porous medium, as the shock wave is not attenuated by the crushing
of pore space. Which of these effects has the most control on the amount
of heating in a planetesimal collision has not been quantified for collisions
between porous planetesimals.
It has been demonstrated experimentally that porosity can significantly
reduce the critical shock pressure for melting (e.g. Bauer, 1979; Hörz and
Schaal, 1981; Hörz et al., 2005). For example, Hörz et al. (2005) reported
the results of a reverberation shock experiment into ∼ 40–45% porous chon-
dritic material. They found that at Psh = 14.5 GPa all pore space was closed;
at Psh = 38.1 GPa highly vesicular melts were present at grain boundaries
and were occasionally pooled into pockets of melt; at Psh = 50 GPa more
grain boundary melts occurred, and more commonly formed distinct pockets
and pools of melt; and at Psh = 65 GPa, 50% of the sample was molten. The
critical shock pressure for melting non-porous dunite has been determined
experimentally (80–100 GPa, Reimold and Stoeﬄer, 1978) and derived from
the ANEOS equation of state for dunite (106 GPa, Benz et al., 1989; Wün-
nemann et al., 2008). This shows that melting occurs at significantly lower
pressures in porous material than in non-porous material. Chapter 4 will
show the significant influence this result has upon heating in planetesimal
collisions.
2.6 Introduction to impact cratering processes
Many of the processes involved in hypervelocity collisions between planetes-
imals are similar to those involved in impact crater formation. Therefore
it is prudent to briefly summarise here the current state of understanding
of the fundamental cratering processes (more detailed summaries of these
processes are provided by Melosh, 1989 and French, 1998). The formation
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Figure 2.7: Schematic representation of the contact stage of an impact event.
As the projectile (shaded grey) strikes the target surface, shock waves prop-
agate into both the target and the projectile. Contours show the pressure
levels in GPa, for a 15 km s−1 impact. The shock wave spreads out hemi-
spherically in the target and backwards into the projectile (marked by the
arrows). Adapted from Melosh (1989).
of an impact crater is often split into three main stages: first, contact of the
projectile and compression of the rocks near the impact site; next, the crater
is excavated as material flows away from the point of impact; and finally,
the impact crater is subject to modification by gravity, rock mechanics, and
erosion. Each stage is discussed below.
2.6.1 Contact and compression stage
The formation of an impact crater begins as a projectile strikes the target
surface at hypervelocity — i.e. at a velocity greater than the sound speed of
the material (typically several kilometres per second or more). As the im-
pactor penetrates the surface, the surrounding rocks are accelerated to a large
fraction of the impact velocity. Simultaneously, the projectile is rapidly de-
celerated. These velocity changes introduce shock waves (Section 2.5) at the
contact between the highly compressed and uncompressed material. These
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shock waves will typically raise the pressure in the target material to more
than 1 GPa (often as high as hundreds of GPa) — pressures far in excess
of any other geological surface processes. These pressures are also typically
greater than the yield strength of the target and projectile. As one shock
wave propagates into the target material, spreading out in a hemispherical
fashion, another shock wave will travel backwards into the projectile (Fig-
ure 2.7). This is an important process for collisions of planetesimals, as
during a collision both the impacting and the target bodies will be heated
by shock waves. Outside an isobaric core (comparable in size to the projec-
tile), the amplitude of the peak shock pressure Psh decays as a function of
the distance, r, away from the impact site as Psh ∝ r−n, where n depends
on the size and velocity of the impactor, and may be ∼ 2–4.5 (Ahrens and
O’Keefe, 1977b). In collisions between similar sized bodies, it is likely that
there will be little decay of pressure, as the isobaric core will be similar in size
to the target planetesimal. High velocity ‘jets’ of highly shocked material
may escape from the interface between the projectile and target.
Once the shock wave reaches the back edge of the projectile, a release
wave (see Section 2.5.2) is produced which travels back through the projec-
tile (releasing it from its state of high shock pressure) and into the target.
During release, the projectile, which was heated during shock loading, may
be melted and possibly even vaporised. As the release wave propagates into
the target material, the contact and compression stage is over, and leads to
the excavation stage. The principle outcome of the contact and compression
stage is that much of the kinetic energy from the projectile is transferred to
the target, both as internal and kinetic energy, resulting in a region compa-
rable in size to the projectile of highly shocked material being accelerated
away from the impact site.
The volume of planetesimal material that is heated in a collision is deter-
mined by the volume of material that is processed by a shock wave. Therefore
understanding the contact and compression stage is most important for the
purposes of calculating how efficient a collision is at heating planetesimals.
2.6.2 Excavation stage
Two main processes characterise the excavation stage: the shock wave and
release wave expand through the target material, decaying in strength be-
cause of the larger area over which they are spread and because of irreversible
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Figure 2.8: Schematic representation of the excavation phase of impact crater
formation. The grey contours are shock pressure isobars, showing the near-
hemispherical expansion of the shock wave. The dashed lines show the mate-
rial flows away from the impact site. The shaded grey area is excavated and
ejected beyond the crater rim. Material below that zone is displaced and
compressed downwards and outwards, and is not ejected from the crater.
The transient crater surface is also shown. Adapted from French (1998).
losses involved in compressing material. Eventually, as the shock wave weak-
ens more it degrades to a stress wave. This wave is still travelling faster than
the bulk sound speed of the material. This wave sets material in motion as
it passes, leading to the second major process of the excavation stage — the
excavation flow. The material accelerated by the shock wave (and later, the
stress wave) moves away from the site of the impact, opening the crater. This
material movement is subsonic in speed, and takes much longer than the pas-
sage of the shock wave. The direction of the flow of material is summarised
in Figure 2.8. Material near the surface moves upwards and outwards, while
material below the impact site primarily moves downwards. Material above
the flow lines that intersect the transient crater at the pre-impact target
surface will be ejected from the crater (the shaded region in Figure 2.8); ma-
terial below that level is driven downwards and outwards from the impact
point. Because the excavated zone contains material which has experienced
a wide range of peak shock pressures, the ejected material may be a mixture
of vaporised, melted, heated and fractured rock.
The crater stops growing at the point in time when the excavating flow
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has been completely decelerated by the forces acting to halt the growth of the
crater: namely, the gravity of the target planet and the strength of the target
rock. Which of these forces causes the cessation of crater growth is dependent
on the gravity of the target planet and the strength of the target rock. At
the time the crater is at its maximum size it is termed the ‘transient crater’.
The excavation stage ends at this time, and the modification stage begins,
during which time the crater may be modified by gravitational collapse.
The excavation stage of impact cratering is also important for the study
of planetesimal collisions — the size of the transient crater is a key factor
determining whether the target body is catastrophically disrupted or not.
2.6.3 Impact crater scaling laws
Empirical relationships have been determined to relate impactor and target
properties to the size of the impact crater (diameter and volume). The so-
called Pi-group scaling laws (e.g. Holsapple and Schmidt, 1982; Schmidt and
Housen, 1987; Holsapple, 1993) are summarised by Melosh (1989, Chapter 7).
The form of the scaling laws are derived from dimensional analysis, and state
that a dimensionless measure of the crater diameter, piD, can be expressed
in terms of three other dimensionless parameters:
piD = F (pi2, pi3, pi4) (2.10)
where
piD = dc
(
ρt
Mi
)1/3
(2.11)
pi2 = 1.61
gdi
vi2
(2.12)
pi3 =
Y
ρivi2
(2.13)
pi4 =
ρt
ρi
(2.14)
where dc is the apparent transient crater diameter, Mi and di are the im-
pactor mass and diameter, respectively, Y is the target strength, vi is the
impact velocity and ρt and ρi are the target and impactor densities. pi2 is
termed the gravity scaled size, and is the inverse of the Froude number. pi3
is a measure of the target strength. For impact craters formed in the gravity
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regime (i.e. the main controlling force stopping the growth of the crater is
gravity: in Equation 2.13, pi3 tends to 0), and where the difference between
target and projectile density is negligible (i.e. in Equation 2.14, pi4 ≈ 1),
Equation 2.10 can be simplified to:
piD = F (pi2) (2.15)
It has been shown by Schmidt (1980) and Schmidt and Housen (1987) that
Equation 2.15 is dependent on the target material, and can be expressed as:
piD = CDpi2
−β (2.16)
where CD and β are to be determined empirically for different materials.
Similarly, a relation exists for scaling the crater volume. The dimensionless
crater volume is defined as:
piV =
ρtVc
Mi
(2.17)
where Vc is the crater volume. This can be expressed in the gravity regime
as:
piV = CV pi2
−γ (2.18)
where CV and γ are material constants. Relationships similar to Equa-
tions 2.16 and 2.18 can also be expressed for strength dominated craters
(i.e. where pi3 is the dominating term), with different values for the material
constants:
piD = CDpi3
−β (2.19)
piV = CV pi3
−γ (2.20)
2.6.4 Modification stage
The extent to which the crater is modified after the transient crater forms
is dependent primarily on the size of the crater. Small transient craters
form simple craters, the main modification being the collapse of the steep
upper crater walls. The crater diameter may grow by up to about 20%
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(a) Simple (b) Complex — central peak (c) Complex — peak ring
Figure 2.9: Schematic representations of the development of simple and com-
plex craters. Top image shows the growth of the transient crater, the middle
image shows the modification stage, and the bottom image shows the final
crater. Adapted from Melosh (1989) and French (1998).
during this collapse. The simple, bowl-shaped crater may then be subject
to infilling from fallback ejecta and material slumping in from the walls and
rim. This redeposited material forms part of a breccia lens inside the crater.
On Earth, simple craters form for transient crater diameters up to ∼ 2–4 km
in diameter, depending on the target material (Dence, 1965). This limit
scales inversely with the target planet’s gravity.
For larger transient craters, complex craters are formed, characterised by
a central uplift, a flat crater floor, and slumping at the crater rim. The shock
wave is strong enough to overcome the strength of the target material over
a large volume, and in the late stages of crater modification, the deep rocks
beneath the crater rise to form a central uplift. Rocks towards the edge of
the transient crater collapse inwards to form a ring or series of depressed
rings and terraces. Figure 2.9 compares the general form of simple, central
peak and peak ring craters.
The modification stage does not play a very important role in heating
material in planetesimal collisions. Therefore, detailed discussion of the mod-
ification of impact craters is beyond the scope of this thesis. The interested
reader is directed in the first instance to the comprehensive description of
crater modification processes in Melosh (1989) for further discussion.
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2.7 Quantifying the heating caused by impacts
Despite Rubin (1995) showing a correlation between shock stage and meta-
morphic grade (which supports the collisional heating hypothesis), previous
work has concluded that impacts were inefficient as a source of heat and
melt in asteroids (Keil et al., 1997; McSween et al., 2002) compared with
other processes (e.g. Section 2.3). However, much of the previous work on
this subject has examined the low velocity, accretionary collisions responsi-
ble for forming the planetesimal bodies (e.g. Benz, 2000), in which collision
velocities range from 5–40 m s−1. Less work has quantified the higher ve-
locity collisions that are capable of producing more substantial heating and
melting.
In a comprehensive study combining observations from terrestrial craters,
results from laboratory shock experiments, numerical modelling and theo-
retical considerations, Keil et al. (1997) critically examined impact heating
in small-body collisions. Building on work by Love and Ahrens (1996), they
used Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) to model collisions between
fully consolidated (i.e. non-porous) planetesimal bodies, and determined that
the majority of collision events only produced low levels of heating. More-
over, on all but the largest of parent bodies (∼ 1000 km diameter), the low
surface gravity made melt retention difficult. The shock physics calculations
of Keil et al. (1997) show that, for dunite bodies smaller than 500 km in
diameter, it is not possible to achieve a global temperature increase of more
than ∼ 50 K.
An important limitation of the simulations described Keil et al. (1997) is
that they considered only non-porous bodies. Keil et al. (1997) do acknowl-
edge that the inclusion of porosity in their results could increase the volume
of melt by up to a factor of 5 and increase the disruption threshold by a
factor of ∼ 3 (Love et al., 1993), but did not quantify in detail heating in
porous planetesimal collisions.
Few studies have investigated the mechanisms involved in high velocity
collisions between similar sized bodies. Cameron et al. (1990) and Cameron
et al. (1991) showed that high velocity impacts can cause significant lo-
calised heating. However, once again these models only considered collisions
between non-porous bodies.
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2.7.1 Melt volume scaling laws from impact studies
The amount of melt produced during an impact formed on a planetary sur-
face has been quantified in several studies. Ahrens and O’Keefe (1977a)
proposed a scaling law to relate the volume of impact melt to some impactor
and target properties: the impact velocity, impactor mass, and the impactor
and target materials. This scaling law was given in its normalised form by
Bjorkman and Holsapple (1987):
log
(
Vm
Vi
)
= a+
3
2
µ · log
(
vi
2
Ecrit
)
, (2.21)
or equivalently:
Mm
Mi
= A
(
vi
2/Ecrit
)3µ/2
, (2.22)
where Vm,Mm, Vi and Mi are the volume and mass of the melt and the im-
pactor, respectively. a (= logA) and µ are material specific and must be
determined empirically. vi is the impact velocity, and Ecrit is the critical
internal energy required to melt the target material. For non-porous mate-
rials, it has been shown that the volume of melt scales approximately with
the kinetic energy of the impact (e.g. Ahrens and O’Keefe, 1977a,b; Pierazzo
et al., 1997) — i.e. µ ≈ 2/3.
Pierazzo et al. (1997) performed a series of hydrocode simulations of im-
pacts into non-porous target materials, and found values of µ ranging from
0.667 to 0.709, depending on the target material. This agrees well with the
analogy that impact melt volume scales with the kinetic energy of the im-
pactor (µ = 2/3). For dunite, they found that a = −0.972 ± 0.064 and
µ = 0.701 ± 0.018. Wünnemann et al. (2008) performed a similar series of
simulations with the iSALE hydrocode (see Section 3.1 and Amsden et al.,
1980; Wünnemann et al., 2006) for non-porous dunite and quartzite, and
found that µ = 0.662 and 0.663, respectively, corresponding well with both
the scaling law theory and the results of Pierazzo et al. (1997). They also per-
formed simulations using the ε–α porous-compaction model (Section 3.1.8)
and found that for higher porosity materials, the value of µ decreases. This
is in qualitative agreement with the work of Holsapple and Schmidt (1987).
Importantly, Pierazzo et al. (1997) found that the scaling law in Equa-
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tion 2.22 applies only for values of the so-called melt number (vi2/Ecrit)
greater than 30 — for dunite, this is equivalent to a melt volume ∼ 5 times
greater than the volume of the projectile. In planetesimal collisions, the
melt number is unlikely to be as high as 30 — for a collision at 5 km s−1
(the average collision velocity in the present day asteroid belt) between two
dunite planetesimals, the melt number would be ∼ 5 for non-porous material
and ∼ 15–20 for 50% porous material. Also, the volume of melt produced
in planetesimal collisions may be limited to less than 5 times the volume of
the impactor, especially for the case of similar sized planetesimal collisions.
This shows that the scaling laws proposed for planetary scale impact craters
are not applicable for planetesimal collisions.
The scaling law (Equation 2.21) is appropriate for initially ‘cold’ mate-
rial (i.e. at the reference temperature, 298 K). If the material has already
been heated (for example by other impacts or radioactive decay), different
scaling constants for the scaling laws would need to be computed before they
could be applied. Also, the scaling law is only applicable for impacts onto
a flat plane (or where the impactor is so small that the curvature of the
planet is unimportant). In collisions between planetesimals, where the tar-
get curvature is important, the complex interaction of the shock wave and
the free surface (which initiates release waves) is different from that for a
planar target surface. Therefore, the volume of shock heated material may
be different from that described by the scaling law. Scaling laws have not
previously been calculated for impacts at low velocity (i.e. low melt number),
for impacts into a curved surface, or impacts into initially warm material.
2.8 Conclusions
Two recent advances in our knowledge of planetesimals in the early Solar
System have reopened the question of whether impacts could have provided
significant amounts of heat to planetesimals. Early accretionary collisions
would have been at sufficiently low velocity that pore space would have been
maintained as bodies grew in size, leading to a population of porous planetes-
imals. In addition, after this period of low velocity accretionary collisions,
gravitational interactions with planetary embryos and orbital resonance with
Jupiter may have increased the relative collision velocity up to several kilo-
metres per second (in some cases possibly even greater than 10 km s−1),
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implying that hypervelocity collisions between planetesimals occurred early
in Solar System evolution.
Previous work has concluded that impact heating on planetesimals was
inefficient. However, heating in porous planetesimal collisions has not been
quantified. The presence of porosity is well known to reduce the shock pres-
sure required to melt a material. The decay of short-lived radionuclides
undoubtedly played a major role in heating the primitive material very early
in the Solar System. However, after 2.3 Ma the amount of heat from this
source would no longer be able to melt primitive material, and after 60 Ma
the heating potential would be limited. Also, radionuclide decay cannot
explain the heterogeneous heating observed in meteorites. The question of
which mechanism caused the heating in planetesimals after 60 Ma is still un-
resolved. The thesis aims to address this gap in our understanding of plan-
etesimal heat sources by numerically simulating collisions between porous
planetesimals at high velocities.
Chapter 3
Numerical methods
This chapter introduces the numerical methods employed to achieve the goals
of this thesis. Simulations of planetesimal collisions presented in Chapter 4
use the iSALE/iSALE-3D hydrocode. The numerical methods used in iSALE
are summarised, and then the porous-compaction model and the equation
of state that are used to describe the planetesimal material are discussed.
To determine the extent of heating in planetesimal collisions, the amount of
material shocked to certain critical peak shock pressures is calculated (the
peak shock pressure is intrinsically linked to the post shock temperature; see
Section 2.5.3). The methods used to determine these critical pressures are
described at the end of this chapter.
Impact cratering events can be studied by several different methods. Im-
pact craters are ubiquitous features on all solid Solar System bodies, and
can be observed either directly in the field or remotely using telescopes and
space craft. They may also be studied in the laboratory: high-velocity guns
are able to produce impact craters on the sub-millimetre to centimetre scale.
Larger scale experiments (such as explosions) are able to provide analogue
processes at sizes up to the kilometre scale. Fortunately, we are not sub-
jected to frequent impact events at large scales on Earth today, and hence
to study these processes numerical modelling is required. A validated and
verified numerical model (i.e. one which has been thoroughly tested to show
that is can accurately reproduce reality) is a powerful tool to help investigate
impact processes.
To numerically model impact processes, a ‘hydrocode’ is used. These
computer codes are historically called hydrocodes as in the first instance
they were developed to model fluid flow. Many hydrocodes have since been
developed that account for material strength and complex rheology. In this
thesis, the iSALE/iSALE-3D hydrocode is used, which is described below.
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3.1 The iSALE hydrocode
The iSALE (impact-SALE) hydrocode is a multi-material, multi-rheology,
finite difference shock physics code. It is based on the SALE (Simplified
Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian) hydrocode (Amsden et al., 1980). The orig-
inal SALE was able to model a single, strengthless material (i.e. Newtonian
fluid flow). Since then, several workers have added enhancements to the
code. Melosh et al. (1992) incorporated an elasto-plastic constitutive model,
a fragmentation algorithm and support for several equations of state, among
them the Tillotson EoS (Tillotson, 1962). Ivanov et al. (1997) implemented
free surface and material interface tracking in Eulerian mode. They also
added support for the semi-analytical EoS, ANEOS (Thompson and Lau-
son, 1972a). This modified SALE code became known as SALEB, and was
capable of simulating an entire impact event (e.g. Ivanov and Deutsch, 1999;
Ivanov and Artemieva, 2002; Ivanov, 2005)
Collins et al. (2002) further enhanced the original SALE code to model
a wider range of rheologic models (this version was released as SALES-2).
Several further advancements were made by Wünnemann (2002), Wünne-
mann and Ivanov (2003) and Wünnemann et al. (2005), including rewriting
large portions of the code, whilst also extending the code to be able to model
a third material.
The constitutive model was refined in Collins et al. (2004) and the ε–
α porous-compaction model was incorporated into iSALE in Wünnemann
et al. (2006, also see section 3.1.8). More recently, iSALE was rewritten in
Fortran 90, primarily by Dirk Elbeshausen.
iSALE-3D uses many of the same principles as iSALE (Section 3.1), but
rather than a 2D axially symmetric mesh, it uses a fully three dimensional
Cartesian coordinate system. It is an extension to the original SALE3D code
of Amsden and Ruppel (1981). At the same time as they were developing
the SALE code (see Section 3.1 and Melosh et al., 1992; Ivanov et al., 1997),
Boris Ivanov, Detlef de Niem and Jay Melosh also made similar improve-
ments to SALE3D to allow it to model impact processes, adding a deviatoric
stress model and support for the Tillotson equation of state (Section A.1.2).
Dirk Elbeshausen further developed this modified version of SALE3D. His
modifications included rewriting it in Fortran 90, parallelising the code, and
implementing in-memory compression algorithms. This resulted in the cur-
rent version, iSALE-3D.
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3.1.1 Hydrocode modelling
The fundamentals of hydrocode modelling are described by Anderson (1987)
and Pierazzo and Collins (2003). In essence, hydrocodes solve a set of five
equations. The first three are differential equations describing the Newtonian
laws of physics — the conservation of mass, momentum and energy. In a
reference frame that follows the material, these are:
Conservation of momentum:
Dui
Dt
= fi +
1
ρ
∂σji
∂xj
(3.1)
Conservation of mass:
Dρ
Dt
+ ρ
∂ui
∂xi
= 0 (3.2)
Conservation of energy:
DE
Dt
= −P
ρ
∂ui
∂xi
+
1
ρ
Πij ε˙
′
ij (3.3)
where ui is the velocity, fi is the external body forces (per unit mass), σji
is the stress tensor, composed of the pressure, P and the deviatoric stress
tensor, Πji. ρ is the density, E is the specific internal energy (energy per
unit mass), t is time and x is position in space. ε˙′ij is the deviatoric strain
rate. The i and j subscripts denote coordinate directions.
The fourth equation, the equation of state, accounts for irreversible ther-
modynamic changes (for example heating by a shock wave) and compress-
ibility effects (such as increases of density under compression). In iSALE,
the equation of state is of the form:
Equation of state: P = P (ρ,E) (3.4)
For a more detailed discussion of the equation of state used in this thesis,
see Section 3.2.
Finally, the fifth equation, the constitutive equation, describes the stress
resisting deformation as a function of strain (εij), strain rate (ε˙ij), internal
energy (E), or temperature (T ), and damage (K):
Constitutive model: σij = g(εij , ε˙ij , E,K) (3.5)
Damage is a measure of the degree of fracturing (and therefore the
strength of the material) in the computational cell (e.g. Melosh et al., 1992;
Collins et al., 2004).
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3.1.2 Spatial discretisation
Equations 3.1–3.5 describe a material as a continuum. However, a computer
only has a finite memory allocation. It is therefore necessary to split up the
problem into a series of smaller volumes. In iSALE, the problem geometry
is divided into a grid of points. By connecting these points by straight lines,
a mesh of computational ‘cells’ is created. For each cell, scalar quantities
are defined in the centre of the cell (e.g. pressure, energy, density, mass,
etc.). These quantities are considered to be constant throughout the cell.
Other quantities are defined at the cell vertices (for example velocity, vol-
ume fraction and position). This is therefore known as a ‘staggered mesh’.
When discretising the material in this way, the intention is that the cells are
small enough to adequately represent any important variations in material
properties within the domain.
The iSALE computational mesh uses Cartesian and cylindrical coordi-
nates. It is two dimensional, and the left hand boundary typically forms an
axis of symmetry, about which the mesh is rotated. The use of this axial
symmetry means that impacts must be normal to the target surface. A ‘high
resolution’ zone is placed at the centre of the mesh, where the height (∆x)
and width (∆y) of the cells are at their smallest. iSALE also allows ‘exten-
sion zones’ to be placed on all sides around the high resolution zone (except
on the symmetry axis). Extension cells increase in size according to a geo-
metric progression as they get further way from the high resolution zone, up
to a user defined maximum cell size. Extension cells are useful for increasing
the size of the mesh at a distance away from the impact site without using
too many cells. This mitigates against the boundaries of the mesh interfer-
ing with the solution in the area of interest (i.e. the impact crater), without
requiring many high resolution cells to do so — thereby reducing the expense
in terms of computational time and memory. A schematic representation of
the iSALE mesh geometry is presented in Figure 3.1.
3.1.3 Lagrangian and Eulerian descriptions
There are two fundamentally different ways to describe the deformation of
continuous media. The Lagrangian description is a material description —
that is, deformations are described relative to the material. The Eulerian
description is a spatial description — deformations are defined relative to
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the iSALE mesh geometry. The
mesh is rotated about the axis of symmetry. The inner bold line shows the
extent of the high resolution zone. The target material is coloured grey; the
white space above it is modelled as a vacuum.
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(a) Lagrangian (b) Eulerian
Figure 3.2: Comparison of two simulations of a cylinder (dark grey) impact-
ing a target plane (light grey) using the Lagrangian and Eulerian descriptions
of the deformation of continuous media. The two-dimensional mesh is sym-
metric about the boundary on the left of the image. The impact velocity is
vertically down the page. Figure 3.2a shows that in the Lagrangian descrip-
tion, the computational mesh moves with the material. The mass within
a cell remains constant through time, but the volume may change. Fig-
ure 3.2b shows that in the Eulerian description, material flows through the
computation cells as it moves. The volume and position of each cell remain
constant, but the mass may change during the simulation. Mid-grey cells on
the boundary between the impactor and the target are mixed material cells.
a fixed position in space. Equations 3.1–3.5 are written down according
to a material description; however, iSALE can solve these equations using
either an Eulerian description, a Lagrangian description or a hybrid approach
known as an Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian description (ALE).
In the Lagrangian description, the mesh of cells is defined at the start of
the calculation to define the geometry of the problem. Each cell contains only
one material. As the simulation progresses, mass moves by deforming the
mesh. The boundaries between materials are easily defined as the boundaries
between cells of different materials. The mass of each cell remains constant
throughout the simulation. Density changes are achieved by changing the
volumes of the cells. A simple example of a Lagrangian simulation is shown
in Figure 3.2a. Dark grey cells are a cylinder impacting onto a the lighter
grey target (the impact velocity is vertically down the page). Cells near the
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impact site are highly deformed, whilst those further away have experienced
little to no deformation.
In the Eulerian description, the computational mesh remains fixed for
the length of the simulation. Therefore the volume of each cell remains
constant through time. In order for mass to move, it must flow between cells.
This advection of mass leads to cells containing a mixture of materials, or
becoming partially filled; such cells require special treatment to average the
material properties and locate the interface between materials. An example
of an Eulerian calculation is shown in Figure 3.2b.
Lagrangian and Eulerian descriptions have strengths and weakenesses.
Lagrangian calculations tend to be faster than Eulerian calculations of the
same resolution because the advection of material through the mesh is a com-
plex operation that is not required in the Lagrangian method and, moreover,
there is no need to include cells that represent empty space in the Lagrangian
description. Also, the Lagrangian approach naturally records the history of
material through time whereas the Eulerian description records the history
at a fixed point. However, problems occur when the Lagrangian mesh is
highly deformed — cells may become very elongated, or worse, may become
inverted if one vertex moves too far in the opposite direction to others in
the cell. If this occurs, a negative mass is calculated and the calculation
will be forced to stop. Under high distortions, the timestep will become
extremely small, and effectively stop the calculation (see Section 3.1.4 for
how the timestep is limited in iSALE). The Eulerian calculation has the
advantage that, even in areas of high deformation, the computational mesh
remains fixed. Therefore, the difficulties caused by highly deformed cells in
Lagrangian calculations do not exist for the Eulerian description. Because
high velocity impacts usually produce regions of high deformation and com-
pression, the Eulerian description is often preferred for impact calculations
and is used in this thesis.
3.1.4 Finite difference method
The differential equations 3.1–3.3 (or their Eulerian counterparts) must be
discretised in both space and time in order to be solved on a computer.
There are several possible methods to do this. iSALE uses the finite dif-
ference method. The principle of the finite difference method is to turn
the derivatives in the differential equations (Equations 3.1–3.3) into relative
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differences.
As an example, consider the one-dimensional version of Equation 3.1 for
which the stress tensor σji simplifies to a scalar pressure p and u and x are
velocity and distance in the x-direction, respectively:
Du
Dt
= fx − 1
ρ
∂p
∂x
(3.6)
Recall that iSALE defines vector quantities at mesh vertices and scalar
quantities are piecewise constant over each cell. Hence, if one-dimensional
space is divided into N equal-sized cells of width ∆x and indexed i, the
partial derivative ∂p∂x , centered at the vertex between cell i and i+ 1 is given
by pi+1−pi∆x .
As well as spatially discretising the problem, time must be broken down
so that physical parameters can be computed at each timestep. iSALE uses
an explicit time integration scheme, where new values are computed directly
from those known at the current time. In this case, the time-derivative
in Equation 3.7 is given as u
n+1−un
∆t , where the superscript n refers to the
current time level and n+ 1 is the next time level, a time ∆t later.
Substituting the time and space differences into Equation 3.7 and rear-
ranging gives:
un+1i = u
n
i +
(
fx − 2
(ρi + ρi+1)
pi+1 − pi
∆x
)
∆t (3.7)
where ui is the velocity at the node between cell i and i + 1. Note that
because all terms must be centered at the vertex, the density must also be
at the vertex, in this case defined using a simple average. This equation
describes how the velocity at any given vertex in the one-dimensional mesh
is updated from the pressure and density of the adjacent cells and any body
acceleration fx, such as gravity, acting at the vertex.
If a Lagrangian description is desired the procedure followed by iSALE
(in this 1D example) is to use the updated velocity field to deform the mesh
according to xn+1i = x
n
i + u
n+1
i ∆t. On the other hand, if an Eulerian de-
scription is required the mesh is not moved. Instead, the velocities are used
to compute volume fluxes from each cell to its neighbours and cell-centered
quantities such as mass and energy are advected according to the size of the
volume flux. For example, the new mass in cell i, after advection of mass
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from/to cells i− 1 and i+ 1 is given by:
Mn+1i = M
n
i +Min +Mout (3.8)
whereMin andMout, the mass advected into and out of the cell, respectively,
are given by:
Min = max(0., FL)ρi−1 + max(0., FR)ρi+1 (3.9)
Mout = min(0., FL)ρi + min(0., FR)ρi (3.10)
and FL is the volume flux from cell i− 1 to cell i and FR is the volume flux
from cell i + 1 to cell i (i.e. outflux is negative). Note that as the mass
transported from one cell to the next is the product of the flux volume and
the upwind cell-centered density, this advection scheme is only first-order
accurate and diffusive in the sense that it will act to smooth sharp density
gradients as mass moves through the mesh.
The advection step must also modify the velocity field to account for
the transport of momentum from one cell to the next. In iSALE, this is
achieved by defining a cell-centered momentum, equal to the cell mass times
the average of the velocities at each vertex bordering the cell, and advecting
this momentum before redistributing the momentum field back onto the
vertices. The advection step is summarised graphically for a one dimensional
calculation in Figure 3.3. Regardless of the choice of Eulerian or Lagrangian
description, the new cell-centred energy and density are calculated for the
new cell mass and the new pressure is then computed using the equation of
state. The cycle then repeats using the new density and pressure fields to
update the velocities for the next timestep.
For the calculation to remain stable in an explicit time integration scheme,
it is necessary that no information can propagate the shortest dimension of
a cell in the timestep ∆t. To achieve this, the timestep is limited by the well
known Courant condition:
Lagrangian: ∆t ≤ ∆x
c
(3.11)
Eulerian: ∆t ≤ ∆x|v|+ c (3.12)
where c is the speed of sound in the medium. For the Eulerian description,
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Figure 3.3: Schematic for a one-dimensional hydrocode calculation advection
step. Figure 3.3a: Position (x) and velocity (ui) are assigned at the vertices.
Mass (M), pressure (P ), internal energy (E) and density (ρ) are assigned
in the cell centre. Figure 3.3b: Mass moves by assuming constant acceler-
ation over the timestep. Mass fluxes in and out of the cell are calculated.
Figure 3.3c: Cell centred quantities can now be updated based on the new
mass and momentum. Finally, the new velocities are calculated.
the material velocity v is added to the sound speed, as the particles move
through the fixed mesh (in Lagrangian calculations this is not necessary as
the mesh is moved at the particle velocity).
3.1.5 Artificial viscosity
As described in Chapter 2, mathematically shock waves represent an instan-
taneous jump in pressure, velocity and density. When representing a shock
on a grid of cells, the wavelength of the shock is inherently smaller than
the cell width ∆x. When solved numerically, large unphysical oscillations in
these quantities are observed after the shock front. iSALE uses an artificial
viscosity term to dampen these oscillations. This works by smoothing the
jump at the shock front over several cells widths. This is usually more ac-
ceptable than the spurious large oscillations that can occur behind a shock
wave without artificial viscosity being applied (Anderson, 1987). Artificial
viscosity works by adding an artificial pressure term q to the pressure field
to dampen the oscillations. q is only required when the material is in com-
pression (i.e. behind a shock wave; ∇.u < 0):
Artificial viscosity: q =
 a1
2ρ (∇.u)2 + a2cρ∇.u ∇.u < 0
0 ∇.u ≥ 0
(3.13)
where a1 and a2 are adjustable constants: varying these will determine the
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Figure 3.4: The effect of artificial viscosity on the shock pressure field. A
simple planar impact simulation from iSALE shows that by increasing the
constants a1 and a2, the oscillations are dampened. However, in doing so,
the shock is smeared over a number of cells. For example, for a1 = 1.0 and
a2 = 0.5, no oscillations exist, but the shock front is smoothed out over > 10
computational cells. A balance must be struck between removing oscillations
and how far the shock is smoothed out.
region over which the shock is smoothed and the number and size of the
oscillations after the shock. The effect of changing these constants is shown
in Figure 3.4. It is usually prudent to experiment with a1 and a2 when
running a simulation of a specific impact event to find a suitable balance for
the needs of the calculation. Ideally, the shock front should be smoothed
over as few cells as possible (i.e. it should be as sharp as possible), whilst
still suppressing any oscillations.
3.1.6 Initial and boundary conditions
For iSALE simulations of collisions between planetesimals, all material in
the planetesimals is assigned an initial velocity according to the desired rel-
ative collision velocity. All other cells are vacuum, and hence no velocity is
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assigned to these cells.
The symmetry axis is assigned a free slip boundary condition, where ve-
locities are set to zero normal to the boundary. All other domain boundaries
are assigned outflow boundary conditions, where material is allowed to flow
across the boundary (at which point it is deleted from the simulation).
3.1.7 Lagrangian tracer particles
When iSALE is used according to an Eulerian description, where material
flows through the mesh, the history of a particle of material cannot be tracked
directly. In this case, iSALE uses massless ‘Lagrangian’ tracer particles to
record material histories. This method is outlined in Pierazzo et al. (1997),
Pierazzo and Melosh (2000b) and Ivanov and Artemieva (2002). These par-
ticles are assigned to a portion of material at the start of the calculation
(typically this is one tracer per computational cell). As the calculation pro-
gresses, the tracer particles move through the mesh according to the velocity
field. At the same time, they are able to track certain physical parameters
of the material to which they are assigned (including pressure, temperature,
velocity, distension and volumetric strain). The total mass of material that
experienced a certain threshold pressure or greater is the sum of the mass
of all the tracer particles in the mesh that experienced a maximum shock
pressure in excess of this threshold pressure. By defining the threshold pres-
sure as the calculated critical pressure for melting (see Section 3.2.3), for
example, it is possible to use the tracer particles to calculate the volume of
melt produced in the simulation.
3.1.8 The ε–α porous-compaction model
As shown in Chapter 2 (for example, see Sections 2.1.1 & 2.5.4), porosity
can significantly affect shock heating processes. One major advantage of
using the iSALE hydrocode to model planetesimal collisions is its ability to
simulate the compaction of porous media (Wünnemann et al., 2006). In
iSALE, porosity is modelled using the ε–α porous-compaction model, de-
scribing how the porous material responds under compression. The relative
volume of pore space is parameterised by the distension, α, rather than the
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porosity, φ. The two are related by:
α =
1
1− φ =
VS + VV
VS
=
ρS
ρ
(3.14)
where VS is the volume of the solid matrix, VV is the volume of void space,
ρS is the density of the solid matrix and ρ is the bulk density. For a non-
porous material, φ = 0 and α = 1. For a porous material 0 < φ < 1 and
α > 1. If the distension (α) of a material is known, Carroll and Holt (1972)
showed that the pressure in a bulk porous material can be calculated from
the equation of state of the solid component (where PS is the pressure in
the solid matrix) and the distension using the thermodynamically consistent
relationship:
P = f (α, ρ,E) =
1
α
PS(ρS , E) =
1
α
PS(αρ,E). (3.15)
All that remains is to define the distension in terms of other state vari-
ables, e.g. the pressure, density or volumetric strain; often called the com-
paction function.
In iSALE, distension is defined as a function of volume strain εV ; i.e.,
α = f (εV ). The definition of volumetric strain is the ratio of the change
in volume of a body, dV , to the initial volume, V0. Hence the accumulated
volumetric strain is:
εV =
V ′∫
V0
dV
V
= ln
(
V ′
V0
)
(3.16)
where V ′ is the updated volume, V0 + dV . By convention, negative strain
is compressive. Wünnemann et al. (2006) relate the volumentric strain to
the distension by considering an idealised example in which all pore space is
compacted out before any compression of the matrix occurs (i.e. VS remains
constant during the compression):
εV = ln
(
V ′
V0
)
= ln
(
V ′
VS
VS
V0
)
= ln
(
α
α0
)
(3.17)
where α0 is the initial distension before compression. From Equation 3.17,
the distension can be expressed in terms of the initial distension and the
volumetric strain:
α = α0e
εV (3.18)
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To account for real materials, where some compression of the matrix may
occur simultaneously to the compaction of pore space, Wünnemann et al.
(2006) introduce a new parameter, κ. This compaction rate parameter is a
control on how quickly pore space is compacted: κ = 1 is the idealised case
where no compression occurs until all pore space has been compacted, and
κ < 1 for materials where compression accompanies compaction. Materials
with a cohesive strength may withstand some volumetric strain before closure
of pores begins. To account for this, the critical volumetric strain, εe is also
required as an input parameter for the ε–α model. Below εe, volume changes
are elastic, and above εe any change in volume is irreversible as it starts to
crush out the pore space. With these two modifications, Equation 3.18
becomes:
α = f (εV ) =
{
α0 εV > εe
α0e
κ(εV −εe) εV < εe
(3.19)
Equation 3.19 defines the ‘exponential compaction regime’. In this regime,
the collapse of pore space is acheived primarily by the rearrangement of
grains. Wünnemann et al. (2006) argue that this assumption is valid for the
early states of compaction and for very porous materials, but that above
a certain strain, it will become harder to rearrange grains (as they become
more tightly packed, and friction at grain boundaries increases). At this
point, compaction can still progress, but only by the fracturing of individual
grains. They introduce another compaction regime (the ‘power-law regime’),
defined as:
α = g (εV ) = 1 +
(
α0e
κ(εX−εe) − 1
)( εc − εV
εc − εX
)2
εX > εV > εc (3.20)
where εX is the volumetric strain at the transition between the exponential
and power-law regimes, and εc is the volumetric strain at which all pore
space is crushed out. The power-law regime fulfils the three criteria that
its slope must be lower than that in the exponential regime, it must have a
smooth transition from the exponential regime and it must converge to the
line α = 1.
Thus, there are four input parameters needed for the ε–α
porous-compaction model, which are listed in Table 3.1. A schematic il-
lustration of the ε–α model is shown in Figure 3.5.
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Parameter Description
α0 Initial distension
εe Elastic-plastic transition strain
εX Regime threshold strain
κ Compaction rate parameter
Table 3.1: The four free input parameters for the ε–α porous-compaction
model of Wünnemann et al. (2006).
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Figure 3.5: Schematic illustration of the ε–α porous-compaction model, after
Wünnemann et al. (2006). By convention, negative strain is compressive.
Once εV > εe, pore space compaction occurs in the exponential regime, as
grains are rearranged to collapse pore space. For εV > εX , the power-law
regime is entered, during which grains must be fractured in order to collapse
pore space. For εV > εc, the material is fully compacted (α = 1;φ = 0).
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3.1.9 Limitations of the ε–α porous-compaction model
A shortcoming of the compaction model is that the compaction function
for planetesimal-analogue materials are not well constrained. Ideally, the
compaction function would be determined empirically using crush data for
planetesimal-analogue materials of varying porosities. In the absence of this
data, representative values for the compaction parameters that have provided
good fits to other porous geologic materials are used, and the sensitivity of
the results to these parameters is explored. For discussion of these parame-
ters used for this work, see Section ??.
The compaction model is a continuum approximation of the macroscopic
behaviour of a porous material. As such, it assumes that pore sizes are below
the resolution of the model, which in the simulations in Chapter 4 is ∼ 1/500
times the radius of the planetesimal (∼ 10 m cell size), and that pores are
uniformly distributed within the material. As long as this assumption is
valid, the results presented here should be independent of the exact scale
and nature of the pore space. The model implicitly assumes that shockwave
compaction and heating are homogeneous within the material; hence, the
critical pressure for melting calculated here and any heating induced by pore
collapse represent averages over the bulk material. In natural materials,
pore spaces occur on a wide range of scales and are often non-uniformly
distributed; hence, their compaction can be quite heterogeneous and lead
to highly localised heating “hotspots” (e.g. Kieffer et al., 1976) on the scale
of single pores. These localised processes cannot be represented with the
model.
3.1.10 Resolution
In iSALE, a discrete grid of cells is used to represent the region in which the
collision occurs. The smaller the size of these cells, the more accurately the
propagation of a shock wave can be resolved. However, this increase in res-
olution comes at the cost of computational time, so a suitable balance must
be found. The convention in impact modelling is to measure the resolution
of a simulation in terms of the number of cells per projectile radius, cppr.
To test the dependence of heating on cppr, several series of simulations of
equal sized porous dunite bodies were run, in each series keeping the initial
conditions (porosity, velocity, initial temperature) constant, changing only
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Wu¨nnemann et al. 2008; M(> Tsol) ≈ 15.0Mi
φ = 0.5; vi = 5.0 km s
−1;M(> Tsol) ≈ 1.40Mi
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Figure 3.6: Resolution study of several different planetesimal collision set
ups. As less mass is shock heated to the solidus (relative to the impactor
mass), the need for higher resolution increases. For comparison, the reso-
lution study of impacts into a half space from Wünnemann et al. (2008) is
shown.
the resolution. By increasing the resolution, the measured mass of material
shock heated to a certain temperature (e.g. M(> Tsol), where Tsol is the
solidus temperature) increases. Following the method suggested by Boris
Ivanov (pers. comm.) this can be approximated by an exponential func-
tion of the inverse of the resolution (1/cppr), which gives the ‘true’ value of
M(> Tsol) when 1/cppr = 0 (i.e. at hypothetical ‘infinite’ resolution). By
normalising M(> Tsol) by this ‘true’ value (Figure 3.6), it is easy to see by
how much the model underestimates the mass of shock heated material due
to the resolution. Figure 3.6 shows that the amount that the model underes-
timates the shock heated mass depends not only on 1/cppr, but also on the
efficiency of heating in the collision. The collisions used in this resolution
study are for equal sized colliding planetesimals. In a previous calculation
for impacts at 18 km s−1 into a porous half space target using the iSALE
hydrocode, Wünnemann et al. (2008) found that a resolution of 80 cppr was
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required to limit the error to just 5% (note that this is only the error induced
in the model due to the resolution used). In that case, M(> Tsol) ∼ 15 Mi,
where Mi is the impactor mass. For two 50% porous dunite planetesimals
colliding at 5 km s−1, a much smaller mass of material is shock heated to
Tsol (M(> Tsol) ∼ 1.4 Mi), so a greater resolution of 150 cppr is required to
produce an error of 5%. For 20% porous planetesimals colliding at the same
velocity, a resolution of 650 cppr is required to produce an error of 5%, when
M(> Tsol) ∼ 0.06 Mi. A resolution greater than that employed in previous
impact studies using iSALE (e.g. Wünnemann et al., 2008) is therefore re-
quired for simulations of colliding planetesimals at velocities of ∼ 5 km s−1,
due to the lower ratio of shock heated mass to impactor mass. Throughout
this study, a resolution of ∼ 500 cppr is used. The errors induced by this
resolution underestimate the amount of heated material by ∼ 1–10%. For
simulations with a smaller impactor, the target body resolution is kept at
500 cppr, and the impactor resolution is decreased accordingly down to a
minimum of 50 cppr.
3.1.11 Modifications made to the iSALE hydrocode
As the original SALE hydrocode of Amsden et al. (1980) was developed into
the iSALE model used here (Wünnemann et al., 2006), the routines used to
set up the model geometry were optimised for the specific case of a projectile
impacting a half space. A schematic of the typical mesh geometry is shown
in Figure 3.1. In order to model the collision of two planetesimals, some
modifications to the setup routines of iSALE were required. The modified
subroutines are documented in Appendix B.1. The required changes are
summarised here.
To make the setup routine as versatile as possible, support was included
for an arbitrary number of projectiles, or ‘objects’. Each object is assigned a
size, shape, velocity, material, temperature (or internal energy), and position.
To achieve this, all parameters relating to the original iSALE projectile were
converted to arrays with a length equal to the number of objects required
by the user. Also, the requirement of iSALE that there must be at least one
target layer was removed; a new input parameter was introduced to define
the point of contact of the colliding objects if no target layer is present (the
collision site). To be compatible with the old functionality of iSALE, all
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objects by default are placed with their mid-points one radius above the
target surface (or the site of the collision). The user must define an offset
from this position in the vertical direction for any objects they wish to be
below the collision site. The simple case of two colliding planetesimals is
simple to set up, by offsetting the target object downwards by its diameter.
These modifications also enable a layered object to be modelled, by plac-
ing one object inside another with a different material. This could be useful
for future modelling of differentiated asteroids or parent bodies.
Each object may also have its shape defined separately. As well as the
pre-existing projectile shapes (spherical, cylindrical, and planar — the spe-
cial case of a cylinder with a radius equal to the radius of the cylindrical
target), support was added for ellipsoidal objects, by optionally defining the
horizontal resolution as well as the vertical resolution of the object. Thus,
for objects with a horizontal resolution greater than the vertical resolution,
the object is an oblate spheroid, and for a horizontal resolution less than the
vertical resolution, the object is a prolate spheroid. This may be useful for
exploring impact heating on non-spherical objects in future work.
To fully explore the parameter space of planetesimal collisions, it is also
necessary to be able to assign the temperature to objects at the beginning of
the calculation. The modifications made to the iSALE setup routines allow
each object to have an initial temperature, or, if the user prefers, an internal
energy (from which the temperature is calculated from the EoS) prescribed
at the beginning of the simulation.
Lagrangian tracer particles were previously placed in every cell of the
projectile, and then in the target layers. With these updates, the routine to
place tracer particles in the projectiles was slightly modified. Tracer particles
placed in objects can now be grouped together in two different ways: the first
option groups tracers together according to the material type. The second
option groups tracers by projectile number. This allows each projectile to
be treated separately in post-processing, even if two or more projectiles use
the same material.
3.2 Material model
For iSALE to be able to model planetesimal collisions, it is necessary to
describe the planetesimal material numerically. iSALE has several different
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models to describe the strength of material. However, it is the contact and
compression stage which determines the amount of shock heated material.
The outcome of this stage is independent of both the material strength and
the gravity of the target planetesimal. Therefore, the simulations presented
in Chapter 4 do not consider the strength (or damage) of the material or
gravity.
For impact heating, the key descriptor of the material is the equation
of state. In a hydrocode, the equation of state relates the pressure to the
density and specific internal energy (Equation 3.4). Several different forms of
equation of state exist and can be used in iSALE. A review of these equations
of state, and others, can be found in Appendix II of Melosh (1989). The
ANEOS equation of state (Thompson and Lauson, 1972a) is used in this
thesis to represent the solid matrix component of the planetesimal material.
ANEOS has the advantage that it can be used to compute the temperature
and entropy in addition to pressure, internal energy and density.
To model planetesimals, an analogue material must be used which closely
resembles the composition and bulk properties of early Solar System rocky
material, and also for which the thermodynamic properties are well known.
Fortunately, mantle rocks such as olivine-rich peridotite, (Mg,Fe)2SiO4, are
a good approximation for the chemical composition of rocky material in the
inner Solar System. In this work dunite/peridotite is used as an analogue for
planetesimal material. Dunite was chosen because it is the olivine rich end-
member of peridotite, with a magnesium-to-iron ratio of at least 9:1, which
represents the bulk properties of mantle rocks better than other materials,
e.g. granite (Benz et al., 1989) and is a reasonable approximation of the
chemical composition of the primitive rocky material found in bodies in the
inner Solar System. In addition, ANEOS input parameters have already
been established for dunite (Benz et al., 1989).
The following sections describe the ANEOS equation of state and how
it can be used to determine the temperature of shock heated material in a
hydrocode calculation.
3.2.1 ANEOS
ANEOS stands for the ANaylical Equation Of State (Thompson and Lauson,
1972b). It is a complex computer code that is designed to use different phys-
ical approximations for different domains of validity. Originally, ANEOS
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used tables to define the equation of state in the region of phase space for
which experimental data existed and used analytic extensions to these ta-
bles for regions of unexplored phase space. Thompson and Lauson (1972a)
found that using analytic functions throughout overcame many of the diffi-
culties in locating phase boundaries in a purely tabular EoS. Melosh (2007)
summarises the approach of ANEOS. The program is centered around an an-
alytic expression for the Helmholtz free energy F (ρ, T ). From the Helmholtz
free energy, the entropy, S, the pressure, P , and the internal energy, E, can
all be derived:
S = −∂F
∂T
∣∣∣∣
ρ
(3.21)
P = ρ2
∂F
∂ρ
∣∣∣∣
T
(3.22)
E = F + TS (3.23)
As a hydrocode typically uses density and specific internal energy as in-
dependent variables, rather than density and temperature, an iteration of
temperature is required to find a target value of internal energy if ANEOS
is directly coupled to the hydrocode. However, as a single computation
of pressure using ANEOS is quite computationally expensive it is typical
for ANEOS to be used to construct equation of state tables for use in a
hydrocode, such as iSALE, rather than being coupled to the hydrocode di-
rectly. Deriving an ANEOS table for use in a hydrocode involves using the
packaged code and many input parameters. The iSALE simulations pre-
sented in this thesis used equation of state tables for dunite, derived using
ANEOS input parameters determined by Benz et al. (1989). In addition,
ANEOS was used directly to numerically solve the Hugoniot equations and
establish the shock pressure required to heat analogue planetesimal material
to a given temperature, as described below.
3.2.2 Quantifying impact heating in hydrocode simulations
There are two methods that can be used to calculate the mass of material
that is shock heated to a certain temperature during a planetesimal collision.
As the ANEOS-derived equation of state table in iSALE includes temper-
ature, the most obvious method is to simply sum the mass of material in
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each computational cell for which the cell-centered temperature is above the
temperature of interest at any given time. However, there are several sources
for inaccuracy in this method. First, the ANEOS-derived table is only an
exact representation of the ANEOS equation of state at the nodes in the
table — for states in between nodes, a linear interpolation is used to de-
termine pressure, temperature, etc. Hence, the use of ANEOS tables is not
as accurate as computing the temperature directly from ANEOS. Second,
the Eulerian advection step in iSALE (Section 3.1.4) introduces numerical
diffusion into the temperature field, implying that steep temperature gradi-
ents become smoothed out as material moves through the mesh. Finally, as
the temperature sought is the post-shock temperature, this method requires
that the simulation continues until the material is entirely released from high
pressure.
An alternative method that does not suffer these limitations is to use
tracer particles (Section 3.1.7) to record the peak shock pressure experi-
enced by the planetesimal material (Wünnemann et al., 2008; Davison et al.,
2010a). The physics of shock and release dictate that post-shock tempera-
ture is intrinsically linked to the peak shock entropy and pressure. Hence,
by establishing the critical shock pressure required to shock heat a material
to a given temperature, the mass of heated material in a simulation can
be computed by counting the number of tracers that have experienced this
critical shock pressure. Using this method, the model only needs to be run
until all material has been engulfed by the shock wave; i.e., the time when
the shock wave has reached the back of the target planetesimal, which is
substantially earlier than the time for release. In addition, as the shockwave
travels much faster than the material velocity, numerical diffusion of the
density and energy fields introduced during material advection is minimal,
resulting in accurate peak shock pressures recorded by the tracer particles.
3.2.3 The critical shock pressure for heating to a given
temperature
The process to shock heat a material takes place in two distinct stages (Sec-
tion 2.5). Firstly, the material is subject to a shock wave, in which the
pressure, entropy, density and internal energy all instantaneously jump to
their peak values. This process is irreversible as entropy increases. Secondly,
the material is released from high pressure. During this processes, the pres-
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sure, density and energy all decrease isentropically (entropy is conserved).
As a result the temperature after release is uniquely related to the peak
shock entropy (and pressure). Moreover, assuming that any pore space in
a material that is lost during shock loading is not reintroduced during re-
lease, the same critical shock entropy corresponding to a given post-shock
temperature applies for all initial porosities.
A procedure for calculating the critical shock pressure required to shock
heat a material of a given porosity to a given temperature is therefore:
1. For the nonporous material, compute the critical shock entropy re-
quired to achieve a given post-shock temperature.
2. For a given porosity, compute the critical shock pressure required to
achieve the same critical entropy as (1).
Calculation of the critical entropy
As shock is an irreversible process it is not possible to compute the shock
state from a desired final state. Instead, the shock state required to give a
desired post-shock state must be obtained by a forward search:
1. A shock state is computed
2. The corresponding post-shock state (after release) is computed
3. If the desired state is not found a new, higher shock state is computed,
etc.
The shock pressure and energy (Psh and Esh) for any compressed density,
ρsh, is computed by numerically solving the system of equations involving
the equation of state in the form:
P = P (ρ,E) (3.24)
and the third Hugoniot equation (Equation 2.8, repeated here for clarity),
which describes the conservation of energy during the jump from the refer-
ence state (P0, ρ0, E0) to the shocked state (Psh, ρsh, Esh):
Esh − E0 = (Psh + P0)1
2
(
1
ρ0
− 1
ρsh
)
. (3.25)
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Algorithm 3.1 Calculation of Ssh, Psh and Esh for non-porous material
(1) Select shocked density, ρsh
(2) Iterate to find specific internal energy and pressure at shocked state (ρsh)
selected in (1):
(a) Guess at specific internal energy, E∗sh
(b) Compute P ∗sh at ρsh for this guess E
∗
sh using Equation 3.24
(c) Compute the actual specific internal energy, Esh at this computed
P ∗sh using Equation 3.25
(d) Compare computed internal energy with guess (Esh with E∗sh)
(e) If Esh 6= E∗sh, then go back to 3a) using a modified guess, E∗sh
(f) Once E∗sh = Esh, the actual Ssh, Psh and Esh are known
Solution of these two equations requires an iteration of energy, typically
using a bisection algorithm. This iteration is described in Algorithm 3.1.
As ANEOS is not in the form of Equation 3.24, instead taking density and
temperature as independent variables, an inner iteration of temperature is
required to find P (ρ,E) for each guess of Esh using the relationships E(ρ, T )
and P (ρ, T ) provided by ANEOS. The key benefit of using ANEOS is that
the shock temperature and entropy Ssh are computed at the same time.
Calculation of the release path
The release curve is defined as the isentropic path from the shock state
(Psh, Ssh) back to the reference pressure (when P = P0, but S = Ssh).
Isentropic release is described by the differential equation:(
∂E
∂V
)
S
= −P. (3.26)
As ANEOS returns entropy and temperature values, it is possible to calculate
the release curve from ANEOS using a double iteration. For each increment
of pressure on the release curve (from P = Psh to P = P0), iterations on
density and temperature are used to find the state that gives the desired
pressure and (constant) entropy. At P = P0, the temperature on the release
curve is the post-shock temperature.
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Algorithm 3.2 Calculation of Pcrit for porous material
1. Select shocked density, ρsh
2. Compute the shocked distension, αsh, (Equations 3.17, 3.19, & 3.20) and use
to calculate solid component density
3. Iterate using density of solid component to find specific internal energy
and pressure at shocked state:
a) Guess at specific internal energy, E∗sh
b) Compute P ∗sh at (ρsh, αsh) for this guess E
∗
sh using Equation 3.15
c) Compute the actual specific internal energy, Esh at this computed
P ∗sh using Equation 3.25
d) Compare computed internal energy with guess (Esh with E∗sh)
e) If Esh 6= E∗sh, then go back to 3a) using a modified guess, E∗sh
f) Once E∗sh = Esh, the actual Ssh, Psh and Esh are known
4. If Ssh = Scrit, then Psh = Pcrit(φ). If not, update ρsh and return to step 2.
Calculation of critical shock pressure required to shock heat a
material of a given porosity to a given temperature
Once the critical shock entropy required to raise a material to a given post-
shock temperature is determined, the critical shock pressure required to
achieve this critical entropy can be determined for any initial porosity using
a similar iterative search to that described in Algorithm 3.1. The only ad-
ditional complication is that the distension at the shock state must also be
computed from the compaction function and the porous material equation of
state must be used (Equation 3.15). In other words, the system of equations
to be solved is Equations 3.15, 3.17, 3.19 and 3.25. In this case, the procedure
for computing the critical shock pressure is described in Algorithm 3.2.
Calculation of critical shock pressure for melting
The process above describes the calculations used to determine critical shock
pressure (and entropy) required to produce a given post shock temperature.
To estimate the volume of melt produced in an impact and compare such
results to previous work and meteorite shock stages, it is also useful to de-
termine the critical shock pressure that is required to melt the material.
A limitation of ANEOS is that when describing polymorphic phase transi-
tions, ANEOS cannot also separate the melt phase from the condensed or
vaporised phases. Therefore latent heat of melting is not accounted for, and
consequently ANEOS over-estimates temperatures in excess of the melt tem-
perature. As dunite undergoes an important polymorphic phase transition
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at ∼ 10–14 GPa this implies that ANEOS does not compute the liquidus
and solidus for dunite or account for the latent heat of melting.
This limitation of ANEOS is accounted for in this work in two ways.
First, because ANEOS has problems representing the solid/liquid transi-
tion, the Simon approximation (Equation 3.27) is used to determine the
solidus temperatures. Second, to provide a measure of uncertainty in the
calculations in Chapter 4, the critical pressure for complete melting is also
computed (i.e. the pressure required to raise the temperature above the
liquidus on release, Pliq). The actual critical pressure for incipient melting
will be bounded between these two limits, but is likely to be closer to the
lower-bound estimate.
The Simon approximation (e.g. Poirier, 1991) is defined as:
Tm = Tm0
(
P
sa
+ 1
)sc
(3.27)
where Tm is the melt temperature at pressure P , Tm0 is the melt temperature
at pressure P0, and sa and sc are material constants which can be determined
empirically.
To define the solidus and liquidus of the planetesimal analogue material
used in this thesis, the Simon equation was fitted to melt temperature and
pressure data for peridotite. McKenzie and Bickle (1988) collate experimen-
tal results of melting temperatures and pressures for peridotite from several
sources (Ito and Kennedy, 1967; Green and Ringwood, 1967; Jaques and
Green, 1980; Stolper, 1980; Harrison, 1981; Takahashi and Kushiro, 1983;
Takahashi, 1986), and fit curves for the solidus and liquidus. The data are
in the form of pressure and temperature pairs for samples which are entirely
solid, contain a mixture of solids and liquids (i.e. melting has started —
the point is above the solidus), or entirely liquid (i.e. completely melted
— above the liquidus). Figure 3.7 shows the data points and best-fit curves
from McKenzie and Bickle (1988). Also plotted on Figure 3.7 are the best-fit
curves from the Simon approximation for the solidus and liquidus:
Tsol = Tm0
(
P
sa
+ 1
)sc
= 1373
(
P
1.52
+ 1
)4.05
(3.28)
Tliq = Tm0
(
P
sa
+ 1
)sc
= 2056
(
P
15.5
+ 1
)3.30
(3.29)
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Figure 3.7: The solidus and liquidus for dunite. The data are from McKenzie
and Bickle (1988, and references therein) for the melting of peridotite. The
dotted lines are in the form of exponential (solidus) and tangent (liquidus)
functions (from M88: McKenzie and Bickle, 1988). The solid solidus and
liquidus lines are Simon approximations, with the parameters sa = 1.52 GPa,
sc = 4.05 and Tm0 = 1373 K for the solidus and sa = 15.5 GPa, sc = 3.30
and Tm0 = 2053 K for the liquidus. For comparison polynomial, curves
for the solidus and liquidus are also plotted (dash-dotted line is from H00:
Hirschmann, 2000 and dashed lines are from K03: Katz et al., 2003)
where Tm0 is given in units of K, and sa in GPa. Tm0 for the solidus is taken
from the data presented in McKenzie and Bickle (1988). However, there
are insufficient data in that work to confidently define Tm0 for the liquidus.
Katz et al. (2003) define Tm0 for the peridotite liquidus as 2053 K, and that
value is used in this work. These Simon parameters were chosen not only to
fit the data well (which is limited to a pressure range of P < 8 GPa), but
also to ensure that at higher pressures the solidus and liquidus lines do not
cross. The Simon approximations differ slightly from the functions defined
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by McKenzie and Bickle (1988). However, the McKenzie and Bickle (1988)
functions are in different forms: the solidus is described by an exponential
function, and the liquidus by a function of the tangent of the pressure. The
Simon approximation used in this work is of the same form for both the
solidus and the liquidus in (P, T ) space, and can therefore easily be used
in the calculation of critical shock pressures and in iSALE. Also included
on Figure 3.7 are polynomial solidus and liquidus curves from Hirschmann
(2000) and Katz et al. (2003) for comparison.
These expressions (3.28 and 3.29) were used during the release calculation
(Section 3.2.3) to determine if the temperature during release was above the
melt temperature (solidus or liquidus). For the melt to remain after release,
the temperature must be above Tm0 at P = P0. 1
The shock pressure (and specific entropy) for incipient and complete melt-
ing of dunite were determined by calculating the minimum shock pressure
(and entropy) that resulted in a post-shock temperature above the Simon
approximation for the solidus and liquidus temperatures. The entropies
for incipient and complete melting of dunite were computed as 2785 and
3270 J kg−1 K−1, respectively. These values of entropy apply for all initial
porosities and for an initial temperature of 298 K. They are lower than the
values previously defined by Pierazzo et al. (1997), as that work assumed a
higher dunite melt temperature, appropriate for pure forsterite.
3.2.4 The effect of porosity on the critical pressure for
melting
Figure 3.8 plots the critical shock pressure for incipient melting of
dunite, Psol, as a funtion of porosity φ. It shows the significant effect that
porosity has on the critical pressure for melting. For non-porous bodies,
Psol = 104 GPa and Pliq = 128 GPa. At 12% porosity, Psol is approximately
half of that value (53.1 GPa), at 30% porosity, Psol = 19.5 GPa, and at 50%
porosity Psol = 8.15 GPa. This will clearly have a significant effect on the
volume of material shock heated to the melting point as porosity increases.
1For the dunite EoS and Simon approximation used in this thesis, for any shocked
state for which the temperature was raised above the melt temperature during the release
process, the final post shock temperature was above Tm0. This means that the important
parameter in the Simon approximation is Tm0. sa and sc are useful to check that there
are not cases where melt may be produced during the release path but the post shock
temperature finishes below the melt temperature.
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Figure 3.8: As porosity increases, the critical pressure for incipient melting
(the pressure needed to shock heat the material to the solidus in a single
shock wave) decreases. This is well defined for φ < 50%, and above 50%
is dependant on the compaction rate parameter (κ) chosen in the porous-
compaction model (see text for details).
Also shown on Figure 3.8 is the effect of the compaction rate parameter,
κ. For porosity less than 40%, κ has little effect. Above 40% porosity, de-
creasing κ increases the critical shock presure for incipient melting. A full
discussion of the choice ε–α porous-compaction model parameters can be
found in Section ??.
Figure 3.9 shows the effect of initial temperature on the critical pres-
sure for incipient (solidus) and complete (liquidus) melting (Psol and Pliq,
respectively). As the initial temperature of the material is increased, so the
pressure needed to shock heat it to the solidus or liquidus decreases. For low
porosity material, Pliq ≈ 25 GPa higher than Psol (for an initial temperature
of 298 K). Intuitively, the hotter material is prior to shock processing, the
easier it is for the material to be shock heated to Tsol, which has been shown
experimentally by Huffman and Reimold (1996). Schmitt (2000) also found
that shock experiments which start at a higher temperature produce a larger
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Figure 3.9: The effect of porosity on the critical pressure for incipient and
complete melting. The initial temperature of the material for each line is
shown in the legend. Warmer bodies require a lower shock pressure to induce
melting.
volume of melted material, and the onset of shock melting occurs at lower
shock pressures.
3.2.5 ε–α porous-compaction model parameters
The parameters required for the ε–α porous-compaction model (Table 3.1)
need to be defined for each material. Unfortunately, there is an absence of
crush data for materials similar in composition to planetesimals. Therefore
in this work the compaction parameters are chosen based on values that have
been shown to be a good fit for other porous geologic materials.
The critical pressure for melting dunite (Figure 3.9) is unaffected by the
compaction rate parameter (κ) used in the porous-compaction model for
porosity values from 0% up to approximately 40–50%. This is because, for
low porosities, the pore space is compacted out of the material at a shock
pressure lower than Psol. For higher porosities, the assumed compaction rate
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Porosity Pcrit
φ 400 K 700 K 1000 K 1373 K 2053 K
0.00 39.32 67.38 89.82 103.88 128.24
0.10 6.76 26.38 42.99 61.11 90.38
0.15 4.18 17.21 29.65 44.22 67.27
0.20 3.01 12.09 21.39 32.84 52.41
0.25 2.23 9.03 16.05 24.92 40.82
0.29 1.83 7.47 13.35 20.83 34.30
0.33 1.48 5.99 10.63 16.63 27.50
0.38 1.39 4.96 8.83 13.75 22.84
0.40 1.34 4.43 7.88 12.28 20.41
0.45 1.22 3.61 6.45 9.95 16.57
0.50 1.14 3.08 5.28 8.15 13.51
0.55 1.01 2.76 4.36 6.63 11.02
0.60 0.89 2.46 3.91 5.56 8.92
0.68 0.71 1.96 3.10 4.51 6.85
0.75 0.55 1.53 2.41 3.47 5.35
Table 3.2: Critical shock pressures used to determine extent of post shock
heating in planetesimal collisions, for a range of post shock temperatures and
initial porosities. Each column shows the critical shock pressure required
to shock heat dunite to the given post-shock temperature, from an initial
temperature of 298 K.
affects the critical pressure. A value of κ very close to 1 is most realistic for
highly porous materials as very little compression of the matrix occurs before
all pore space has been compacted. Moreover, for some materials the solid
matrix material may actually expand during compaction due to the extreme
heating involved (Zel’Dovich and Raizer, 1967). This would imply a κ-value
greater than one for a portion of compaction. For lower values of κ, Psol is
higher in very porous material (& 50% porosity). Figure 3.9 presents several
values of κ for comparison. For example, at 60% porosity, Psol = 8.08 GPa
for κ = 0.90, but Psol is only 5.56 GPa for κ = 0.98. A value of κ = 0.98
has previously been found to be a good fit to Hugoniot data for a range of
moderately porous materials (Wünnemann et al., 2006; Wünnemann et al.,
2008), and is used for the results presented in this study.
In large stress processes (such as shock), the elastic compaction regime
can be neglected (Wünnemann et al., 2006). Wünnemann et al. (2008) found
that for 0 ≤ εe ≤ 0.05, the choice of εe did not affect their results. There-
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fore, in this study the elastic compaction transition was set to εe = 1 × 10−5.
Wünnemann et al. (2008) also show that for shock waves in which all of the
porosity is crushed out during the shock, the power law regime of the ε–α
porous-compaction model is not required. Therefore, for the models pre-
sented in this thesis, a simple form of the ε–α model is used (Equation 3.19),
without the power-law compaction regime.
Table 3.2 lists the critical shock pressures used in this thesis for material
with an initial temperature of 298 K, a κ-value of 0.98, and a range of initial
porosities.
3.3 Validation of material model:
Planar shock experiments
One of the most important aspects of this thesis is determining the mass
of material heated to certain temperatures (e.g. the solidus) during a col-
lision between planetesimal bodies. The method described in Section 3.2.3
can relate the peak shock pressure reached in a hydrocode simulation to the
post shock temperature. Therefore it is vital to show that the iSALE hy-
drocode can accurately simulate a shock wave to have confidence that the
shock pressures reached in the model are an adequate reproduction of reality.
This section describes a test in which iSALE, and the material model used
to represent porous meteoritic material, are validated against a laboratory
experiment to determine the critical shock pressure for melting in meteoritic
material. Further tests validating iSALE for different applications can be
found in Appendix A.
To test the ability of iSALE to accurately represent shock waves, the code
must be validated against an experiment in which the shock pressures are
measured. The experiments chosen for this task are detailed in Hörz et al.
(2005). In these experiments, a powder of chondritic meteorite material of
40–45% porosity is impacted by an iron plate, and the shock pressure and
amount of melt observed are recorded. The experiment is set up with an
iron buffer plate behind the powdered meteorite so that the shock wave
reverberates between the flyer (impacting) plate and the buffer plate, raising
the shock pressure up in several stages. See Figure 3.10 for a schematic
representation of the experimental set up.
The shock reverberation method is distinct from the process of a plan-
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Figure 3.10: Schematic of the experimental set up for the planar shock ex-
periment of Hörz et al. (2005). The iron flyer plate impacts the chondritic
powder target with velocity vi. The shock wave first propagates through
the target (arrow 1), before reflecting off the iron buffer plate. The second
shock wave (arrow 2) travels back through the target, increasing the shock
pressure. This shock wave may then reflect again from the interface between
the target and the flyer plate, sending a third shock wave back through the
target (arrow 3), once again increasing the shock pressure. A similar set up
was used for the iSALE simulations.
etesimal collision, as no shock reflections are likely to occur in a collision.
The method for calculating the critical shock pressure for melting described
in Section 3.2.3 is for a single shock event only (and is therefore applicable
for planetesimal collisions). To compare the experimental results with the
numerical method used here, it is necessary to compare the critical entropy,
Scrit, rather than the critical shock pressure, because the entropy required
to heat material to a given post-shock temperature is independent of the
number of shocks required to reach that entropy.
3.3.1 Experimental results
Hörz et al. (2005) found in their experiments that at a shock pressure of
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14.5 GPa all pore space was closed; at 38.1 GPa highly vesicular melts were
present at grain boundaries and were occasionally pooled into pockets of
melt; at 50 GPa more grain boundary melts occurred, and more commonly
formed distinct pockets and pools of melt; and at 65 GPa, 50% of the sample
was molten. The velocities of the flyer plates in these experiments were not
reported, nor was the number of shock reverberations in each experiment
measured.
3.3.2 Model setup
To compare the calculations of the critical pressure for melting with experi-
mental results planar impacts analogous to those experiments of Hörz et al.
(2005) were simulated using the iSALE hydrocode (see Section 3.1). The
impact of an iron plate into a sample of porous dunite buffered by another
iron plate (Figure 3.10) was simulated at various velocities. The shock pres-
sure and entropy in the dunite sample were recorded after the incident shock
wave, after the first reflection from the buffer plate and after the second
reflection from the impacting plate. ANEOS equations of state were used
for both the dunite sample and the iron impactor and buffer. The dunite
was simulated as a porous material using the ε–α porous-compaction model
(see Section 3.1.8), using only the exponential compaction regime (Equa-
tion 3.19). Wünnemann et al. (2006, 2008) found that the results of their
modelling were insensitive to the choice of the input parameters for the ε–α
model (Table 3.1) over a reasonably large range. The choice of κ is discussed
more in Section ??; the simulations presented here have κ = 0.98. Simula-
tions were run for a range of impact velocities to find the velocities at which
Scrit was reached in one, two and three shocks (i.e. after the initial shock
wave, after the first reflection and after the second reflection).
To find Scrit for shock heating dunite to the solidus, Tsol (i.e. to the point
of incipient melting), the method of Section 3.2.3 is used with the ANEOS for
dunite. Discussion of the Simon parameters used in these simulations, and for
the rest of the thesis, is presented in Section 3.2.3 (sa = 1.52 GPa; sc = 4.05).
In a single shock, the critical entropy to heat dunite to the solidus is Ssol =
2785 J kg−1 K−1 (which is applicable for any number of shock events). For
50% porous dunite, this corresponds to a critical pressure of Psol = 8.15 GPa,
and for 40% porous dunite Psol = 12.28 GPa, applicable for a single shock
wave only.
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Figure 3.11: The increase in entropy and pressure through time in simu-
lations of an iron flyer plate impacting into a 50% porous dunite sample.
Three distinct increases in shock pressure and entropy can be seen as the
shock wave first passes through the material (first shock), then reflects from
a buffer plate (second shock) and then once again from the impacting plate
(third shock). Shown are the results for three different impact velocities. At
1.821 km s−1, the dunite is shock heated to the solidus in the first shock wave
(the critical shock pressure required for melting in this case is ∼ 8 GPa).
At 1.794 km s−1, after the first reflection of the shock wave the entropy
of the material is above the critical entropy required to melt the material
(∼ 28 GPa), and at 1.792 km s−1, a second reflection was required to melt
the material (∼ 34 GPa).
3.3.3 Validation results
Results for simulations with 50% porosity (φ = 0.5) are presented in Fig-
ure 3.11 and Table 3.3. At an impact velocity of 1.821 km s−1 the critical
entropy, Ssol, was reached in a single shock — in this case the critical shock
pressure, Psol ≈ 8 GPa, which is consistent with the calculation of Psol in
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Figure 3.12: As Figure 3.11 but for 40% dunite. Shown are the results for
three different impact velocities. At 1.997 km s−1, the dunite is shock heated
to the solidus in the first shock wave (the critical shock pressure required for
melting in this case is ∼ 12 GPa). At 1.962 km s−1, after the first reflection
of the shock wave the entropy of the material is above the critical entropy
required to melt the material (∼ 33 GPa), and at 1.960 km s−1, a second
reflection was required to melt the material (∼ 38 GPa).
Section 3.2.4 (see also Figure 3.8). At an impact velocity of 1.794 km s−1 the
material was shock heated to the solidus in two stages (i.e. the initial shock
wave and its reflection) — in this case Psol ≈ 28 GPa, more than a factor of
three higher than that required in a single shock. For an impact velocity of
1.792 km s−1, three stages were required to reach the entropy required for
melting (i.e. two reflections of the shock wave), and Psol ≈ 34 GPa.
Similar results were observed for a 40% porous dunite target (see Fig-
ure 3.12 and Table 3.3). To shock heat 40% porous dunite to the solidus in
one shock, a velocity of 1.997 km s−1 was required (Psol ≈ 12 GPa). At an
impact velocity of 1.962 km s−1, the dunite was shock heated to the solidus
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40% 50%
Velocity Entropy Pressure Velocity Entropy Pressure
Shock km s−1 J kg−1 K−1 GPa km s−1 J kg−1 K−1 GPa
1 1.997 2785.0 12.34 1.821 2785.3 8.09
1 1.962 2759.3 11.99 1.794 2760.8 7.87
2 2785.1 32.68 2785.1 28.46
1 1.960 2757.8 11.97 1.792 2759.0 7.86
2 2783.6 32.66 2783.2 28.43
3 2785.3 38.47 2785.2 33.89
Table 3.3: Results of a planar validation test for iSALE. Three different
simulations are presented for both 40% and 50% porous dunite samples —
the velocities required to shock heat the dunite to the solidus in one shock
wave, with one shock reflection (from the buffer plate) and with two shock
reflections (from the buffer plate and the flyer plate). The entropy is used
to determine when the shock heating is sufficient to heat the material so
that the post shock temperature is above the solidus. Much higher shock
pressures are required to shock heat the material to the solidus if a shock
reflection is required, although this can be achieved with a lower impact
velocity.
in two stages, and Psol ≈ 33 GPa, and at a velocity of 1.960 km s−1, the
dunite was shock heated to the solidus in three stages, and Psol ≈ 38 GPa.
A further comparison can be made between the simulations and the the-
oretical peak shock pressure that can be derived from the Hugoniots of the
impactor and target materials (Figure 3.13; also see, for example, Zel’Dovich
and Raizer, 1967, p. 729). First, the Hugoniot for the impactor is plotted
in the upt–P plane. Then the target Hugoniot is plotted, with the start-
ing point on the upt axis equal to the impact velocity, and then progressing
to the left rather than the right (to indicate that the impactor and targets
are moving towards each other). The point of intersection between the two
Hugoniots determines the state behind the shock waves which travel into
both materials. Note that on this plot, the particle velocities are measured
relative to the initial motion of the impactor, in order for both the 40% and
the 50% porosity dunite cases to be plotted together (Figure 3.13). From
this method, the expected peak shock pressure behind the shock wave is
∼ 8.4 GPa for the 50% porous dunite target, and ∼ 12.6 GPa for the 40%
porous dunite target, in good agreement with the iSALE simulation results.
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Figure 3.13: A graphical method for determining the peak shock pressure
from the Hugoniots of the porous dunite target and impacting iron projectile.
The kink in the iron Hugoniot at ush = 350–400 m s−1 is due to a phase
change. See text for details of this method for determining Psh.
These simulations demonstrate that the critical pressure required to shock
heat a material to the solidus in one shock wave can be substantially smaller
than that required in a multi-shock, reverberation experiment. Moreover,
the high impedance contrast between the porous dunite sample and the iron
flyer and buffer plates, combined with the fact that pore space is fully com-
pacted after the first shock, mean that the second shock can be stronger (i.e.
a larger increase in pressure across the shock) than the first shock. These
simulations of shock loading in two/three stages predict a critical pressure
for melting 40–50% porous dunite of ∼28–38 GPa, which is consistent with
estimates of the critical pressure for melting a ∼ 45% porosity chondritic
powder based on reverberation shock experiments by Hörz et al. (2005), and
reiterate that shock melting in one shock event can be achieved at signifi-
cantly lower pressures in porous material than in non-porous material.
Chapter 4
Numerical modelling of
planetesimal collisions
An unanswered question in planetary science is: how were planetesimals
(the precursors to the rocky inner planets and asteroids) heated in the early
Solar System? One possible heat source is hypervelocity collisions between
planetesimals. Such events are likely to have created shock waves which
could crush out pore space and heat the planetesimal material above the
ambient temperature.
This chapter reports the results of hydrocode simulations of collisions
between planetesimals. First the hydrocode modelling methods (discussed
in detail in Chapter 3) are summarised. The choice of materials, equations of
state, and model parameters are discussed. Next, the results of the modelling
are presented, for a wide range of parameter space: the effects of changing
the initial porosity and temperature of the planetesimal material are investi-
gated, before discussing the influence of the relative velocity of the collision
and the relative size of the impacting and target planetesimals. Finally, the
influence of impact angle is investigated.
4.1 Approach
To quantify the heating in planetesimal collisions, impacts of two spheres
of analogue planetesimal material were simulated using a hydrocode. As
discussed in Chapter 3, the iSALE hydrocode is capable of accurately sim-
ulating the generation of a shock wave in hypervelocity impacts and the
complex geologic processes involved in impact crater formation. To quantify
the proportion of a planetesimal heated to a given temperature, the amount
of material raised to certain critical shock pressures (see Section 3.2.3) is
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calculated.
Several ‘free’ parameters were investigated in order to fully quantify the
heating in planetesimal collisions. These parameters were investigated in
part to address the uncertainties in the state of planetesimals in the early
Solar System — the average temperature and porosity of planetesimals is
broadly unknown — and partly to address the wide range of possible collision
scenarios (i.e. the relative collision velocity and relative size of the colliding
planetesimals) that are possible.
There are uncertainties in the material properties of planetesimals — it is
speculated that planetesimals would have initially contained significant frac-
tions of void space (e.g. Dominik and Tielens, 1997; Wurm et al., 2001, 2004;
Blum, 2003), yet previous modelling of heating in planetesimal collisions did
not account for porosity (Keil et al., 1997). The initial porosity of the plan-
etesimal is therefore the first free parameter to be discussed below, whilst all
other model parameters are kept constant. This allows for the direct effects
that porosity has on heating to be studied and to determine whether the
dominant effect of porosity on shock heating in planetesimal collisions is the
attenuation of the shock wave, or the reduction in the critical shock pressure
required to heat the material (See Section 2.5).
The temperature of the material before a collision may vary depending
on the thermal histories of the colliding planetesimals — impact heating
and/or decay of short-lived radionuclides could have raised the temperature
above the ambient temperature of the nebula disk. Therefore, investigating
the effect that the initial temperature of the colliding planetesimals has is
important to fully understand impact heating.
The relative velocity of the colliding planetesimals also plays a key role
in the shock heating of material — a higher impact velocity will lead to a
higher peak shock pressure — and is also a parameter which is likely to have
varied throughout Solar System history. Investigating a full range of possible
velocities and quantifying the effects is therefore critical to building a model
of how impact heating may evolve through time.
Another parameter investigated in this chapter is the relative size of the
colliding bodies. Similar sized bodies colliding may heat more of the target
body, but are more likely to disrupt the planetesimals. A more common
event is for a small impacting planetesimal to collide with a large target
body. Therefore the different processes involved over the broad spectrum of
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possible impact events need to be studied in detail to fully understand how
much heating occurs.
Finally, the effect of impact angle on heat production is investigated. It
is likely that head-on collisions would have been rare compared to oblique
impacts, and so it is important to understand the influence that the obliquity
of the impact has on heating in a collision.
4.2 Method
Simulations of colliding planetesimals were run using the iSALE hydrocode
(See Section 3.1 and Amsden et al., 1980; Wünnemann et al., 2006, 2008).
iSALE was chosen to model these events as many of the processes are the
same as those in impact crater formation (e.g. shock wave formation and
release wave propagation), an application for which iSALE has been well
tested and validated (e.g. Pierazzo et al., 2008a, and Section 3.3). Impor-
tantly, iSALE includes an implementation of the ε–α porous-compaction
model, which allows the effects that the initial porosity has on heat gener-
ation during a collision to be investigated. Planetesimals were modelled as
dunite spheres using the ANEOS equation of state.
4.3 Hydrocode modelling results
4.3.1 A collision event
Figure 4.1 shows results from two models of two equal-sized bodies colliding
at a relative collision velocity of 5 km s−1. The planetesimals are 10 km in
diameter, but the results are scalable to any size. The initial temperature
of the bodies in this case is 298 K. The left images depict the results of
two non-porous planetesimals colliding; the right images depict the results
of two 50% porous planetesimals. There are several important stages to
note. During the initial contact stage, a shock wave travels through both
bodies from the point of contact towards the back edge of the bodies. In
non-porous bodies, a very high shock pressure can be reached (> 100 GPa).
In porous bodies, the shock energy is attenuated by the crushing of pore
space. As a result, the shock speed is substantially reduced (for example,
it takes twice as long for half of the of the material to experience the shock
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(a) Early in the model as the shock wave is still travelling through the two collid-
ing planetesimals. Higher shock pressures are experienced in the non-porous
material. Attenuation of the shock front is greater in the porous material, due
to the crushing of pore space.
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(b) Comparison of the final temperature profiles of the same two simulations after
the release from high shock pressure. The resulting volume in the porous
simulation is lower due to the crushing of pore space. However, most of this
compacted volume has been heated significantly (i.e. > 1000 K), whereas in the
non-porous case heating is localised to a region near the impact site. Material
originally from the back of the colliding non-porous planetesimals is unheated.
The extra heating in the porous case is due to the extra waste heat produced
(see Section 2.5 for details).
Figure 4.1: Comparison of two simulations, with non-porous dunite shown
on the left, and 50% porous dunite shown on the right. The solid black
line between the coloured material and the white void space depicts the free
surface at the edge of the colliding planetesimals. The collision velocity was
5 km s−1 and the planetesimals were both 10 km in diameter.
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wave in the porous case) and lower shock pressures are reached (< 25 GPa).
The high pressure zone is confined to a much more localised region when
compared with the non-porous case (for example, only one hundredth of the
mass is shock heated above 20 GPa in the porous collision, compared with
a third of the mass shock heated to the same pressure in the non-porous
collision). Figure 4.1a highlights these differences, showing the pressure in
the planetesimals 1 second after impact — note that in the non-porous case
the shockwave has travelled further into the planetesimal and generated far
higher pressures behind the shock front than in the porous case.
The next important stage in the collision process is the propagation of
a release wave. This is initiated at the point in time when the shock wave
reaches the edge of one or both of the bodies (a free surface). In the idealised
cases considered here where both bodies are identical in volume and porosity,
the release will start at the same time in both planetesimals. The release
wave acts to decompress the material from the high shock pressures, and
allows materials to reach their shock-heated temperatures (the post shock
temperature). In the models shown in Figure 4.1 the temperatures experi-
enced by the colliding bodies during the course of the simulation are also
recorded. Figure 4.1b shows the final temperature profiles of the two mod-
els. After the release from high shock pressure, almost all the material in the
porous collision has been heated, with the majority of material above 1000 K.
In the non-porous simulation, only a thin band of material has reached this
temperature. The material from the back of the planetesimals in the non-
porous case has not experienced a significant temperature increase compared
with the material from the back of the porous planetesimals, despite expe-
riencing higher shock pressures. This is a result of the lower waste heat
generated in non-porous planetesimal collisions (see Section 2.5).
Note also that at this stage of the collision process a high velocity jet of
material is expanding radially away from the contact site in the plane per-
pendicular to the collision velocity. Material in this jet is very low density,
and is still accelerating at the end of the simulation.
More than 300 simulations similar to the two depicted in Figure 4.1
were performed in a comprehensive quantitative study of disruptive collisions
between planetesimal bodies. The following sections describe the effects that
porosity, initial body temperature, velocity, relative body size, and impact
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angle have upon heating in planetesimal collisions.
4.3.2 The effect of porosity
Table 4.1 and Figure 4.2 present results of collisions between two equal-sized
dimensionless, spherical, dunite planetesimal bodies, for a range in porosity
from 0% up to 75%. The collisions presented in this section have a relative
collisional velocity of 5 km s−1 (see Section 4.3.5 for a discussion of the effect
of the collision velocity). In non-porous and low porosity bodies, there is
very little material shock heated to the melting point (at this velocity),
which agrees with the results presented in Keil et al. (1997). As the pore
space volume is increased up to ∼ 50%, the fraction of the planetesimal
for which T > Tsol after release (i.e. the shock heated mass normalised by
the total initial mass of the planetesimals M(> Tsol)/(Mi + Mt)) increases
considerably, and can be fitted by a power law (Figure 4.2).
For very porous bodies (& 50% porosity), the mass of shock heated ma-
terial depends upon the porous-compaction parameter κ, decreasing as κ
decreases. This is due, in part, to the increase in Psol for lower κ. The com-
paction rate also affects the attenuation of the shock wave. As mentioned
above, a value of κ = 0.98 seems to fit Hugoniot data well; also presented
are results for κ = 0.95 and κ = 0.90 to illustrate the sensitivity of these
results on the compaction rate.
Table 4.1 and Figure 4.3 also detail the change in the absolute mass
of material for which T > Tsol after release in these collisions (i.e. the
shock heated mass normalised by the mass of two non-porous planetesimals
M(> Tsol)/(Mi +Mt)
φ=0). By normalising by a constant amount, a slightly
different trend is apparent. There are two competing controls on the absolute
mass of material shock heated to Tsol as porosity increases. Acting to reduce
the absolute mass of shock heated material is the increasing proportion of
pore space (a porous material has a lower mass for a given volume). The
shock heated mass increases, however, due to the second control — the lower
critical pressure for melting at higher porosity. For porosities up to approx-
imately 50%, a power law relationship still exists (Figure 4.3). This power
law relationship for the mass heated to the solidus breaks down for porosities
higher than ∼ 45%. In even more porous material (above ∼ 60% porosity),
the lower initial mass is the dominant factor, and a reduction in the absolute
mass of material shock heated above Tsol is observed. The porosity at which
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Porosity (%) Initial mass
M(> Tsol)
(Mi +Mt)φ=0
M(> Tsol)
(Mi +Mt)
0 1.00 0.000 0.000
10 0.90 0.000 0.000
15 0.85 0.010 0.011
20 0.80 0.025 0.031
25 0.75 0.050 0.067
29 0.71 0.075 0.105
33 0.67 0.115 0.173
38 0.63 0.168 0.269
40 0.60 0.203 0.340
45 0.55 0.266 0.485
50 0.50 0.320 0.640
55 0.45 0.351 0.779
60 0.40 0.345 0.862
68 0.32 0.282 0.883
75 0.25 0.224 0.894
Table 4.1: Simulation results for two dimensionless dunite spheres colliding
at 5 km s−1. M(> Tsol)/(Mi +Mt)φ=0 is the mass of material shock heated
to the solidus, normalised to the initial mass of the two planetesimals in
the non-porous simulation, and M(> Tsol)/(Mi +Mt) is the fractional mass
of material shock heated to the solidus relative to the total initial mass of
the two colliding bodies. In these simulations, κ = 0.98, and the initial
temperature was 298 K.
the power law no longer fits the data for the liquidus is higher than that seen
for the solidus (in this case it is for > 60% porosity), and a decrease in the
absolute mass of material shock heated to the liquidus occurs for porosities
greater than 70%.
4.3.3 The effect of initial temperature
During impact, planetesimal material is melted by raising its internal en-
ergy through the conversion of kinetic energy. Hence, if the planetesimal’s
initial internal energy is higher, less kinetic energy is required to induce
melting. This can be achieved by increasing the initial temperature of the
planetesimals (for example by radioactive heating by 26Al decay or even by
heating from previous impacts). Figure 4.4 shows the effect of porosity on
melt production in equal-sized body collisions at 5 km s−1 for different ini-
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Figure 4.2: Non-porous materials experienced very little material being shock
heated above the solidus. As porosity increases, we see a significant increase
in the proportion of the initial mass which is shock heated above the solidus
(fitted by a power law curve) up to ∼ 50%. The proportion of the initial
mass that is shock heated to the solidus levels off in highly porous material.
For comparison, several values of κ are presented, showing the effect of com-
paction rate in highly porous material. Results are for collisions between
two equal sized, dimensionless bodies at 5 km s−1.
tial temperatures (298 K, 700 K and 1000 K). Significant impact heating of
lower porosity material can be achieved if the initial temperature is higher.
For example, the same relative mass of material shock heated to the solidus
is achieved if the planetesimals have an initial porosity of 45% and an ini-
tial temperature of 298 K or if the initial porosity is 25% and the initial
temperature is 1000 K.
4.3.4 The effect of relative body size
Collisions between objects of the same size will be relatively rare in the
Solar System, compared to those between bodies of differing size. Hence,
the relative size of the two colliding bodies was varied from an impactor-to-
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Figure 4.3: As porosity increases, the mass of material which is shock heated
above the critical pressure for melting increases by a power law function to
∼ 40–50% porosity, above which we see a reduction in the mass of material
melted due to the decrease in initial mass (as the material has a higher pore
fraction). Results are for collisions between two equal sized, dimensionless
bodies at 5 km s−1, and are normalised to to the mass of two non-porous
bodies, (Mi +Mt)φ=0.
target planetesimal mass ratio (Mi/Mt) of 1:1 down to a mass ratio of 1:1000.
Simulations of 5 km s−1 collisions were performed for porosities between 20%
and 50%. The results are presented in Figures 4.5 and 4.6.
Figure 4.5 shows the mass of material shock heated to various temper-
atures (including the solidus) normalised by the smaller planetesimal mass
(M(> T )/Mi) in the collision as a function of relative body size (Mi/Mt), for
50% porous dunite. It shows that, below an impactor to target planetesimal
mass ratio of 0.1 and for a collision velocity of 5 km s−1, the mass of material
shock heated to above the solidus is ∼ 2 times the smaller planetesimal mass,
and the mass shock heated by 100 K is ∼ 9 times the smaller planetesimal
mass. When the bodies are of approximately equal size these values drop to
about 1.5 and 2, respectively. At a collision velocity of 10 km s−1 about 3–4
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Figure 4.4: Results for collisions between two equal sized, dimensionless
planetesimals colliding at 5 km s−1, for bodies with initial temperatures of
298 K, 700 K and 1000 K. Shock heated masses are normalised by the total
mass of material, (Mi +Mt).
times more material is heated to a given temperature. In cases where the
impactor is small compared to the target body, traditional scaling laws may
be applied (as the collision geometry more closely resembles an impact into
a half space and the point source approximation). The results show a slight
reduction in mass shock heated to a given temperature with reducing plan-
etesimal mass ratio below Mi/Mt ∼ 0.1. This is an artefact due to the lower
resolution used in simulations with a low impactor-to-target mass ratio. In
reality, for small impactor-to-target mass ratios the mass shock heated to a
given temperature will be a constant multiple of the impactor mass.
The proportion of the impactor that is shock heated to the solidus is un-
changed for all mass ratios (approximately 75% of the impactor at 5 km s−1
and almost the entire impactor at 10 km s−1). For mass ratios below ∼ 0.1,
approximately 35% of all material shock heated to the solidus comes from
the impacting body at 5 km s−1, and this value falls to ∼ 12% for collisions
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Figure 4.5: The effect of impactor to target planetesimal mass ratio (Mi/Mt)
on the efficiency of heating for 50% porous dunite planetesimals with an
initial temperature of 298 K, colliding at 5 and 10 km s−1. Shock heated
masses are normalised by the impactor mass, Mi. For a mass ratio of 0.1
or less, ∼ 9 times the impactor mass is heated by 100 K; ∼ 4 times the
impactor mass is heated by 400 K, and ∼ 3 times the impactor mass is
heated by 700 K. ∼ 2 times the impactor mass is heated to the solidus in a
5 km s−1 collision, compared to ∼ 8 times the impactor mass in a 10 km s−1
collision. The solid black line shows the upper limit on the mass that can be
heated — the total mass of material from both planetesimals.
at 10 km s−1. For both 5 km s−1 and 10 km s−1 collisions, only approxi-
mately 10-15% of the mass shock heated by 100 K comes from the impactor
for planetesimal mass ratios below 0.1.
The decrease of shock heated mass above Mi/Mt = 0.1 is well fitted
by a line representing the total mass of material (the solid black line on
Figure 4.5), showing that this is the limiting factor on the shock heated
mass in collisions where the impactor is of similar mass to the target body.
If the data are normalised to the total initial mass, rather than the mass
of the impactor, then it is evident that the most efficient collision for heat-
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Figure 4.6: The effect of impactor to target planetesimal mass ratio (Mi/Mt)
on the efficiency of heating for two 50% porous planetesimals colliding at
5 km s−1. Results shown here are as a fraction of the total mass of material
(Mi +Mt). The most efficient heating is when the bodies are of equal size.
ing the largest total mass of material is when the colliding bodies are of
equal size. This is shown in Figure 4.6, which plots the proportion of the to-
tal planetesimal mass shock heated above the solidus M(> Tsol)/(Mi +Mt)
versus relative body size. As the mass ratio decreases,M(> Tsol)/(Mi +Mt)
decreases. However, it is important that even in the case of a planetesimal
mass ratio of 1:10, more than 5–15% of the total planetesimal mass is heated
to the solidus if the planetesimals have moderate porosity (30–50%) and a
relative velocity in excess of 5 km s−1. In the case of similar sized planetesi-
mals (with a mass ratio of ∼ 1:1), the collision will be disruptive. However, it
is also these collisions which produced the largest fraction of heated material
in a single shock event.
When two equal size bodies collide, the shock front travels through both
bodies symmetrically, until it reaches the far edge of both bodies simultane-
ously (see Figure 4.7b). At this point the release wave travels from the outer
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Figure 4.7: Selected timesteps for two equal volume bodies (starting diameter
10 km), colliding at 5 km s−1. The initial porosity is 50%. The left hand
side of each plot displays the pressure (white is low pressure, black is high
pressure). On the right hand side, the black particles represent those tracer
particles that have been shock heated above the critical pressure for melting
∼ 8 GPa).
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Figure 4.8: Selected timesteps for two 50% porosity bodies colliding at
5 kms−1. In this simulation the two colliding bodies have different volumes
(the larger body has a volume four times greater than the smaller body).
The left hand side of each plot displays the pressure (white is low pressure,
black is high pressure). On the right hand side, the black particles represent
those tracer particles that have been shock heated above the critical pressure
for melting (∼ 8 GPa). A smaller volume of material has reached the critical
shock pressure for melting than in Figure 4.7.
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edge of the bodies towards the centre of the colliding bodies (Figure 4.7c).
Because the shock wave is able to propagate far into both bodies, most of
the material experiences shock pressures that, especially in more porous ma-
terial, produce substantial heating and melting after release (see Figure 4.7).
In bodies of unequal size, once the shock wave has reached the back edge
of the smaller body, (Figure 4.8b) the release wave moves back through first
the small body, and then the larger body (Figure 4.8c), before catching up to
the shock front in the large body. This prevents the area towards the back
edge of the large body reaching high shock pressures (and therefore high
temperatures after release). As the colliding bodies become more different
in size, this effect becomes more important, as the release begins earlier with
respect to the time it takes the shock wave to propagate through the larger
body.
4.3.5 The effect of collision velocity I
As the kinetic energy involved in a collision increases, the shock pressures will
increase and hence the amount and extent of heating will increase. Figure
4.9 and Table 4.2 show the effect of collision velocity on melt production
for the case of equal sized planetesimals for different planetesimal porosities
(non-porous, 20% porosity and 50% porosity).
For non-porous planetesimals a very high velocity is required to shock
heat the total mass of both bodies to Tsol (and Tliq); heating in collisions
at several km s−1 is small. For example, in non-porous bodies colliding at
∼ 5 km s−1, a negligible mass is shock heated to Tsol. However, at velocities
above ∼ 15 km s−1, it is possible to shock heat almost the whole body to
Tsol (when > 0.97 (Mi+Mt) is shock heated to at least Tsol). To shock heat
0.50 (Mi+Mt) to Tsol, a velocity of ∼ 11.5 km s−1 is required; to shock heat
∼ 0.05 (Mi +Mt) to Tsol a velocity of ∼ 8.5 km s−1 is required.
When the colliding bodies are increasingly porous, the fraction of mate-
rial shock heated to Tsol increases. Therefore, a lower velocity is required to
achieve the same level of shock heated material when the porosity is higher.
For example, for two colliding 20% porosity dunite bodies, a velocity of
∼ 7.2 km s−1 will shock heat 0.50 (Mi + Mt) to Tsol, and in 50% porosity
dunite, ∼ 4.8 km s−1 is sufficient to reach this fraction of shock heated ma-
terial. This is due to the lower Psol in more porous material. An increase
of relative velocity by approximately 1–1.5 km s−1 is sufficient to shock heat
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Velocity
M(> Tsol)
(Mi +Mt)
(km s−1) φ = 0 φ = 0.2 φ = 0.5
3 0.000 0.000 0.000
4 0.000 0.003 0.131
5 0.000 0.031 0.641
6 0.000 0.139 0.947
7 0.008 0.400 0.978
8 0.031 0.800 0.988
9 0.088 0.977 0.995
10 0.196 0.985 0.996
11 0.376
12 0.619
13 0.882
14 0.962
15 0.975
Table 4.2: Results for non-porous, 20% and 50% porous bodies colliding at
a range of velocities. Presented here is the fraction of the initial mass shock
heated to the solidus (M(> Tsol)/(Mi +Mt)).
an equivalent mass of material to Tliq.
Even if the collision velocity is too low to produce much melt, shock
heating may still be significant. For example, in an impact between two
planetesimals with 50% porosity at 3 km s−1 almost the entire planetesimal
mass is heated by > 400 K and ∼ 40% is heated by > 700K.
4.3.6 The effect of collision velocity II: Small impactors
The results discussed in Section 4.3.5 are for collisions between equal sized
planetesimals. As shown in Section 4.3.4, below an impactor-to-target mass
ratio of ∼ 0.1, the shock heated mass is constant when normalised by the
impactor mass (Figure 4.5). Further simulations were run with a small im-
pactor in comparison to the target body, with an impactor-to-target mass
ratio of 1:1000. The range of velocities was from 0.5–8.0 km s−1, and five
post-shock temperatures were analysed (400 K, 700 K, 1000 K, the solidus
and the liquidus). The results are presented in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.9: The effect of velocity on the mass of material shock heated to
the solidus. Two important effects are shown — increasing velocity results
in a higher fraction of the original material mass being shock heated to the
solidus, and an equivalent mass of shock heated material can be produced at
lower velocities in higher porosity material. Results are for collisions between
two equal sized, dimensionless bodies, and are normalised to the total mass
of material, (Mi + Mt). Shaded areas show the region between incipient
melting (the solidus) and complete melting (the liquidus): the blue region is
for φ = 0.0, the green region for φ = 0.2 and the red region for φ = 0.5.
These results can be well fitted by a straight line:
M(> T )/Mi = a1vi + a2, (4.1)
where a1 and a2 are constants for each temperature. The results for 50%
porosity are shown in Table 4.3. For T = 400 K, the straight line slightly un-
derestimates the mass of shock heated material for velocities below 2 km s−1.
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Figure 4.10: The effect of velocity on the mass of material shock heated to
different post shock temperatures. The mass is normalised by the mass of the
impactor. These results are for 50% porous dunite, with Mi/Mt = 1/1000.
The increase in heated mass with increasing velocity can be fitted by a series
of straight lines (Equation 4.1). The constants for these lines are presented
in Table 4.3.
T (K) a1 a2
400 2.165 -4.201
700 1.245 -3.498
1000 0.881 -2.880
1373 0.722 -2.668
2056 0.590 -2.636
Table 4.3: Table of constants to best-fit lines on Figure 4.10.
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4.3.7 The effect of impact angle
Method
The melt scaling law discussed in Section 2.7.1 is for normal incidence an-
gles. Pierazzo and Melosh (2000b) investigated the effect of impact angle on
impact melt production, and found that previous scaling laws do not apply
for oblique impacts. They found that the melt volume is more easily scaled
by the transient crater volume rather than projectile parameters (for exam-
ple the melt number vi2/Ecrit). In planetesimal collisions, especially if the
impactor is relatively large compared with the target, the transient crater is
not easily defined. In fact, in some scenarios it is difficult to define a crater
at all — see, for example, Figures 4.7 and 4.8. Therefore, it is necessary to
simulate planetesimal collisions at a range of impact angles to determine the
effect of impact angle on heat production.
At the time of writing, the ε–α porous-compaction model had not been
implemented in the 3D code, so this parameter cannot be fully investigated
for the case of porous planetesimal collisions. However, to obtain a first
order estimate of the effect of impact angle on shock heating in planetesi-
mal collisions, iSALE-3D was used to model collisions between non-porous
planetesimals at a range of impact angles (90–10◦). For the purposes of this
work, the impact angle is defined as the angle formed by the trajectory of
the impactor and the tangent to the surface of the target planetesimal, at
the point of impact (see Figure 4.11).
Figure 4.12 shows the effect of model resolution on the mass of shock
heated material at 90◦. The data are well fitted by a straight line. When
this is projected back to the case of ‘infinite’ resolution (1/cppr = 0), the
errors induced by the resolution can be estimated. At a resolution of 16 cppr
for the projectile, and 160 cppr for the target planetesimal, the simulation
underestimates the heated mass by ∼ 20%.
The simulations do not include gravity, and were run just long enough
for the shock wave to pass through the target body (i.e. the results are
independent of the scale of the planetesimals). Tracer particles were placed
in every computational cell containing the target body, and their peak shock
pressures recorded using the same method as for the 2D simulations. The
impact velocity used in these simulations was 5 km s−1. As shown in the 2D
simulations (Figure 4.2 and Table 4.1), this collision will not produce any
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Figure 4.11: Definition of impact angle for planetesimal collisions. The im-
pact angle, θ, is defined as the angle made between the impact trajectory
and the tangent of the target surface at the point of impact
Angle Shock heated mass, M(> P )/M(> P )⊥
(◦) 5 GPa 10 GPa 15 GPa 20 GPa 25 GPa
90 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
75 0.914 0.920 0.888 0.868 0.879
70 0.843 0.845 0.832 0.803 0.810
65 0.755 0.766 0.749 0.727 0.729
60 0.658 0.673 0.654 0.637 0.630
55 0.553 0.570 0.553 0.533 0.523
50 0.448 0.463 0.446 0.419 0.402
45 0.343 0.347 0.330 0.300 0.283
40 0.266 0.262 0.242 0.216 0.190
35 0.188 0.179 0.156 0.130 0.099
30 0.117 0.102 0.079 0.046 0.023
25 0.070 0.058 0.042 0.020 0.004
20 0.036 0.025 0.011 0.001 0.000
15 0.013 0.006 0.000 0.000 0.000
10 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Table 4.4: As impact angle decreases (i.e. more oblique), the mass of shock
heated material decreases. For impact angles steeper than ∼ 60◦, the effect
is similar for all shock pressures listed here. However, at impact angles below
∼ 60◦ this trend is slightly more pronounced for higher shock pressures. The
resolution of the impactor is 16 cppr, and the target is 160 cppr.
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Figure 4.12: 3D collisions resolution study, for θ = 90◦. These data are well
fitted by a straight line. At a resolution of 16 cppr, the shock heated mass
is 20% lower than the projected value at infinite resolution.
material shock heated to the solidus. Several peak shock pressures (from
5–25 GPa) are analysed to study how altering the impact angle changes the
mass of material shock heated to different shock pressures.
Results
The effect of impact angle is presented in Figure 4.13 and Table 4.4. As
the obliquity of the collision increases, the mass of shock heated material
decreases rapidly. At ∼ 50–55◦ from the horizontal, the mass of shock heated
material is approximately half of that shock heated in a head on collision
(θ = 90◦). At 45◦, the most common impact angle, the mass of shock heated
material is between 34% (for 5–10 GPa) and 28% (for 25 GPa) of the mass
heated at 90◦. Below an impact angle of ∼ 15–20◦, a negligible mass of
material is shocked to pressures above 5 GPa.
Figure 4.13b and Table 4.4 shows that for angles steeper than ∼ 60◦, the
decrease in shock heated material is approximately the same for all shock
pressures. However, for angles below 60◦, the decrease in shock heated mate-
rial is, in general, more pronounced for higher shock pressures. This may be
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Pressure, P Coefficient of
(GPa) Determination, R2
1 0.9976
2 0.9978
5 0.9998
10 0.9992
15 0.9988
20 0.9968
25 0.9940
Table 4.5: Coefficient of determination for goodness of fit of Equation 5.28
to iSALE-3D simulation results for a range of peak shock pressures.
an effect of resolution: at low angles, the mass of shock heated material de-
creases, and the number of tracer particles representing that mass decreases.
For a range of pressures (1–25 GPa), the decrease in shock heated mass can
be fitted well by:
M(> P )/M(> P )⊥ = sin3 θ. (4.2)
Table 4.5 shows the coefficient of determination for Equation 5.28 for
several peak shock pressures, which range from 0.9997 to 0.9940.
4.4 Discussion
The results presented in this chapter have quantified the effects of five vari-
ables on heating during planetesimal collisions: the relative collision velocity
and the angle of impact, the initial porosity and temperature of the planetes-
imal material and the relative size of the planetesimals. Collisions between
planetesimals at several kilometres per second can cause significant heating
and melting if, as expected, planetesimals are highly porous. For initially
cold planetesimals with a porosity of ∼ 50%, a collision velocity of 5 km s−1
is sufficient to melt a total mass on the order of the 1–2 times the mass of the
smaller of the two bodies. Such collisions also heat a mass approximately
4 times the mass of the smaller body to ∼ 700 K, which could result in
low temperature alteration as observed in many meteorites; and 9–10 times
the impacting mass may be heated by > 100 K, which could be important
for vaporising water, for example. In contrast, and consistent with previous
modelling studies of heating in small-body collisions (Love and Ahrens, 1996;
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Figure 4.13: The effect of impact angle on shock heated mass. As the obliq-
uity increases, the shock heated mass decreases. This effect is slightly more
pronounced for higher shock pressures (Figure 4.13b). The resolution of the
impactor is 16 cppr, and the target is 160 cppr.
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Keil et al., 1997), if the planetesimals have no porosity heating is negligible
for collision velocities less than ∼ 7 km s−1 and small for velocities less than
10 km s−1. The effect of shock heating is significantly reduced for oblique
collisions.
The extent of heating increases substantially for higher collision veloci-
ties and the potential for melting increases if the initial temperature of the
planetesimal material is higher. For example, in collisions between equal-
sized, 50% porous planetesimals, at an initial temperature of about 300 K
and at an impact velocity of 5 km s−1, about one half of the total mass of
both planetesimals is heated above the solidus; whereas, complete melting of
both bodies occurs at an impact velocity of 7 km s−1 or if the initial temper-
ature is 700 K. Impact velocities up to 10 km s−1 and internal planetesimal
temperatures up to 1000 K were possible in the first few million years of
embryo growth. Such high temperatures may be achieved from the decay of
short-lived radionuclides.
Three dimensional simulations show that at oblique impact angles, the
mass of shock heated material is substantially reduced. At 45◦, the shock
heated mass is reduced to approximately a third of the shock heated mass for
normal incidence angle collisions. However, as the ε–α porous-compaction
model is not yet implemented in iSALE-3D, this result must be taken as a
first order estimate. An investigation of impact angle in porous collisions is
required to fully quantify this parameter.
The following chapter synthesises these results into a statistical model to
determine how much a typical meteorite parent body may have been heated
during its life span in the early Solar System.
Chapter 5
Cumulative impact heating
of planetesimals
In Chapter 4, the influence of several different variables on heating in plan-
etesimal collisions was quantified. To compare the efficiency of impact heat-
ing with other sources, for example the decay of short-lived radionuclides, it
is necessary to determine the extent of heating achieved not just in a sin-
gle planetesimal collision, but over all collisions a planetesimal is likely to
have encountered during the early Solar System. This chapter addresses that
question by using a Monte Carlo simulation to determine how much impact-
generated heat is likely to have accumulated after many impacts onto a
planetesimal surface.
5.1 Approach
A large number of planetesimals would have existed in the early Solar Sys-
tem, each with their own collisional histories determined by a series of chance
encounters with other planetesimals. Therefore the calculation of heating on
a planetesimal body through time cannot be solved analytically, as each body
will have a different set of impacts on its surface. In this chapter a Monte
Carlo model is developed to synthesise the results from Chapter 4 with re-
alistic populations of planetesimals colliding according to velocity-frequency
distributions applicable for the early Solar System.
5.2 Methods
Simulations using the Monte Carlo method (Metropolis and Ulam, 1949)
perform a calculation many times to determine some statistics about the
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likelihood of a particular outcome. For each iteration of the calculation, one
or more parameters are assigned random values, based on certain assump-
tions of the probability of that parameter being a particular value (hence the
name “Monte Carlo”, after the casinos present in the city of the same name).
By repeating the calculation enough times, it is possible to estimate the
probability of a particular outcome. A simple example is a game of chance,
such as the toss of a coin, or a game of solitaire. Before the game has been
played, the probability of a successful outcome may not be known. However,
by playing the game a great number of times, and recording the number of
times the game is won, it is possible to then make some conclusions about
the chances of winning the game.
For a given collision between planetesimals, several parameters are un-
known. For example, the size of the impacting planetesimal, the velocity
of the collision, the impact angle, etc. In this Monte Carlo simulation, each
‘iteration’ models the cumulative heating caused by many impacts on a plan-
etesimal parent body. For each collision on the parent body, the relative
velocity of the collision and the impactor size are selected at random from
velocity- and size-frequency distributions (VFDs and SFDs). The size of the
crater is estimated from crater scaling laws (Section 2.6.3), and the mass
of material heated to several different post shock temperatures is calculated
based on the hydrocode modelling in Chapter 4.
5.2.1 Assumptions
Due to uncertainties about the state of material in the early Solar System,
several simplifying assumptions must be made in order to perform these
calculations.
The parent body
The porosity of bodies in the early Solar System is not well constrained.
However, work by Wurm et al. (2001, 2004), Blum (2003) and Dominik and
Tielens (1997) (see Section 2.1.1), shows that significant pore space is likely
to have survived during the growth of planetesimals. Love et al. (1994) used
interplanetary dust particles to estimate that planetesimals in the early Solar
System would have had porosities of 40–50%. To simplify the calculation in
this chapter, it is assumed that all parent bodies and impacting planetesimals
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Figure 5.1: The increase in pressure for a range of parent body diameters,
based on the assumption that bulk density is constant throughout the parent
body (from Equation 5.1).
modelled have an initial temperature of 300 K and 50% porosity, and that
the porosity is constant throughout the parent body. To determine whether
this is a valid assumption, it is necessary to determine the size of parent
body for which porosity would be crushed out due to the internal pressure
at the core. Assuming the bulk density, ρt remains constant throughout the
parent body, then the pressure, P , at a distance r from the centre of a body
with radius rt can be expressed as (Turcotte and Schubert, 2002):
P =
2
3
piρt
2G
(
rt
2 − r2) (5.1)
Figure 5.1 shows the increase in pressure with depth for a range of par-
ent body diameters. For a 500 km diameter body, the pressure in the centre
of the body is approximately 24 MPa; for a 400 km diameter body this
decreases to ∼ 15 MPa; and for a 300 km body, is less than 9 MPa. Labo-
ratory crush experiments show that the load at which pore space starts to
be crushed out of a sample varies depending on material, but for an initially
50% porous gypsum sample, crushing started at ∼ 20 – 30 MPa (Nakamura
et al., 2009). In the same experiment, at 50 MPa the porosity was reduced
to ∼ 40%. Therefore, for any bodies 400 km in diameter or less that were
originally ∼ 50% porous, the pore space is unlikely to be crushed out due to
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internal pressure. For a 500 km diameter parent body, at a radial distance of
100 km from the centre, crushing of pores may begin. However, even at the
centre, the pressure of 24 GPa is unlikely to significantly reduce the porosity,
and thus the assumption of constant porosity throughout the parent body
appears reasonable.
Another assumption used in the Monte Carlo model is that porosity does
not change with time. Therefore, pore space is not crushed out of the parent
body during each collision. In reality, some collisions may occur on a surface
that has already been compacted by previous impacts, which would reduce
the amount of heating. Figure 5.2 shows the result of an iSALE simulation
of a 10 km diameter impactor striking a 100 km diameter parent body at
5 km s−1, and shows that the compaction of pore space remains very local
to the impact site.
An implication of these assumptions is that every impact must occur on
a fresh, 50% porosity, 300 K target surface. Figure 5.3 shows an example
parent body after 10 Ma of collisions on its surface (this example is from sim-
ulation J1a, see Section 5.4 and Table 5.2 for details of the model). Craters
are coloured by the size of the impact — the largest crater, coloured red, has
a diameter of ∼ 70 km. The area of the square plot is equal to the surface
area of a 500 km diameter sphere. This shows that even after thousands of
impacts have occurred on the planetesimal, in general the larger craters do
not overlap each other. Therefore the assumptions that all collisions occur
on a fresh surface, and that the porosity of the parent body does not change,
appear reasonable. Future models in which each collision reduces the poros-
ity of the parent body and in which the surface temperature is dependent
on previous collisions and/or radioactive decay could test this assumption.
Ejection of mass
It is assumed that all material heated during a planetesimal collision is re-
tained on the surface of the parent body (unless the parent body is catas-
trophically disrupted; see below). Figure 5.4 shows that this assumption is
valid for porous planetesimals. Two hydrocode simulations were run with
iSALE (Section 3.1) for impacts of a 5 km diameter dunite projectile into
a non-porous and a porous (φ = 0.5) dunite target surface at a velocity of
7 km s−1. Gravity was that appropriate for a 50% porous, 500 km diameter
parent body (Mp = 1.08×1020 kg; g = 0.116 m s−2). Lagrangian tracer par-
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Figure 5.2: iSALE simulation to show the placement of heat in a non-
disruptive collision. The target planetesimal was a 100 km, 50% porous
dunite sphere, and the impactor was 10 km in diameter. The impact ve-
locity was 5 km s−1. This image was created 150 s after the collision, after
shock and release. The left half of the figure shows the decrease in distension
near to the impact site, and the right half of the figure shows the tempera-
ture increase due to the impact. The ambient, pre-impact temperature was
300 K everywhere. A region of material was compacted and heated to the
solidus, but this remains very local to the impact site in a thin lens at the
bottom of the crater.
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Figure 5.3: Example parent body surface from simulation J1a (see below for
details of this simulation). This parent body survived until 10 Ma without
disrupting, and sustained ∼ 1.5 × 105 craters in that time. Shown here
are all the craters larger than 1 km in diameter (approximately half of all
craters). The plot area has an area equal to the surface area of a 500 km
sphere, and each crater is randomly assigned an x, y location.
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Figure 5.4: Provenance plot comparing the ejection velocity of shock heated
material in a porous and non-porous target; heated material is plotted at
its original, pre-impact position. The impact velocity is 7 km s−1, and the
gravity appropriate for a 50% porous dunite, 500 km diameter planetesimal.
In this simulation the impactor diameter was 5 km (black circle), although
the result is independent of scale. All material above a velocity contour line
is ejected from the planetesimal at a velocity greater than that contour.
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ticles (Section 3.1.7) were used to track the maximum vertical velocity of the
shock heated material. On the provenance plot of Figure 5.4, the coloured
area is the material shock heated during the impact, plotted in its original,
pre-impact position. The material above the grey contour lines would have
been ejected from the parent body at a velocity above that shown. Accord-
ing to scaling principles, the geometry of the heated mass and streamlines
shown on Figure 5.4 are independent of scale, so this assumption is appli-
cable for all sizes of impacts modelled. The escape velocity for a 500 km
parent body is ∼ 250 m s−1 (shown by the larger black arrows). Figure 5.4
reiterates that on a porous planetesimal surface the mass of material shock
heated will be greater than for an equivalent impact on a non-porous sur-
face. It also shows that whilst a significant fraction of the heated material
would be ejected from a non-porous parent body at a velocity greater than
the escape velocity, a negligible mass would be ejected from a porous target.
Therefore it is assumed that all melt is retained on the parent body during
non-disruptional impacts.
As a consequence of this assumption, the mass of the parent body remains
the same throughout the simulation (the mass added by impactors and the
mass lost to ejection are neglected). While this is an over-simplification, it
is not expected to affect the mass of heated material on the parent body, as
it is likely that most heated mass is not ejected during the collision. More
work quantifying the mass added or removed from a parent body during a
collision is required for this to be fully explored.
5.2.2 Disruption
It is possible that the parent bodies modelled here escape from the Solar
System, collide with the Sun, go on to form part of a terrestrial planet, or
form an asteroid that could be the origin of some of the meteorites that have
since arrived on Earth. However, in order to become one of those bodies,
the parent body must survive through a period of the early Solar System
when the mass of planetesimals was likely 100–1000 times greater than it is
today, collisions would have been far more frequent than they are today, and
collision velocities between planetesimals may also have been greater than
the average velocities observed today. It is therefore necessary to have some
measure of whether any of the impacts on the surface of the parent body are
violent enough to catastrophically disrupt the parent body. Traditionally, a
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Figure 5.5: The largest crater observed on several rocky bodies, af-
ter Burchell and Leliwa-Kopystynski (2009) and Leliwa-Kopystynski et al.
(2008). This data can be roughly appoximated by the line Rt = Dc.
body is defined as being catastrophically disrupted if the largest fragment of
mass remaining after the collision is less than half the mass of the original
parent body. Several attempts have been made to quantify this parameter.
A simple measure of the disruption criterion can be derived from the
observations of Leliwa-Kopystynski et al. (2008) and Burchell and Leliwa-
Kopystynski (2009), in which they study the largest crater observable on
several asteroids and rocky moons in the Solar System (Figure 5.5). Based
on these data, a first-order minimum estimate of a disruption threshold can
be defined such that disruption will occur if the impact forms a crater with
a diameter greater than the radius of the body.
In this case, the diameter of the crater which will disrupt the parent
body, dc, normalised by the parent body radius, rt, is a constant (λ):
dc
rt
= λ (5.2)
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where, for the first order approximation discussed above, λ = 1. From the Pi-
group scaling laws for crater diameter (Equations 2.11–2.14), a scaling law for
impact craters formed in the gravity regime was formed (e.g. Equation 2.16,
Schmidt, 1980; Schmidt and Housen, 1987):
piD = CDpi2
−β (5.3)
Substituting in expressions for piD and pi2:
dc
(
ρt
Mi
)1/3
= CD
(
1.61
gdi
vi2
)−β
(5.4)
dc = 1.61
−βCDg−βdi−βvi2β
(
ρt
Mi
)−1/3
(5.5)
Substituting for the mass of the impactor, Mi, where
Mi =
4
3
pi
(
di
2
)3
ρi =
pi
6
ρidi
3 (5.6)
and assuming ρi = ρt, gives:
dc = 1.61
−βCDg−βdi1−βvi2β
(pi
6
)1/3
(5.7)
Inserting values for the material specific constants for Ottowa sand, the best
available analogue for a porous asteroid surface, from Schmidt and Housen
(1987, CD = 1.68 and β = 0.17), Equation 5.7 becomes:
dc = 1.68 · 1.61−0.17
(pi
6
)1/3
g−0.17di0.83vi0.34 (5.8)
dc = 1.249g
−0.17di0.83vi0.34 (5.9)
Substituting Equation 5.9 into Equation 5.2 (note that dD is the diameter
of an impactor which will disrupt the target body):
λ = 1.249dD
0.83vi
0.34g−0.17rt−1 (5.10)
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Rearranging to obtain an expression for dD:
dD =
(
0.801λvi
−0.34g0.17rt
)1.205 (5.11)
Normalising by the target body radius, and converting to the disruptive
impactor radius, rD, gives the expression:
rD
rt
= 0.382λ1.205vi
−0.41g0.205rt0.205 (5.12)
Gravity, g can be expressed in terms of the radius of the target body, the
bulk density of the target body, ρt, and the universal gravitational constant,
G:
g =
4
3
piρtGrt (5.13)
Substituting Equation 5.13 into Equation 5.12:
rD
rt
= 0.004λ1.205ρt
0.205vi
−0.41rt0.41 (5.14)
This means that the disruptive impactor radius can be expressed in terms
of the velocity of the collision, the target body radius and bulk density, and
a measure of the size of the crater formed compared to the target body, λ.
Other estimates of the disruption threshold of Solar System bodies have
been quantified by using numerical modelling and laboratory experiments.
Until recently many disruption criteria have not included the effect of poros-
ity (e.g. Benz and Asphaug, 1999; Leinhardt and Stewart, 2009; Stewart and
Leinhardt, 2009). However, Jutzi et al. (2010) modelled planetesimal col-
lisions using an SPH code (e.g. Benz and Asphaug, 1994, 1995), for both
non-porous and porous materials. They calculate the critical specific im-
pact energy required for disruption, Q∗D, in terms of the parent body radius.
Q∗D represents the energy required to disrupt the target body, such that
the largest surviving fraction contains half the mass of the original target
body. Q∗D is expressed in the following functional form by Benz and As-
phaug (1999):
Q∗D = Q0
( rt
1 cm
)
+Bρt
( rt
1 cm
)b
(5.15)
The first term on the right hand side of Equation 5.15 describes the
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strength regime, and is only required for rt . 100 m. For parent bodies in
the size range of interest, Equation 5.15 can therefore be simplified to:
Q∗D = Bρt
( rt
1 cm
)b
(5.16)
Jutzi et al. (2010) find that for porous pumice (ρi = 1.3 g cm−3) colliding
at 5 km s−1, b = 1.22 and B = 5.70, for rt given in cm. To account for
different collision velocities, scaling from Housen and Holsapple (1990) can
be applied to Equation 5.16, with vi given in cm s−1:
Q∗D = Bρt
( rt
1 cm
)b( vi
5× 105 cm s−1
)2−b
(5.17)
Holsapple and Housen (1986) show that the radius of the smallest dis-
ruptive impactor can be related to Q∗D by:
rD
rt
=
(
2ρtQ
∗
D
ρivi2
)1/3
(5.18)
Substituting Equation 5.17 into Equation 5.18:
rD
rt
=

2ρt
2B
( rt
1 cm
)b( vi
5× 105cm s−1
)2−b
ρivi2

1/3
(5.19)
Assuming ρt = ρi, substituting in the values for pumice from Jutzi et al.
(2010), and converting the units of length to m, the units of velocity to
km s−1, and the units of density to kg m−3:
rD
rt
=
(
4.09× 10−7ρtrt1.22vi0.78
vi2
)1/3
(5.20)
rD
rt
= 0.0074ρt
0.33rt
0.41vi
−0.41 (5.21)
By expressing this disruption criterion in the same form as Equation 5.14,
and using the density for pumice from Jutzi et al. (2010), it is possible to
deduce that for this criterion, λ = 3.3. Recall that λ defines the size of the
hypothetical crater that would be formed if it is assumed that gravity-regime
Pi-group scaling laws apply (i.e. applicable for an impact into a planar target
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surface). In reality, a large collision on a curved target surface may not form
a crater recognisable as a crater, or it may not scale in the same way as it
does on a flat target plane, for which the Pi-group scaling laws are applicable.
Therefore a value of λ = 3.3 does not necessarily imply that the target body
can sustain an impact crater with a diameter larger than the diameter of
the body. Comparisons of the two catastrophic disruption criteria (λ = 1
and λ = 3.3) can be seen in Figure 5.6 for a constant vi (Figure 5.6a) and
constant rt (Figure 5.6b).
Both criteria therefore express the minimum size of a disruptive impactor
in terms of the target body radius, the collision velocity, and the constant
λ. While the criterion derived from the observation of Burchell and Leliwa-
Kopystynski (2009) states that an impact forming a crater with a diameter
equal to the radius of the target body will be disruptive (λ = 1), the crite-
rion derived from the disruption simulations of Jutzi et al. (2010) states an
impact forming a crater with a diameter 3.3 times the radius of the target
body would be disruptive (λ = 3.3). The large discrepancy between these
estimates suggest that more work is required to fully define the disruption
criterion for porous planetesimals, but it is likely that the actual criterion
lies somewhere between the two presented here. One possible reason for the
discrepancy between the two methods is that the method based on the ob-
servation from Burchell and Leliwa-Kopystynski (2009) considers the largest
impact which results in an impact crater, rather than the largest impact
which disrupts the body such that the largest fragment is half the mass of
the original target body. Large impacts may form a “crater” which is not
recognisable as such. Some bodies which are fragmented may still reaccumu-
late due to gravity. Results for both of these disruption criteria are presented
below to determine how important this effect is.
After a parent body is disrupted, the fragments may take one of three
paths: They may re-accumulate into a new body with other fragments from
the same parent; they may be accreted onto the surface of a different body;
or they may remain as the fragment created by the catastrophic collision. For
all of these three cases, heating by collisions may continue after the disruptive
collision. However, for simplicity it is assumed that this is not the case —
the model assumes that heating ceases after the disruptive collision; therefore
the estimates of cumulative impact heating calculated in this chapter may
be considered to be a lower bound on the amount of heating experienced by
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Figure 5.6: Two different disruption thresholds are examined in this chapter,
λ = 1 and λ = 3.3 (see text for details). Figure 5.6a shows the normalised
impactor radius required to disrupt a parent body in a collision at 5 km s−1,
for a range of parent body sizes. Figure 5.6b shows the size of an impactor
required to disrupt a 250 km radius parent body for a range of collision
velocities.
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Algorithm 5.1 Zero-th order Monte Carlo model for cumulative impact
heating of planetesimals
– For each parent body modelled:
– Do while not disrupted:
– Select impactor diameter from power law
– Select impactor velocity from normal distribution
– For each post shock temperature of interest:
– Calculate mass heated to this T in this impact from hydrocode
modelling results
– Add to total mass heated to this T on parent body
– Calculate the crater diameter from scaling laws
– Determine if the crater is large enough to disrupt the parent body
– If it has been disrupted:
– Write some statistics to output files
– Move on to next parent body
– Else:
– Move on to next impact on this parent body
material fragmented in a catastrophic collision.
5.3 Initial estimates of cumulative impact heating
This section describes a zero-th order approximation of the heating on par-
ent bodies due to cumulative impact heating. Due to the uncertainties in
the velocity- and size-frequency distributions of impactors in the early Solar
System, some simple approximations were used. The algorithm for calculat-
ing the cumulative impact heating is described below, and summarised in
Algorithm 5.1.
For each parent body (i.e. for each iteration of the Monte Carlo model),
impacts occurred on the surface of the parent body until a collision large
enough to disrupt the body occurred. For each of these collisions, a collision
velocity and impactor diameter were assigned from a VFD and SFD. Col-
lision velocities were chosen at random from a Gaussian distribution with
a mean velocity (µv) of 4 km s−1 and standard deviation (σ) of 1 km s−1.
This is slightly below the average collision velocity in the main asteroid belt
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now, to reflect that collision velocities would have initially been slower than
they are today.
The impactor diameter was chosen from a power law defined as:
P (di > d) =
(
d
dmin
)−β
(5.22)
where P (di > d) is the probability that an impactor diameter is larger than
d, dmin is the diameter of the smallest impactor of interest in the popula-
tion. For all calculations presented in this chapter, dmin = 50 m (smaller
impactors are unlikely to cause significant heating on a large parent body;
the calculation is faster if these smaller impacts are ignored). The value of β
defines how steep the population is: i.e. how the mass is distributed across
the size range (i.e. for β = 1, as the diameter decreases by a factor of 10, the
number of impactors increases by a factor of 10).
Bottke et al. (2005a) collate data for the main belt size-frequency distri-
bution. Figure 5.7 shows these data in the form of Equation 5.22. A value
of β = 2 is a reasonable fit for the present day main belt. However, Bot-
tke et al. (2005a,b) also show that early in the Solar System the population
would have been less steep (i.e. β < 2). To account for this, models were
also run for β = 1 for comparison.
The amount of heat produced in each impact was computed using the
iSALE modelling results presented in Chapter 4. Figure 4.5 shows that for
a small impactor, the mass of shock heated material is a constant multiple
of the impactor mass. For larger impactors, the heated mass is limited by
the mass of the target planetesimal. Figure 4.10 shows that the mass of
shock heated material scales linearly with impact velocity. Therefore, for a
given porosity, the straight lines fit to the data in Figure 4.10 can be used
to determine the shock heated mass in each impact event:
M(> T ) = max (min ([avi + b]Mi,Mp) , 0) (5.23)
where a and b are constants defined for each post shock temperature and
porosity. For φ = 0.5, the porosity used in this chapter, these constants
are defined in Table 5.1. The linear scaling of heated mass with impact
velocity used here differs from the usual melt scaling relationships (Pierazzo
et al., 1997), in which melt volume scales with vi2. This is because the
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Figure 5.7: Cumulative size frequency distribution used in Monte Carlo
model, compared to the present day asteroid belt (data taken from Bottke
et al., 2005a).
Post shock Specific internal
temperature a b energy increase,
(K) ∆E (J kg−1)
400 2.165 -4.200 1.14 × 105
700 1.245 -2.498 4.44 × 105
1000 0.881 -2.880 7.84 × 105
1373 0.722 -2.668 1.20 × 106
2053 0.590 -2.636 1.97 × 106
Table 5.1: a and b are the constants used to calculate mass of shock heated
material from the impactor mass and velocity (Equation 5.23), derived from
lines fitted to iSALE modelling results (Figure 4.10). The final column shows
the specific internal energy increases, ∆E, due to shock processing of 50%
dunite, derived from the ANEOS equation of state and the ε–α porous-
compaction model (see Section 3.2.3), for each temperature.
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geometry of planetesimal collisions is different from the planar target used
for the classical scaling relationship. However, this linear relationship is
only applicable for the range of impact scenarios modelled in Figure 4.10 —
i.e. 0.5 km s−1 < vi < 8 km s−1 and M(> T )/Mp . 14.
Using the same technique as used in Section 3.2.3, the increase in specific
internal energy after shock and release can be extracted from the ANEOS
equation of state for dunite. For 50% porous dunite, the increase in energy
from heating the material to each of the temperatures used in this chapter
is presented in Table 5.1.
Using this information the energy increase, Ec (with units of J), for every
collision that occurs on a parent body during the Monte Carlo simulation is
computed by:
Ec = ∆E(Tliq)M(> Tliq)
+ ∆E(Tsol) [M(> Tsol)−M(> Tliq)]
+ ∆E(T1000) [M(> T1000)−M(> Tsol)]
+ ∆E(T700) [M(> T700)−M(> T1000)]
+ ∆E(T400) [M(> T400)−M(> T700)] (5.24)
Combining Equations 5.23 and 5.24, the amount of energy per unit mass
per collision can be determined, as a function of impactor size. Figure 5.8
shows this increase for a 500 km diameter parent body for a range of impactor
sizes. Small impactors (. 50 km) provide very little energy compared with
larger (> 100 km) impactors.
Each iteration of the model continued until a collision large enough to
disrupt the parent body occurred. The amount of heat produced on the
parent body was recorded immediately before the disruptive collision and
after the body was disrupted.
5.3.1 Results
Monte Carlo simulations were performed for 105 parent bodies. Simulations
were also run for up to 106 parent bodies, but the results described below did
not change significantly, showing that 105 is a large enough sample of parent
bodies to draw conclusions about the average cumulative impact heating on
the parent body. Simulations were run to determine the effect on heating of
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Figure 5.8: The energy increase from each collision as a function of impactor
size for a 500 km diameter parent body. The kinks in the curves are because
the calculation (i.e. Equations 5.23 and 5.24) used only five temperature
levels.
both the choice of disruption threshold (λ = 1 or 3.3) and the choice of the
SFD parameter (β = 1 or 2).
Heating with SFD parameter β = 1
Figure 5.9 shows the average mass heated to each temperature level (400 K,
700 K, 1000 K, the solidus and the liquidus) for β = 1 as a fraction of the par-
ent body mass. The grey squares show the total heated mass from all impacts
immediately before the final, disruptive impact, and the black circles show
the heated mass including the heating that occurred during the disruptive
collision. The mass of material heated to each temperature is described by a
log-normal distribution — i.e. logM(> T )/Mp is normally distributed. The
mean of this normal distribution is approximately equivalent to the median
of M(> T )/Mp. Error bars are plotted at one sigma.
For λ = 1 (Figure 5.9a), less than one thousandth of the average parent
body was heated to 400 K before the disruptive collision, and approximately
one twentieth of the average body was heated to 400 K after the disruptive
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Figure 5.9: The average heating caused on a parent body after > 106 parent
bodies were simulated. The points plotted are the mean of the lognormal dis-
tribution (approximately equivalent to the median), for immediately before
the disruptive collision, and after the parent body has been disrupted. Error
bars show one sigma error. Most heating occurs in the disruptive collision.
Increasing λ increases the heating both before and after disruption.
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collision. Only approximately one fifty-thousandth of the average parent
body was heated to the solidus before disruption; more than one thousandth
of the average body was heated to the solidus after the disruptive collision.
These results show that the amount of heat deposited on a parent body is
strongly dependent on the disruptive collision — the mass of heated material
increases by one to two orders of magnitude in the disruptive event.
Some parent bodies may have been heated much more than the figures
discussed above. Still within the one sigma margin, some bodies had approx-
imately one tenth of their mass heated to the solidus during the disruptive
collision.
The disruption criterion is an important factor determining the amount
of heat a parent body will receive from impacts, without disrupting. For
λ = 3.3, simulations show that by allowing larger impacts on the surface
before disruption occurs, much more impact heating was possible on a parent
body, both before and in the disruptive event. On average, one thirtieth of
the parent body was heated to 400 K before disruption, rising to more than
four fifths after disruption. One five-hundredth was heated to the solidus
before disruption, and approximately one twentieth was heated to the solidus
after disruption. The difference between the disrupted and non-disrupted
heated masses is between one and two orders of magnitude.
Figure 5.10 shows the probability that a given fraction of a parent body
will be heated to a given temperature for λ = 1, both before the disrup-
tive impact (Figure 5.10a) and after the disruptive impact (Figure 5.10b).
These plots can be interpreted in two ways: If one is interested in the out-
come associated with a given probability, say 50%, the diagram can be read
horizontally, to establish the mass fraction heated to a given temperature.
Alternatively, to infer the probability of a particular outcome (e.g. the entire
mass being heated to a given temperature) the diagram may be read verti-
cally. For example, there is a 50% chance that a parent body had less than
one ten-thousandth of its mass heated to the solidus, and approximately one
thousandth heated to 400 K. However, after the disruptive impact, there is
a 50% chance that more than one thousandth of the mass was heated to the
solidus and approximately one twentieth heated to 400 K. After disruption,
there is a 16% chance that the body would have had its entire mass heated
to 400 K or more; a 10% chance that the parent body was entirely heated
to 700 K or more; a 7% chance of being entirely heated to 1000 K or more;
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a 5% chance of being entirely heated to the solidus and a 2% chance of a
parent body having its entire mass heated to the liquidus (i.e. completely
melted).
Figure 5.11 plots the same statistics for λ = 3.3. Because this disruption
threshold allows a crater 3.3 times larger than the λ = 1 criterion, much more
heating is possible both before and in the disruptive event. For example,
before disruption (Figure 5.11a), there is a 50% chance of one tenth of the
mass being heated to 400 K, (an increase of two orders of magnitude from
λ = 1), and one two hundredth of the mass being heated to the solidus. After
disruption, there is also an increase of heating associated with the greater λ.
For example, there is a 50% chance of heating one tenth of the parent body
mass to the solidus, an increase of three orders of magnitude. Additionally,
the probability that the entire mass of the planetesimal is heated to a given
temperature also increased when λ was increased: for example, there is a
22% chance of heating the parent body to the solidus after disruption.
The mean number of collisions before the parent body disrupted increased
by a factor of ∼ 4 when the disruption threshold parameter was increased
from λ = 1 to λ = 3.3. For λ = 1, on average ∼ 1050 collisions of impactors
greater than 50 m in diameter occurred before the disruptive event. For
λ = 3.3, this increases to ∼ 4400.
Heating with SFD parameter β = 2
Simulations were also run for the SFD parameter similar to the present day
asteroid belt population (β = 2). In this population, there is a much greater
proportion of smaller impactors than for β = 1. Therefore, on average many
more small impacts occur before the disruptive collision. Indeed, the average
number of collisions before disruption for both disruption criteria was 103
times greater than for β = 1 (the average number of collisions for λ = 1 was
∼ 1.1 × 106; for λ = 3.3, the total number of collisions was ∼ 4.6 × 106 —
again a factor of ∼ 4 greater than for λ = 1).
Figure 5.12 shows the average heating on a parent body due to the cu-
mulative heating from an impactor population with SFD parameter β = 2.
In both of these simulations (λ = 1 and 3.3), the average amount of heating
before the disruptive collision was much closer to the amount of heating after
disruption (typically less than a factor of 10 separated the before- and after-
disruption heated masses) compared with β = 1 — this is due to the many
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(a) β = 1, λ = 1, before disruption
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Figure 5.10: The percentage probability that a given fraction of a parent
body will be heated to several given temperatures for an impactor SFD with
β = 1 and the disruption parameter λ = 1 (Purple — 400 K; Blue — 700 K;
Green — 1000 K; Orange — the solidus; Red — the liquidus).
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Figure 5.11: The percentage probability that a given fraction of a parent
body will be heated to several given temperatures for an impactor SFD with
β = 1 and the disruption parameter λ = 3.3 (Purple — 400 K; Blue — 700 K;
Green — 1000 K; Orange — the solidus; Red — the liquidus).
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extra collisions the parent body experiences. However, the average amount
of heating experienced after the disruption is not significantly greater than
for β = 1 (see the increase in the average heating before disruption from
β = 1 to β = 2 in Figure 5.13a and the similarity of the heated masses after
disruption in Figure 5.13b).
Figure 5.14 shows the probability that a parent body will have a certain
fraction of its mass heated to a given temperature, before (Figure 5.14a) and
after disruption (Figure 5.14b), for λ = 1. Compared with the equivalent
model with β = 1, much more heating is possible before disruption with
β = 2. For example, the mass fraction heated to the solidus associated
with a 50% probability is one two-thousandth — five times greater than
with β = 1. This is because there are many more impacts on the parent
body before disruption, as there are more smaller impactors in the impacting
population. β does not have such a large effect on the mass fraction heated
after disruption. For example, with β = 2, the mass fraction heated to the
solidus associated with a 50% probability is just 25% larger for β = 1 than
for β = 2.
Comparing Figure 5.15 with Figure 5.14 again shows the increase in
heated mass associated with the increase of λ from 1 to 3.3. Comparing Fig-
ure 5.15a with Figure 5.11a reiterates the observation that heating before
disruption increases with an increase in β from 1 to 2.
A comparison of these four models (i.e. β = 1 and 2; λ = 1 and 3.3) is
presented in Figure 5.16. Each line represents the probability that a fraction
of the parent body would be heated to the solidus. Before disruption, simu-
lations with β = 2 always provide more heat than those with β = 1, because
of the many more collisions they experience before a disruption occurs.
After disruption, however, many more parent bodies disrupted by an im-
pactor population with β = 1 will have a significant fraction of the mass
heated to the solidus. For example, for λ = 1 and β = 1, there is approx-
imately a 25% chance that a parent body will have one hundredth of its
mass heated to the solidus, but for β = 2, this falls to only a 10% chance.
Similarly, for λ = 3.3 and β = 1, there is a 22% chance that parent bodies
are completely heated to the solidus; whereas for β = 2 this probability is
only 8%. The reason that less heating occurs after disruption for β = 2 is
because in this case the disruptive collision is more likely to be caused by a
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Figure 5.12: The average heating caused on a parent body after > 106 parent
bodies were simulated. The points plotted are the mean of the lognormal
distribution (approximately equivalent to the median), for immediately be-
fore the disruptive collision, and after the parent body has been disrupted.
Error bars show 1-σ error. Most heating occurs in the disruptive collision.
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Figure 5.13: The average heating (see Figures 5.9 and 5.12 for errors) on
parent bodies for the impactor SFD parameter β = 1 and 2 and the disrup-
tion parameter λ = 1 and 3.3. λ = 3.3 gives more heating for both impactor
populations before and after disruption. The slope of the impactor popula-
tion has more influence on heating before disruption (more impactors means
more heating), than on heating after disruption — because most heating
occurs in the final destructive collision.
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(a) β = 2, λ = 1, before disruption
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Figure 5.14: The percentage probability that a given fraction of a parent
body will be heated to several given temperatures for an impactor SFD with
β = 2 and the disruption parameter λ = 1 (Purple — 400 K; Blue — 700 K;
Green — 1000 K; Orange — the solidus; Red — the liquidus).
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Figure 5.15: The percentage probability that a given fraction of a parent
body will be heated to several given temperatures for an impactor SFD with
β = 2 and the disruption parameter λ = 3.3 (Purple — 400 K; Blue — 700 K;
Green — 1000 K; Orange — the solidus; Red — the liquidus).
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of the probability that a given fraction of the parent
body will be heated to the solidus. Before disruption, β = 2 causes more
heating to the solidus than β = 1. After the disruption collision, more
heating may occur in parent bodies impacted by a population with β = 1,
as for β = 2 the disruptive collision is more likely to come from a smaller
impactor.
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smaller impactor, causing less heating. In other words, for β = 1 the ratio
of probabilities of collisions by impactors of radius 0.1, 1 and 10 times rD
is 10:1:0.1. For β = 2, the ratio of probabilities is 100:1:0.01. Hence the
probability of a large, non-disruptive impact occurring before the disruptive
collision is greater for a β = 2 population, whereas for a β = 1 population,
for those bodies that are disrupted, the disruptive collision is likely to be
larger.
5.3.2 Discussion
These preliminary simulations illustrate which collisions are likely to be the
most important in terms of heating a planetesimal. They show that in most
cases, heating caused by collisions is minor. An iSALE simulation of a
5 km s−1 collision between two 50% porous, dunite planetesimals, with a
impactor-to-target mass ratio of 0.001 shows the placement of this heat (see
Figure 5.2) — i.e. it is local to the impact site. This simulation also shows
than any compaction of pore space occurs local to the impact site. From the
Monte Carlo simulations, the most typical scenario prior to disruption is that
more than 90% of a parent body is heated by less than 100 K, even with the
least conservative assumptions (λ = 3.3, β = 2). It is evident that for both
choices of disruption parameter (λ) and for both impactor populations mod-
elled (β), the most important collisions are the disruptive collisions — global
heating is likely to occur only after the planetesimal has been catastrophi-
cally disrupted by a colliding planetesimal — and the largest non-disruptive
collisions. The simulations presented in this section thus show that impact
heating is a heterogeneous process: if a parent body is not disrupted, only
small regions of its mass will be heated. If the parent body is disrupted, the
fragments are likely to have been strongly heated, and even melted. How-
ever, there will also be some cases where the disruption fragments are not
completely heated. Therefore for any bodies that have been impacted, a
wide range of possible heating scenarios is possible.
However, some information is missing from these simulations: they do not
account for the timescale over which the collisions occur, nor do they account
for the fact that both collision velocity and the impactor SFD will evolve
through time. The question remains whether impact heating is feasible in
the early stages of the Solar System, or whether the length of time needed
before significant heat is delivered to the planetesimal surface by impact is
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longer than that predicted from observations.
To test this more inputs are required for the model. The following section
describes the coupling of the Monte Carlo approach described above to N-
body simulations of the collisional history of the early Solar System.
5.4 Calculations using time-dependent velocity-
and size-frequency distributions
To determine a more realistic estimate of cumulative impact heating in the
early Solar System, some extra information is needed as an input to the
Monte Carlo model described in Section 5.3. It is known that the SFD and
VFD of impactors would have changed through the course of planetesimal
evolution. However, it is difficult to constrain these values for our Solar
System, as the population of asteroids in the present day asteroid belt is
likely to be only a small subset of the total population present in the early
Solar System. Bottke et al. (2005b) and Weidenschilling and Cuzzi (2006)
suggest that as planetary embryos grew, they would have excited many of
the smaller bodies into orbits that would see them ejected from the inner
Solar System — they predict that between 99 and 99.9% of bodies were
ejected during this phase of planetesimal evolution. Simulations have been
developed that model the collisional evolution of a population of bodies in
orbit around the Sun to determine the conditions which could lead to the
formation of the planets of our Solar System. These simulations are known
as N-body simulations (e.g. Chambers and Wetherill, 1998; Agnor et al.,
1999; Chambers, 2001; Raymond et al., 2004; O’Brien et al., 2006).
5.4.1 N-body simulations
As computers have become more powerful, so the number of bodies that
N-body integrators are able to model has increased. One of the more recent
sets of simulations published were performed by O’Brien et al. (2006). In
that work the N-body integrator SyMBA is used. SyMBA simulates the
gravitational interactions of a small population of massive bodies and a larger
population of smaller bodies, which are influenced by the gravity of the large
bodies but not by each other. Linear momentum is conserved by merging the
colliding planetesimals. Collisional fragments increase the number of small
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bodies in the population. Since that work, David O’Brien (pers. comm.) has
performed some additional simulations; the output from these simulations
provides impactor SFDs and collision VFDs that evolve through time and
are used as inputs for the Monte Carlo simulations discussed in this section.
O’Brien et al. (2006) show that the collisional evolution of planetesimals is
dependent on the time of formation and the orbital properties of the gas
giants Jupiter and Saturn. Three different configurations are presented in
that work: First, Jupiter and Saturn are not included in the simulations at
all (i.e. they are assumed to have formed later); second, Jupiter and Saturn
are included from the start of the model on orbits with the inclination and
eccentricity that they have today; third, Jupiter and Saturn are included
from the start of the model on near-circular, co-planar (i.e. inclination and
eccentricity are essentially zero) orbits — the so-called ‘Nice Model’, named
after the Nice Observatoire where the theory was developed. Gomes et al.
(2005), Morbidelli et al. (2005) and Tsiganis et al. (2005) show that the Nice
Model can match the timing of the late heavy bombardment (around 700 Ma)
as Jupiter and Saturn cross their mutual 2:1 resonance and rapidly evolve to
their current orbits. In the models of O’Brien et al. (2006), the Nice model
has been shown to provide a better match to geochemical evidence than
simulations with Jupiter and Saturn in their current orbits, and is therefore
used for all of the Monte Carlo models discussed below.
Size-frequency distribution
The additional N-body simulations from O’Brien (pers. comm.) use an ini-
tial impactor population chosen to match the asteroid belt population at
large sizes (Mpop = 1), and to match the shallow slope of the population
of smaller bodies (. 100 km) estimated in other works (e.g. Bottke et al.,
2005a,b). The incremental number of bodies for each size are shown in Fig-
ure 5.17 and compared to the present day asteroid belt. N-body simulations
were also run for populations with the same slope but with 100 and 1000
times more mass, to account for the mass lost from the Solar System as small
bodies were ejected — the impactor SFDs used in the Monte Carlo simula-
tions in this chapter are from these two N-body simulations withMpop = 100
and 1000. The dependence of the Monte Carlo model results on the choice
of the impactor population is discussed below.
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Figure 5.17: Temporal evolution of the impactor size frequency distribu-
tion extracted from N-body simulations for the first 10 Ma (O’Brien, pers.
comm.), compared to the present day asteroid belt (data taken from Bottke
et al., 2005a). Similar distributions with Mpop = 100 and 1000 were used
in the Monte Carlo simulations in this chapter, to account for the mass lost
from the Solar System between those early stages and the present day.
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Figure 5.18: Temporal evolution of the velocity-frequency distribution ex-
tracted from N-body simulations for the first 10 Ma (O’Brien, pers. comm.).
Also shown are fits to the VFDs using a Maxwellian distribution.
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Figure 5.19: Temporal evolution of the mean velocity from N-body simula-
tions, well fit by a power law (Equation 5.26)
Velocity-frequency distribution
Other temporally varying properties were also extracted from the N-body
simulations by O’Brien. Several snapshots of the VFD through time are
shown in Figure 5.18. The VFD is well fitted by a Maxwellian distribution.
A Maxwellian distribution depends only on the distribution parameter, a,
defined as:
a =
µv
2
√
2/pi
(5.25)
Figure 5.19 shows that the mean velocity, µv, extracted from the N-body
simulations increases with time, t, according to a power law (R2 = 0.999),
where:
µv = 0.041t
0.321 (5.26)
Therefore, the Maxwellian distribution parameter, a, can be defined at
any point in time for the first 10 Ma, and the cumulative distribution function
can be used to define the probability that a collision will occur at a given
velocity.
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Figure 5.20: Temporal variation of the intrinsic collision probability, pc, from
N-body simulations. Power laws are used in the Monte Carlo simulation to
interpolate between the data points.
Collisional probability
From the SFD and VFD detailed above, it is possible to assign an impactor
size and velocity for each collision on a parent body. However, one final piece
of information can be extracted from the N-body simulations: the intrinsic
probability that a collision will occur between a given size of impactor and
target at any time in the first 10 Ma. This probability, pc, has units of
km−2 yr−1. This is converted to the probability, pi that an impact by an
impactor of radius ri on a particular parent body (of radius rt) in the time
period ∆t by:
pi = pcNi (rt + ri)
2 ∆t (5.27)
where Ni is the number of impactors of radius ri in the population and ∆t
is given in years. The variation in time of pc is extracted from the N-body
simulations and is illustrated in Figure 5.20. For times between the times
output from the N-body simulations, pc is interpolated using a set of power
laws, shown as the solid lines in Figure 5.20
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Timestep
The timestep, ∆t, used in the Monte Carlo simulation is chosen so that for
the smallest impactor size, the probability of a collision occurring during
the timestep (pi) is less than unity. To explore the sensitivity of simulation
results to timestep size, simulations were run with a timestep such that in
the smallest impactor size bin (impactors are limited to dmin = 50 m, as used
in Section 5.3), pi(dmin) = 0.1, 0.25, 0.5 and 1. For pi(dmin) = 1, the total
number of collisions was lower than for pi(dmin) ≤ 0.5, but did not change
for pi(dmin) = 0.1 – 0.5. A timestep limit of pi(dmin) = 0.5 was thus used
for all simulations presented below.
Heating and disruption
The methods used to determine the amount of heat generated during each
impact event and the criteria used to determine whether an collision will
disrupt the body are the same as those discussed in Section 5.3.
The main algorithm for this Monte Carlo simulation is outlined in Algo-
rithm 5.2, and is documented in Appendix B.2.
5.4.2 Limitations
As well as the assumptions discussed above (Section 5.2.1), a further limi-
tation existed for the time dependent Monte Carlo simulations presented in
this section. The N-body simulations at the time of writing only modelled
the first 10 Ma after planetesimal formation. Therefore, the VFD, SFD and
intrinsic collision probability can only be defined up until that time limit.
Collisional heating would likely have continued after that time. Further N-
body simulations may be able to extend the time span over which the Monte
Carlo models can be run with confidence.
5.4.3 Results
Monte Carlo simulations were performed to estimate the heating on parent
bodies during the first 10 Ma of planetesimal evolution. Several parameters
were varied to quantify their influence on the amount of impact heat pro-
duced and the number of parent bodies catastrophically disrupted during
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Algorithm 5.2 Time dependent Monte Carlo model for estimating cumu-
lative impact heating of planetesimals
– For each parent body modelled:
– Do while time < end time:
– Interpolate intrinsic collision probability from N-body simulations
– Determine Maxwellian distribution parameter for VFD at time t
– Calculate size of timestep (from smallest bin)
– For each impactor size bin:
– Interpolate number of impactors in this size bin
– Randomly select an impactor size within bin
– Calculate collisional probability per year for this impactor size
– Scale collisional probability to timestep
– If a random number (0–1) < collision probability of the
timestep then a collision occurs in this impactor size bin:
– Find impact velocity from VFD
– Select impact angle (if desired)
– For each post shock temperature of interest:
– Calculate mass heated to this T in this impact from
hydrocode modelling results
– Add heated mass to the total mass heated to this T
on parent body
– Calculate the crater diameter from scaling laws
– Determine if the crater is large enough to disrupt
the parent body
– If it has been disrupted:
– Write some statistics to output files
– Move on to next parent body
– Else:
– Move on to next impactor size bin
– If time = end time then this body has survived 10 Ma without
disrupting
– Write some statistics to file about surviving parent body
– Move on to next parent body
– Advance time (t = t+ ∆t)
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Sim. Mpop λ dp
# (× main belt) (km)
B1a 100 1.0 500
B2a 1000 1.0 500
J1a 100 3.3 500
J2a 1000 3.3 500
B1b 100 1.0 100
B2b 1000 1.0 100
J1b 100 3.3 100
J2b 1000 3.3 100
Table 5.2: Summary of time dependent Monte Carlo simulations discussed
in this chapter. Mpop is the mass of the population of possible impactors
(Section 5.4.1), λ is the disruption parameter (see Section 5.2.2), and dp is
the parent body diameter.
that time period. The following sections discuss the effects of these param-
eters: the total mass of the impactor population (100 and 1000 times the
main asteroid belt mass); the disruption parameter λ (1 and 3.3 as discussed
in Section 5.3); and the parent body diameter dp (500 km and 100 km). The
initial conditions for these simulations are summarised in Table 5.2.
Not all parent bodies modelled in the simulations summarised in Ta-
ble 5.2 were disrupted within the first 10 Ma, so the results of these simula-
tions may be interpreted in a slightly different way from those in Section 5.3.
Results are presented for the disrupted bodies before and after disruption,
and for those bodies that ‘survived’ the initial 10 Ma after formation without
suffering a catastrophic disruption. Figures 5.21 – 5.28 show the percent-
age probability that a given fraction of a parent body will be heated to
several given temperatures in each of the simulations listed in Table 5.3.
These diagrams can be read in the same two ways as those in Section 5.3.1
(i.e. horizontally to establish the mass fraction being heated to a given tem-
perature for a given probability, and vertically to infer the probability of a
particular mass fraction being heated), with one added subfigure for each
simulation to illustrate the heating on parent bodies which survive 10 Ma
without disrupting.
Figures 5.29 – 5.32 show heating through time in each of the eight simu-
lations described in Table 5.2 for three extreme cases: The red lines show an
example disrupted body for each simulation in which the entire parent body
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(a) Simulation B1a (Mpop = 100, λ = 1, dp = 500 km); survived 10 Ma
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(b) Simulation B1a (Mpop = 100, λ = 1, dp = 500 km); before disruption
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(c) Simulation B1a (Mpop = 100, λ = 1, dp = 500 km); after disruption
Figure 5.21: Heating in simulation B1a (Mpop = 100, λ = 1, dp = 500 km)
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(a) Simulation B2a (Mpop = 1000, λ = 1, dp = 500 km); survived 10 Ma
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(b) Simulation B2a (Mpop = 1000, λ = 1, dp = 500 km); before disruption
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(c) Simulation B2a (Mpop = 1000, λ = 1, dp = 500 km); after disruption
Figure 5.22: Heating in simulation B2a (Mpop = 1000, λ = 1, dp = 500 km)
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(a) Simulation J1a (Mpop = 100, λ = 3.3, dp = 500 km); survived 10 Ma
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(b) Simulation J1a (Mpop = 100, λ = 3.3, dp = 500 km); before disruption
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(c) Simulation J1a (Mpop = 100, λ = 3.3, dp = 500 km); after disruption
Figure 5.23: Heating in simulation J1a (Mpop = 100, λ = 3.3, dp = 500 km)
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(a) Simulation J2a (Mpop = 1000, λ = 3.3, dp = 500 km); survived 10 Ma
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(b) Simulation J2a (Mpop = 1000, λ = 3.3, dp = 500 km); before disruption
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(c) Simulation J2a (Mpop = 1000, λ = 3.3, dp = 500 km); after disruption
Figure 5.24: Heating in simulation J2a (Mpop = 1000, λ = 3.3, dp = 500 km)
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(a) Simulation B1b (Mpop = 100, λ = 1, dp = 100 km); survived 10 Ma
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(b) Simulation B1b (Mpop = 100, λ = 1, dp = 100 km); before disruption
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(c) Simulation B1b (Mpop = 100, λ = 1, dp = 100 km); after disruption
Figure 5.25: Heating in simulation B1b (Mpop = 100, λ = 1, dp = 100 km)
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(a) Simulation B2b (Mpop = 1000, λ = 1, dp = 100 km); before disruption
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(b) Simulation B2b (Mpop = 1000, λ = 1, dp = 100 km); after disruption
Figure 5.26: Heating in simulation B2b (Mpop = 1000, λ = 1, dp = 100 km).
In this simulation, only a negligible number of parent bodies ‘survived’ to
10 Ma without experiencing a disruptive collision, so no meaningful plot
could be made for those parent bodies.
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(a) Simulation J1b (Mpop = 100, λ = 3.3, dp = 100 km); survived 10 Ma
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(b) Simulation J1b (Mpop = 100, λ = 3.3, dp = 100 km); before disruption
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(c) Simulation J1b (Mpop = 100, λ = 3.3, dp = 100 km); after disruption
Figure 5.27: Heating in simulation J1b (Mpop = 100, λ = 3.3, dp = 100 km)
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(a) Simulation J2b (Mpop = 1000, λ = 3.3, dp = 100 km); survived 10 Ma
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(b) Simulation J2b (Mpop = 1000, λ = 3.3, dp = 100 km); before disruption
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(c) Simulation J2b (Mpop = 1000, λ = 3.3, dp = 100 km); after disruption
Figure 5.28: Heating in simulation J2b (Mpop = 1000, λ = 3.3, dp = 100 km)
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Total Total Total Prob. of
Sim. number number number disruption µD µS
# modelled disrupted survived (%)
B1a 100000 19139 80861 19.14 7.0 × 104 1.5 × 105
B2a 100000 88751 11249 88.75 8.1 × 105 2.4 × 106
J1a 100000 2064 97936 2.06 7.9 × 104 1.5 × 105
J2a 100000 16502 83498 16.50 1.2 × 106 2.4 × 106
B1b 100000 19914 80086 19.91 3.7 × 103 5.9 × 103
B2b 100000 99998 2 100.00 2.5 × 104 9.5 × 104
J1b 100000 3698 96302 3.70 2.9 × 103 5.9 × 103
J2b 100000 41761 58239 41.76 4.8 × 104 9.5 × 104
Table 5.3: Probability of a parent body from each model being disrupted
during the first 10 Ma, after 105 parent bodies were modelled in each sim-
ulation. µD and µS are the average number of collisions on disrupted and
surviving parent bodies, respectively.
mass was heated to the solidus. The vast majority of heating was achieved
in these disruptive events (marked by the red arrows). The disruptive events
are stochastic — i.e. they could occur at any time in the simulation — and
only one of the disrupted parent bodies is shown as an example for each sim-
ulation for illustrative purposes; the green lines show the maximum amount
of heating possible on a parent body that survived to 10 Ma; and the blue
lines show the minimum heating exhibited in any parent body that survived
to 10 Ma.
The following sections describe how each of the variables (λ, Mpop and
parent body diameter) influence the heating possible on a parent body.
The influence of the impactor population mass on heating
Two simulations were performed with λ = 1 and dp = 500 km, using impact-
ing populations with masses 100 and 1000 times the mass of the asteroid
belt. A notable difference between the two impactor population masses is
that the fraction of parent bodies disrupted increases as the impacting pop-
ulation mass increases (see Table 5.3): In simulation B1a, 19% of parent
bodies were disrupted (Mpop = 100) and for simulation B2a, 89% of par-
ent bodies were disrupted (Mpop = 1000). This is to be expected, as the
number of impacts, and therefore the likelihood of encountering a disruptive
impactor is around ten times greater with Mpop = 1000.
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(a) Heating through time in simulation B1a (Mpop = 100, λ = 1, dp = 500 km)
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(b) Heating through time in simulation B2a (Mpop = 1000, λ = 1, dp = 500 km)
Figure 5.29: Heating through time in simulations B1a (Mpop = 100, λ = 1,
dp = 500 km) and B2a (Mpop = 1000, λ = 1, dp = 500 km)
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(a) Heating through time in simulation J1a (Mpop = 100, λ = 3.3, dp = 500 km)
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(b) Heating through time in simulation J2a (Mpop = 1000, λ = 3.3, dp = 500 km)
Figure 5.30: Heating through time in simulations J1a (Mpop = 100, λ = 3.3,
dp = 500 km) and J2a (Mpop = 1000, λ = 3.3, dp = 500 km)
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(a) Heating through time in simulation B1b (Mpop = 100, λ = 1, dp = 100 km)
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(b) Heating through time in simulation B2b (Mpop = 1000, λ = 1, dp = 100 km)
Figure 5.31: Heating through time in simulations B1b (Mpop = 100, λ = 1,
dp = 100 km) and B2b (Mpop = 1000, λ = 1, dp = 100 km). Note that in
simulation B2b, only two parent bodies out of the 100000 modelled survived
to 10 Ma — those two cases are shown here in Figure 5.31b.
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(a) Heating through time in simulation J1b (Mpop = 100, λ = 3.3, dp = 100 km)
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(b) Heating through time in simulation J2b (Mpop = 1000, λ = 3.3, dp = 100 km)
Figure 5.32: Heating through time in simulations J1b (Mpop = 100, λ = 3.3,
dp = 100 km) and J2b (Mpop = 1000, λ = 3.3, dp = 100 km)
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For simulation B1a (Mpop = 100), heating in parent bodies that do not
disrupt before 10 Ma is minor (Figure 5.21a): For the surviving popula-
tion, there is a probability of 50% that a parent body had four hundred-
thousandths of its mass heated to at least the solidus after 10 Ma, and two
ten-thousandths heated to 400 K or more in the same time period. For those
parent bodies that are disrupted, total heating before the disruptive collision
(Figure 5.21b) is even lower than in those that survive 10 Ma (because they
are, on average, subject to fewer collisions, and early collisions had a lower
average velocity). There is a 50% chance that before disruption less than a
hundred-thousandth of the parent body mass was heated to the solidus, and
three ten-thousandths of the mass was heated to at least 400 K.
However, the amount of heating achieved after the disruptive collision is
much greater than in the surviving parent bodies (see Figure 5.21c). There
is a 50% chance that four ten-thousandths of the mass was heated to the
solidus, and more than three hundredths of the mass was heated to at least
400 K. A parent body has a 4% chance of being entirely heated to 400 K,
and a 1% chance of being entirely heated to the solidus.
For the more massive impactor population (Mpop = 1000) used in sim-
ulation B2a, the amount of heating in both the surviving population, and
the parent bodies immediately before disruption is much greater than in
simulation B1a (Figure 5.33a). Heating levels were similar for almost all
the surviving bodies in B2a (Figure 5.22a): For example, almost all parent
bodies modelled had between one five-hundredth and one two-hundredth of
their mass heated to the solidus. The results of B1a and B2a were very
similar in terms of heating in disruptive collisions (Figure 5.33b).
Another important difference between the results of the B1a and B2a
simulations is that in B2a, the average amount of heating after the disruptive
collision is similar to the amount of heating in surviving bodies. However,
there is a small chance that a disrupted parent body is heated much more:
the probability of the parent body being entirely heated to 400 K is 3%; to
the solidus this probability is 1% (comparable to simulation B1a).
In B1a, the rate of heating increases at around 4–5 Ma, as a result of
the increasing average velocity (Figure 5.29). In B2a, this increase occurs
earlier (∼ 2–3 Ma). Other than disruptive collisions, the maximum amount
of heating caused by any collision is ∼ 10−3Mp. The minimum amount of
heating possible (blue line) is approximately two orders of magnitude higher
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for Mpop = 1000 (Figure 5.29b) compared to Mpop = 100 (Figure 5.29a), at
all times throughout the simulation.
The influence of the disruption criterion on heating
Monte Carlo simulations were also run for the disruption parameter λ = 3.3.
Because larger craters were able to be sustained on the parent bodies, fewer
bodies were disrupted within the first 10 Ma compared with those where
λ = 1: in simulation J1a, with Mpop = 100, only 2% of parent bodies were
disrupted (approximately ten times less than in the equivalent simulation
where λ = 1, B1a) and in simulation J2a, approximately 17% of parent
bodies were disrupted (approximately 5 times less than in B2a).
In the surviving parent body populations, the increase in heating due
to the increase in λ is small for the two simulations where Mpop = 100:
for a probability of 50%, the mass fraction heated to the solidus increases
from four hundred-thousandths in B1a to five hundred-thousandths in J1a
(Figure 5.23a). However, there is a possibility that a surviving parent body
with λ = 3.3 would have a larger mass fraction heated compared with a
parent body with λ = 1: there is a 10% chance that a parent body in
simulation J1a will have one five-hundredth of its mass heated to the solidus
— a factor of 10 larger than in B1a.
Similarly, for Mpop = 1000, there is a small increase in the mass fraction
of surviving parent bodies heated to the solidus associated with the increase
of λ from 1 to 3.3. For a probability of 50%, a parent body in simulation J2a
will have 3 times more mass heated to the solidus when compared with B2a.
There is a 10% chance that a parent body will have one sixteenth of its mass
heated to the solidus in J2a — a mass fraction fifteen times greater than the
equivalent outcome from B2a. The influence of λ on heating is illustrated in
Figure 5.33a.
While the disruption parameter only has a small influence on heating
in the surviving population, it has a much larger influence on the amount
of heating in disrupted parent bodies. There is a probability of 50% that
one sixth of the parent body mass is heated to the solidus in both J1a and
J2a. This is a factor of ∼ 60 times greater than the simulations in which
λ = 1. The probability of a parent body being entirely heated to the solidus
increases from ∼ 1% with λ = 1 to ∼ 15% with λ = 3.3, and the probability of
a parent body being entirely heated to 400 K increases from ∼ 4% to ∼ 46%.
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Figure 5.30a shows that in simulation J1a, the rate of heating increases
after ∼ 4 Ma. Another interesting observation from this simulation is that
some collisions which strongly heat the parent body can occur without dis-
rupting it (e.g. 4.1 Ma and 7.8 Ma in the surviving parent body with maxi-
mum heating, displayed as the green line): in each of these events, ∼ 10−1Mp
was heated to the solidus without causing a disruption. These large, non-
disruptive events may heat a much greater fraction of the parent body than
the largest non-disruptive collisions when λ = 1. Similar events occur in
simulation J2a at 3.7 Ma, 5.0 Ma, 6.0 Ma and 9.0 Ma, and also at 4.1 Ma in
the example disrupted parent body. These simulations also reiterate the ob-
servation that the rate of heating increases earlier (∼ 2 Ma) forMpop = 1000
compared with Mpop = 100. The minimum amount of heating (i.e. where
no large collisions occur — the blue lines) are almost identical between B1a
and J1a and between B2a and J2a, showing that the disruption parameter
does not influence this lower limit of heating at all.
The influence of parent body size on heating
Simulations were also run for each of the four scenarios discussed above,
with a smaller parent body diameter of dp = 100 km. In simulation B1b,
20% of parent bodies were disrupted — comparable to B1a, with the same
SFD and disruption parameter, but a larger parent body (dp = 500 km).
In simulation B2b, a negligible number of parent bodies survived to 10 Ma
without being disrupted (11% of parent bodies survived to 10 Ma in the
equivalent simulation with dp = 500 km). For simulation J1b, 4% of parent
bodies were disrupted, and for simulation J2b, 42% of parent bodies were
disrupted. Both of these figures are a factor of ∼ 2 times larger than for the
equivalent simulations where dp = 500 km.
The amount of heating in the surviving parent bodies from simulations
B1b, J1b and J2b is slightly lower than their counterparts with dp = 500 km.
For example, the heated mass fraction associated with a 20% probability is
a factor of ∼ 2 times less for each of the simulations with dp = 100 km
compared with those with dp = 500 km; the mass fraction associated with
a 10% probability is a factor of ∼ 4 times less. This lower level of heating
is due to the lower average number of collisions to which each parent body
is subject in 10 Ma. On average, surviving parent bodies with dp = 100 km
experienced a factor of 25 times fewer collisions compared with those with
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dp = 500 km (Table 5.3). As only two parent bodies (out of a sample of 105)
survived to 10 Ma in B2b, no comparisons can be made with B2a.
In both simulations with λ = 1 (B1b and B2b), there is only a ∼ 5% prob-
ability of globally heating disrupted parent bodies (Figures 5.25 and 5.26): in
simulation B1b, the probability that disrupted bodies were completely heated
above the solidus is 5%; in simulation B2b, the probability that disrupted
bodies were completely heated above solidus is 1%. This is comparable to
the simulation in which dp = 500 km. There is a 50% probability that the
mass heated to the solidus for dp = 100 km and λ = 1 is approximately one
two-thousandth of the parent body — this is a factor of six times smaller
than the equivalent heated mass fraction for dp = 500 km and λ = 1.
Simulations J1b and J2b reiterate the observation that the disruption
parameter has a strong influence on the amount of heating done during
disruption. There is a 32% probability that the entire mass of a parent
body is heated to the solidus in the disruptive collision in simulation J1b;
in simulation J2b, this probability is 20%, an increase from 1 – 5% from the
simulations with λ = 1. This also represents an increase when compared to
the equivalent simulations with dp = 500 km. This is because the smaller
parent body is likely to encounter a relatively larger disruptive impactor.
Figure 5.31 again shows that major heating is not possible without dis-
rupting the parent body for λ = 1. For simulation B2b the two surviving
parent bodies shown are the only two parent bodies out of 105 modelled to
not be disrupted. Figure 5.32 shows that a smaller parent body cannot sus-
tain such major non-disruptive heating events as seen for dp = 500 km (Fig-
ure 5.30). In these models (with dp = 100 km), the largest non-disruptive
collisions can heat up to ∼ 10−2Mp (see, for example, 9.2 Ma in simula-
tion J1b and 7.6 Ma, 7.8 Ma and 9.0 Ma in simulation J2b), compared to
∼ 10−1Mp for dp = 500 km.
5.4.4 Discussion
From the results presented above, some general conclusions can be drawn.
The choice of the value of the two unknown parameters λ andMpop has been
investigated, and the effects of each on the surviving and disrupted parent
body populations is discussed below.
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Figure 5.33: The influence of the disruption parameter, λ, on heating for
parent bodies with dp = 500 km. Note that in the surviving population,
Mpop has the largest influence on the amount of heating, but for those parent
bodies that are disrupted, λ has the largest influence on heating. The grey
bars show the upper and lower limits on the possible range of heated mass
fraction for associated with a 50% probability, based on the uncertainty in
the value of parameters λ and Mpop.
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Figure 5.34: The influence of the disruption parameter, λ, on heating for
parent bodies with dp = 100 km. Note that in the surviving population,
Mpop has the largest influence on the amount of heating, but for those parent
bodies that are disrupted, λ has the largest influence on heating. The grey
bars show the upper and lower limits on the possible range of heated mass
fraction associated with a 50% probability, based on the uncertainty in the
value of parameters λ and Mpop.
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Surviving parent bodies
The important parameter for determining the amount of heating on a par-
ent body that survives 10 Ma without disrupting is the mass of the im-
pacting population. A more massive impactor population (Mpop) will in
general lead to more heating on a parent body that is not disrupted (Fig-
ures 5.33a and 5.34a), due to the greater number of impacts on its surface.
This increase in heated mass fraction is typically two orders of magnitude,
for an increase fromMpop = 100 toMpop = 1000. However, this also increases
the likelihood of disruption.
The disruption parameter λ has less influence on heating in surviving
bodies. Heating increases marginally (by less than an order of magnitude) in
surviving parent bodies for larger λ because the parent body is able to sustain
larger collisions on its surface without disrupting (Figures 5.33a and 5.34a).
The size of the parent body has an interesting effect on the amount of
impact heating. Of those bodies that survived to 10 Ma, the 10–20% of
bodies that were most strongly heated received up to an order of magnitude
more heating for dp = 500 km (Figure 5.33a) than for dp = 100 km (Fig-
ure 5.34a). A larger parent body is likely to experience more collisions: for
all simulations discussed above, a dp = 500 km parent body experienced 25
times more collisions in 10 Ma than a parent body with dp = 100 km. This
is because the collisional probability, pi, scales with ∼ rt2 (Equation 5.27).
The uncertainty in the two parameters (λ andMpop) results in a range of
possible heated fractions. Therefore, for each probability, a lower and upper
limit can be defined for range of possible heated mass fractions. For example,
for dp = 500 km, the lower limit states that there is a 50% probability that a
surviving parent body will have at least 4 × 10−5Mp heated to the solidus.
The upper limit states that there is a 50% chance that a surviving parent
body will have at least 1 × 10−2Mp heated to the solidus. As the values
of λ and Mpop used in this study are likely to represent limits on the range
of possible values, the actual heated mass fraction is likely to lie somewhere
within these bounds. For dp = 100 km, the lower limit is that there is a 50%
chance that at least 6 × 10−5Mpop is heated to the solidus, and the upper
limit is that there is a 50% chance that 9 × 10−3Mpop is heated to the solidus.
These limits are represented by the grey bars on Figures 5.33a and 5.34a.
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Disrupted parent bodies
For those parent bodies that are disrupted before 10 Ma, the mass of the
impactor population plays less of a role in determining the amount of heat-
ing. However, increasing the impacting population from Mpop = 100 to
Mpop = 1000 increases the probability of the parent body disrupting by 5 –
10 times. The amount of heating after disruption is comparable for the two
impactor populations (Figures 5.33b and 5.34b). Heating may be slightly
higher forMpop = 100, because on average the disruption will occur later (as
there is a lower probability of encountering a disruptive impactor) by which
time the average collision velocity will be greater and hence the heated vol-
ume larger. However, in a population of Mpop = 1000, the fragments of a
disrupted parent body would likely have experienced more heating than in
a population with Mpop = 100.
The disruption parameter λ is far more important in determining the
mass fraction heated after the disruption. For λ= 3.3, the disruptive collision
is more likely to be a more energetic impact compared with λ = 1, and
on average more collisions will have occurred before the disruptive event
(Figures 5.33b and 5.34b). However, a second effect is that the proportion
of parent bodies that are disrupted is reduced for a higher value of λ, as a
larger or faster impactor is required to cause disruption.
The effect that the parent body size has on heating is different for dis-
rupted parent bodies than it is for surviving bodies. Of those bodies that
were disrupted, smaller bodies were typically heated more: For λ = 1,
the 10% of parent bodies that were heated most were heated more for
dp = 100 km (Figure 5.34b) than for dp = 500 km (Figure 5.33b). For
λ = 3.3, this percentage rose to ∼ 50%. Smaller parent bodies are more
likely to encounter an impactor of similar or larger size than themselves.
Therefore, the disruptive collision is more likely to heat a greater proportion
of the parent body mass. For all simulations, the proportion of parent bodies
that disrupted in 10 Ma was higher for dp = 100 km than dp = 500 km.
Again, upper and lower limits can be placed on the heated mass frac-
tion associated with a given probability: for example, the lower limit for
dp = 500 km is that there is a 50% probability of 4 × 10−3Mpop being heated
to the solidus, and the upper limit is for 2 × 10−1Mpop being heated to the
solidus (grey bar on Figure 5.33b). For dp = 100 km, these upper and lower
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limits are 4 × 10−4Mpop and 1 × 10−1Mpop, respectively (Figure 5.34b).
5.4.5 The influence of impact angle
Few planetesimal collisions would have occurred at 90◦ to the target surface.
3D hydrocode simulations of non-porous planetesimals in Chapter 4 showed
that the angle of incidence, θ, may reduce the mass heated in a collision by:
M(> T )/M(> T )⊥ = sin3 θ. (5.28)
Another effect of impact angle is that the dimensions of the impact crater
are reduced1. Laboratory experiments with a light gas gun (Gault and
Wedekind, 1978) and numerical simulations using iSALE-3D (Elbeshausen
et al., 2009) show that the volume of an impact crater formed in geological
materials scales with sin(θ). To account for the effects of impact angle on the
crater dimensions (and therefore the disruption criteria), it is assumed that
the linear crater dimensions (i.e. the crater diameter) scale with sin1/3(θ).
Therefore, while in oblique collisions the mass of material heated would have
been reduced, a greater number of collisions would have been possible on a
parent body before a disruptive event. Simulations were run accounting for
these two effects to determine how large an effect the angle of impact has on
cumulative collision heating. Shoemaker (1962), building on the earlier work
of Gilbert (1893), showed that the probability that an impact would occur
with an incidence angle i (measured from the target plane) in the range θ to
θ + dθ is given by:
P (θ < i < θ + dθ) ∝ 2 sin θ cos θdθ = sin(2θ)dθ (5.29)
This relationship was used to randomly select the angle of incidence for each
collision on the parent body.
Results
Simulations were run with identical model setups to the eight summarised in
Table 5.2 with the two modifications described above to account for impact
angle.
1Further discussion of previous investigations into the effect of impact angle on crater
dimensions and new iSALE-3D modelling of craters in high strength targets is presented
in the final chapter of this thesis.
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For all simulations, the average number of collisions before disruption
increased by only a small amount (typically less than 5%). The probability
of disrupting a parent body when accounting for impact angle also did not
change significantly (by less than 5% in all cases). Figure 5.35 shows the
effect that impact angle has on the probability that a fraction of a parent
body would have been heated to the solidus. For both λ = 1 and λ = 3.3,
the fraction of the parent body that is heated to the solidus associated with
a 50% probability is a factor of 4 times lower for disrupted bodies and a
factor of three times lower for bodies which survive 10 Ma.
5.5 Discussion
This chapter described a Monte Carlo simulation developed to estimate the
amount of heating caused by the cumulative effects of a population of im-
pactors striking the surface of planetesimal parent bodies in the early Solar
System. The influence of two unknown parameters (the mass of the impactor
population and the disruption threshold) was tested using best estimates
available in the literature. The criteria for determining whether a collision
will disrupt the parent body is still being actively researched, but here two
end member cases were compared: a conservative estimate based on the ob-
servation of Burchell and Leliwa-Kopystynski (2009) that the largest crater
on any asteroid has a diameter equal to the radius of the parent body, and a
perhaps more realistic value based upon numerical modelling results (Jutzi
et al., 2010), which states that a parent body will not be disrupted unless
the impact would have caused a crater, according to scaling laws, that is
3.3 times the radius of the parent body. In both the parent bodies that are
disrupted and those that survive to 10 Ma without encountering a disruptive
impactor, the disruption criterion based on model results (Jutzi et al., 2010)
allows more heating on the parent body.
The mass of the population of planetesimals in orbit around the Sun
in the first 10 Ma is also unknown — Bottke et al. (2005a,b) provide an
estimate of the shape of the size-frequency distribution. Best estimates state
that since the formation of the planets, between 99% and 99.9% of the mass
of the asteroid belt was ejected from the Solar System. Therefore upper and
lower limits of the impactor populations used in this chapter provide bounds
on the expected mass of the impacting population. Increasing the mass of
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Figure 5.35: Comparison of heating to the solidus for simulations that assume
all impacts are normal to the surface and for a realistic distribution of impact
angles. When angles are accounted for the proportion of a parent body that
is heated is typically a factor of 3–4 times lower.
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the population has the effect of increasing heating in those parent bodies
which survive to 10 Ma without being disrupted. However, the amount of
heating experienced by fragments from a disrupted planetesimal does not
depend sensitively on the impactor population.
Most heating comes from larger impactors — the disruptive or near-
disruptive collisions. Equation 5.24 shows how the heated mass in each
collision can be converted to an increase in specific internal energy. For
simulations J1a and J2a, the total energy increase due to impacts in each
impactor size bin from the SFD was recorded, and averaged over the total
number of parent bodies modelled. This average energy increase per parent
body is shown in Figure 5.36. The average impact energy per impactor bin
is approximately an order of magnitude higher for Mpop = 1000 than for
Mpop = 100. The vast majority of impact energy comes from a few collisions
from the larger impactor bins, rather than the many impacts from the smaller
impactor bins. For example, ∼ 103 more energy comes from impactors in the
100 km radius size bin than from impactors in the 1 km radius size bin. This
result confirms the observation that impact heating is heterogeneous: those
parent bodies that are subjected to disruptive or near-disruptive collisions
will be strongly heated, whereas those that survive, even after experiencing
thousands of comparatively small impacts, will only experience heating local
to those impact sites.
The simulations presented in this chapter provide an estimate for the
fraction of a parent body that is likely to be heated to several different
temperature levels. However, to compare this to other heat sources, some
more information is needed. Sanders and Taylor (2005) present a calculation
(see Section 2.3 and Figure 2.2) of energy budget from the decay of the
short-lived radionuclides 26Al and 60Fe. Before any radioactive decay, the
maximum possible energy input per unit mass of primitive solid material
from these two radionuclides combined was ∼ 11 kJ g−1. After 2.3 Ma, the
combined available energy decayed to ∼ 1.6 kJ g−1.
To compare the Monte Carlo simulations in this chapter with the avail-
able energy from 26Al and 60Fe, the results presented in this chapter need to
be converted to units of energy.
The specific internal energy increase for each collision on the parent body
can be calculated using Equation 5.24. For each parent body, the total energy
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Figure 5.36: The average energy increase per parent body as a function of
impactor size, for two simulations (J1a and J2a), for which λ = 3.3 and
dp = 500 km. The impactor size bins are spaced logarithmically. The vast
majority of heat comes from the few, large impacts (> 50 km), rather than
the many impacts by small impactors (< 10 km).
increase, Ep, due to impacts throughout the course of the initial 10 Ma period
is calculated by summing the energy increase from each individual collision:
Ep =
Nc∑
c=1
Ec (5.30)
where Nc is the total number of collisions on the parent body. To convert this
number into an energy increase per unit mass, the average energy increase
per parent body must be calculated:
EB =
1
Np
Np∑
p=1
(
Ep
Mp
)
(5.31)
where Np is the total number of parent bodies modelled, Mp is the parent
body mass, and EB is the total energy per unit mass available from collisions
(with units of J kg−1).
EB was calculated at several timesteps throughout the simulations. As
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a conservative simplification, it was assumed that as parent bodies are dis-
rupted, heating stops for that mass of material. In reality, it is likely that
the fragments created in the disruption would continue to be involved in the
collisional process.
EB can be compared to the energy available from the decay of short-lived
radionuclides. Figure 5.37 compares the Monte Carlo simulations from this
chapter with the decay of 26Al and 60Fe.
Figure 5.37a shows the simulations that do not account for the effect of
the impact angle. The energy available from simulations with Mpop = 1000
is approximately 5–10 times greater than for those with Mpop = 100. Sim-
ulations with dp = 100 km tend to exhibit greater energy increases due to
impacts than those with dp = 500 km, as they are more likely to encounter
a larger impactor, relative to the parent body size. From 0–6 Ma, the en-
ergy from the decay of 26Al and 60Fe is much greater than that from colli-
sions. However, after ∼ 6 Ma, with the most generous conditions for impacts
(i.e. λ = 3.3; Mpop = 1000) collisional heating may overtake radionuclide de-
cay as the dominant effect. By 10 Ma, even the most conservative collision
simulations (λ = 1; Mpop = 100) overtake the radionuclide energy budget.
Interestingly, the energy increase for simulation B2b (green line) appears to
slow down after ∼ 5 Ma. This is because by this point, most parent bodies
have been disrupted, so no further increases in energy can be calculated by
the Monte Carlo simulations, highlighting the limitation of ignoring heating
in the fragments created by a disruption.
In Figure 5.37b, the effects of impact angle are accounted for in the Monte
Carlo simulations. The result of this is to decrease the impact generated en-
ergy by a factor of approximately two. As a consequence, it is not until
6.5 Ma that the more generous collision simulation overtakes radioactive
decay as the dominant energy source. Linear projections of collisional en-
ergy suggest that the most conservative estimate of collisional energy would
overtake radioactive decay at ∼ 11.1 Ma.
As the Monte Carlo models in this chapter use a constant parent body
size, the value of EB is the energy increase per unit mass in parent bodies
of the particular size modelled. For a true value for energy increases in all
material, simulations should be run for a wider range of parent body sizes,
and the energy increase integrated over all sizes. However, as the increase in
energy increases for a smaller parent body, these estimates may be considered
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Figure 5.37: Comparison of the available energy from short-lived radionuclide
decay and the average energy available from collisions. A linear fit to the
upper and lower estimates of collision heating have been projected beyond
the 10 Ma limit of the Monte Carlo simulations, assuming that collision
heating continues at the same rate as in the first 10 Ma.
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a lower limit.
The results plotted in Figure 5.37 show that in the first 5 Ma of plan-
etesimal history, the most important heat source was likely to be the decay
of short-lived radionuclides. They suggest that it would take many Ma be-
fore collisional heating could provide a comparable level of energy to that
of radioactive decay at its peak (i.e. at t = 0). However, there is an impor-
tant difference between the two heating mechanisms: 26Al and 60Fe would
have been spread homogeneously throughout the solid material of the early
Solar System. Therefore, the available energy of ∼ 11 × 107 J kg−1 would
have been distributed evenly over the total mass of planetesimals, boulders
and dust in the nebula disk. As shown in this chapter and in Chapter 4,
collisional heating is typically local to the impact site — and therefore the
energy from collisions would have been heterogeneously distributed (possi-
bly explaining the heterogeneous heating observed in some meteorites, e.g.
Portales Valley; Rubin et al., 2001). Localised, near surface heating from im-
pacts would have been common, with the average number of collisions (from
impactors > 50 m in size) on a parent body numbering in the thousands.
For those parent bodies that were disrupted, the scale of heating was likely
to have been global: their fragments may have been much more strongly
heated than those parent bodies not disrupted in the same time period. Af-
ter a period of ∼ 10 Ma, the dominant heating mechanism in the early Solar
System would no longer have been radioactive decay. The simulations in
this thesis suggest that at this point, collisions would have generated more
energy per unit mass than the decay of 26Al and 60Fe. How much energy
collisions could provide in the time after the initial 10 Ma is still uncertain.
Future modelling of the collisional evolution of planetesimals after 10 Ma,
and a more complex model that considers heating of disruption fragments
or the re-accumulation of fragments may be able to quantify heating over a
wider range of time in the early Solar System.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
Motivation
Observations from meteorite falls on Earth show that early in the Solar
System, the solid precursors to planets and asteroids (‘planetesimals’) were
heated and, in some cases, melted. Previous studies have shown that this
heat may come from several sources. One prominent theory states that the
heating may have been caused by radioactive decay of short-lived radionu-
clides (in particular, 26Al and 60Fe; e.g. Urey, 1955). However, after an initial
period of 2.3 Ma, the energy available from these decaying isotopes would
have fallen below the level required to melt primitive meteoritic material
(Sanders and Taylor, 2005), and after 60 Ma, heating would be insignificant
(Rubin, 2002). Clearly, some other mechanism is required to explain (a)
any heating and melting after the initial period of thermal metamorphism
caused by radioactive decay, and (b) any heating that is heterogeneously
spread throughout the material in the accretionary disk (assuming 26Al and
60Fe were evenly distributed in the disk, the heating they caused would have
been homogeneous).
Heating caused by shock waves generated in hypervelocity collisions be-
tween planetesimals has been invoked as a possible source of this energy,
although it has previously been dismissed as a viable heat source (e.g. Keil
et al., 1997; McSween et al., 2002). However, recently two new pieces of
information have come to light that warrant further investigation of the im-
pact heat source: first, planetesimals are now expected to have contained
a significant fraction of pore space (Love et al., 1994; Dominik and Tielens,
1997; Wurm et al., 2001, 2004; Blum, 2003); and second, the average velocity
of collisions in the protoplanetary disk is now predicted to have been higher
than previously thought (e.g. Weidenschilling et al., 1998, 2001; Kenyon and
Bromley, 2001). Shock physics relationships discussed in Chapter 2 show
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that porous materials require lower peak shock pressures than fully consol-
idated materials to reach the same post shock temperature. Increasing the
velocity of a collision will increase the peak shock pressure, and therefore
the amount of heating done in a collision. Therefore both of these factors
have the ability to significantly affect the estimates of heating in planetesi-
mal collisions. Previous work investigating impact heating (e.g. Keil et al.,
1997; Cameron et al., 1990, 1991) did not quantify heating in high velocity
collisions between porous planetesimals. This thesis has addressed this gap
in our understanding by using numerical simulations to quantify the heating
caused in collisions between planetesimals over a wide range of porosities
and velocities.
Summary of results
Hydrocode simulations were performed using iSALE (see Chapter 3 and
Amsden et al., 1980; Wünnemann et al., 2006) to compute the amount of heat
delivered to a planetesimal during a collision event across a wide parameter
space. These simulations showed that:
1. An increase in porosity dramatically increased the mass of heated ma-
terial in a collision. In a 5 km s−1 collision between two equal sized,
non-porous planetesimals, no mass was heated to the solidus. However,
at 40% porosity, more than a third of the mass of the planetesimals
was heated to the solidus, and at 50% porosity, almost two thirds of
the total mass of material was heated to the solidus.
2. An increase in the initial temperature of the planetesimals led to an
increase of the mass heated to a certain temperature. For example,
at 40% porosity and 5 km s−1, the mass heated to the solidus from an
initial 298 K was approximately one third of the planetesimal mass. For
an initial temperature of 700 K, more than two thirds of the total mass
was heated to the solidus, and for an initial temperature of 1000 K,
almost the entire planetesimal mass was heated to the solidus.
3. An increase in the relative collision velocity also produced an increase
in the mass heated to a certain temperature. For example, for 50%
porosity and an initial temperature of 298 K, at 3 km s−1, only a neg-
ligible mass was heated to the solidus; at 4 km s−1, an eighth of the
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planetesimal mass was heated to the solidus; at 5 km s−1 almost two
thirds of the total mass was heated to the solidus; and at 6 km s−1
almost the entire planetesimal mass was heated to the solidus.
4. Below an impactor-to-target planetesimal mass ratio of 0.1, the mass
heated to the solidus scaled with the impacting planetesimal mass.
Above a mass ratio of 0.1, the heated mass was limited by the total
mass of material.
5. Preliminary three-dimensional simulations showed that in non-porous
planetesimals, the heated mass of material scaled with sin3(θ).
These simulation results show that for impactors that are small compared
with the target, heating is local to the impact site. For larger impactors,
global heating is possible — but these collisions are typically disruptive
events.
Monte Carlo simulations were run to estimate the cumulative heating
possible on a parent body as a result of a population of impactors striking
its surface. Several assumptions had to be made about the velocity- and
size-frequency distributions of impactors and the disruption criterion for the
parent body. Based on the best current estimates from the literature (e.g.
Bottke et al., 2005a,b; O’Brien et al., 2006; Jutzi et al., 2010), it was shown
that:
1. In general, if a parent body was not disrupted, then the total cumula-
tive heating would be limited to areas local to the impact sites (i.e. near
the surface of the planetesimal). Except for the least conservative esti-
mates of impactor SFD and disruption criterion, in most cases < 10%
of the parent body was heated by more than 100 K.
2. Using the most conservative assumptions, the Monte Carlo model pre-
dicts that there is a 50% chance that a surviving parent body will have
at least one twenty-thousandth of its mass heated to the solidus. The
least conservative assumptions lead to a prediction that there is a 50%
chance that one hundredth of a surviving parent body’s mass is heated
to the solidus.
3. In some cases, up to a tenth of the parent body may have been heated
in non-disruptive collisions, but a maximum of only 3–4 of these events
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were possible on each parent body in the first 10 Ma of Solar System
evolution.
4. The important unconstrained parameter which influences the amount
of heating before disruption is the mass of the impacting population
— a larger mass leads to more collisions and hence more heating.
5. The most conservative assumptions show that there is a 50% chance
of a disrupted parent body having at least one thousandth of its mass
heated to the solidus. The least conservative assumptions predict that
there is a 50% chance that more than one fifth of the parent body is
heated to the solidus in the disruptive collision.
6. The most important unconstrained parameter determining the amount
of heating during disruption is the catastrophic disruption criterion.
7. In those bodies that were disrupted before 10 Ma, global heating of the
parent body was far more likely than in those that were not disrupted.
The increase in internal energy for each collision was estimated from
the equation of state and the porous-compaction model. By summing the
energy increase for each collision on a parent body, and then averaging the
total energy increase on each parent body, the amount of energy available
from collisions per unit mass of the protoplanetary disk was estimated. From
this computation, the following conclusions can be drawn:
1. In the first ∼ 6 Ma, impact energy was far lower than that available
from the decay of short-lived radionuclides.
2. However, after ∼ 10 Ma, it is predicted that collisions would have been
the dominant heat source.
3. Also, while impact heating may not have generated as much energy
per unit mass of the protoplanetary disk as radioactive decay, impact
heating was also not spread over the total mass of the disk, but rather
concentrated at the impact sites. Therefore, some material may have
been heated much more by impacts than by radioactive decay — possi-
bly explaining the heterogeneous heating seen in some meteorites, such
as Portales Valley (Rubin et al., 2001).
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Limitations and future work
In the iSALE simulations presented in Chapter 4, both of the planetesimals
have the same porosity and initial temperature, and these two parameters are
constant throughout the bodies. Realistically, planetesimals may have been
differentiated in the early Solar System by heat from radioactive decay. The
porosity in the core of a planetesimal may be reduced by the extra heat, and
a veneer of heavily cratered, more consolidated rock may be present on the
planetesimal surface. These scenarios can all be simulated with iSALE using
the modifications made for this thesis (see Section 3.1.11 and Appendix B.1),
in which different objects can be assigned different starting temperatures and
porosities, and a molten, consolidated core may be added as an additional
object within the main body of the planetesimal. Future simulations should
investigate the effects of these parameters on impact heating.
The ε–α porous-compaction model used in Chapter 4 requires that the
pores being modelled are much smaller than the computational cell size —
therefore, for a 10 km diameter body, the pores must be much smaller than
∼ 10 m in scale.
Most of the hydrocode simulations of planetesimal collisions in this thesis
are modelled in two dimensions, and as a result only model head-on colli-
sions. The 3D version of iSALE, iSALE-3D, is capable of modelling colliding
planetesimals, albeit at a lower resolution that the 2D code (with the current
computational resources available, the 3D resolution is less than half that
of the 2D simulations). However, at the time of writing, the ε–α porous-
compaction model had not been implemented in iSALE-3D, and hence the
simulations are limited to modelling fully consolidated material. Future sim-
ulations using iSALE-3D with the ε–α porous-compaction model will allow
the important parameter of impact angle to be fully investigated. Further
models changing the impactor-to-target mass ratio with an oblique impact
angle are required to fully quantify this parameter, and allow a comparison
with work by Pierazzo and Melosh (2000b) of oblique impacts on a target
plane.
The time-dependent inputs of velocity- and size frequency distributions
for the Monte Carlo simulations presented in Chapter 5 have only been
defined for the initial 10 Ma period of protoplanetary disk evolution. Further
N-body simulations need to be performed to extend the time limits of the
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distributions and allow the collisional heating process to be quantified for
a longer period. In doing so, the Monte Carlo model must account for
heating of disrupted parent body fragments in the time period after the
disruption, as they undoubtedly would have been involved in more collisions
after the catastrophic event. At the same time, the simulations should allow
for material to cool over time after being heated by impact processes. Initial
studies (Ciesla et al., 2009) have quantified cooling after impact for a limited
subset of the simulations presented in Chapter 4. Further simulations for a
wider range of initial conditions should be performed to fully quantify this
process.
Another advance required in the Monte Carlo simulations presented in
this thesis is for the mass, porosity and temperature of the parent body to
evolve through time, both from the effects of collisions and from the heating
caused by 26Al. Hydrocode simulations can provide the information required
for the porosity and temperature changes to be accounted for. iSALE sim-
ulations which account for the gravity of the bodies1 would allow for the
quantification of the change of mass due to a collision (if the simulation is
run for long enough in model time).
The two disruption thresholds for porous planetesimals used in Chap-
ter 5 are very different, and have a large influence on the average amount
of heating on a parent body, both before and after disruption. These crite-
ria typically rely upon scaling results from laboratory-scale experiments to
planetesimal scales. Hydrocode simulations in which each region of mass is
self-gravitating would allow this parameter to be investigated further. As the
self gravity feature has recently been implemented in iSALE, collisions near
the disruption threshold may be simulated to better quantify this important
parameter.
1Both central gravity and self gravity modes are now available in iSALE following work
by Gareth Collins and Laurence Billingham.
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Appendix A
iSALE validation:
Ductile targets
It is important with any computational model to have confidence in the
simulation results that it produces. Codes need to be thoroughly tested
before they can be used to simulate scenarios that cannot to be observed by
any other method. Validation is a form of testing in which model output
is compared with experimental results to demonstrate that the model can
reproduce reality, within some error criteria. To properly validate a code,
a well-documented set of experimental data is required so that the initial
conditions can be replicated in the model. The simulations in Chapter 4 use
the iSALE hydrocode (see Section 3.1 and Amsden et al., 1980; Wünnemann
et al., 2006). This appendix presents new work aimed to test the capabilities
of iSALE by reproducing two different laboratory experiments. The first
of these tests evaluates the ability of iSALE to produce impact craters in
high strength targets; this validation work was published in a journal paper
documenting an international effort to validate several impact hydrocodes
(Pierazzo et al., 2008a,b). The second validation test compares model output
from the three-dimensional version of iSALE, iSALE-3D, with light-gas gun
experiments at a range of impact angles. This work will be documented in a
journal article in preparation (Davison et al., 2010d) and the initial results
are presented in Collins et al. (2009)
A.1 Methods
The numerical methods used in iSALE and iSALE-3D are discussed in Chap-
ter 3. However, to completely describe the material used in these validation
tests — a ductile metal — some extra information is required about the
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strength of the material. The Tillotson equation of state (Tillotson, 1962)
used to describe aluminium is described below.
A.1.1 Strength models
Several different strength models are available for use in iSALE. Those used
in this appendix are discussed below:
von Mises
The von Mises strength model (von Mises, 1913) states that a material will
begin to yield once the stresses on the material reach a critical value, called
the yield strength, Y .
Johnson-Cook
The strength of some metals depends not only on the amount of strain ex-
perienced by the material, but also the strain rate (for example, some alloys
of aluminium). In order to model aluminium accurately for the purposes
of the first validation test in this appendix, it was necessary to implement
the Johnson-Cook strength model (Johnson and Cook, 1983) in the iSALE
hydrocode. The strength, Y , is defined by the Johnson-Cook strength model
as:
Y = (A+Bεn) (1 + C ln ε˙)
[
1−
(
T − Tref
Tm − Tref
)m]
, (A.1)
where ε is the equivalent plastic strain, and ε˙ is the strain rate. Tm is the
melt temperature, and the Johnson-Cook parameters A,B,C,m, n and the
reference temperature Tref are material specific constants. A is the yield
strength at the reference state (i.e. for T = Tref ; ε = 0; ε˙ = 1).
A.1.2 Tillotson equation of state
The Tillotson EoS was first derived by Tillotson (1962), and is summarised
in Appendix II of Melosh (1989). It is designed specifically for high-velocity
impact calculations — i.e. it can be applied over a wide range of pressures.
At low pressure, the Tillotson EoS duplicates the observation that there is
a linear relationship between shock-wave velocity (Ush) and particle velocity
(upt):
Ush = C + Supt, (A.2)
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where C and S are material constants. However, this relation is only appli-
cable up to impact velocities of approximately 6 km s−1. For this reason, at
high pressures, the Tillotson EoS uses a different method. At high pressure,
the nuclei of a solid are pushed closer together. This leads to the energising
of electrons. At a certain compression, all the atoms become ionised, and
most of the pressure is due to the electrons. The pressure can be calculated
from:
P =
h2
5me
(
3
8pi
)2/3(ρZN0
µ
)5/3
, (A.3)
where h is Planck’s constant, me is the electron’s mass, Z is the mean atomic
number, µ is the mean atomic weight, and N0 is Avogadro’s number. The
Thomas-Fermi limit is probably only useful for pressures of 1000 GPa or
more, which is above that reached in most meteorite impacts. The Tillotson
equation of state extrapolates from the low-pressure linear shock-particle
velocity equation to the Thomas-Fermi limit at high pressures.
The Tillotson EoS has two forms. The first is for material which has
been compressed to higher density than the zero-pressure reference density;
the second is for material which has expanded to lower density. For ρ/ρ0 ≥ 1
(i.e. the compressed form of the equation),
P =
[
a+
b
(E/(E0η2) + 1
]
ρE +Aµ+Bµ2, (A.4)
where η = ρ/ρ0, µ = η−1, and a, b, A, B and E0 are the Tillotson parameters
(note that E0 here is not the initial energy density, but a parameter that is
often close to the vaporisation energy; the initial energy density must be 0 to
ensure that initially P = 0). C and S from the linear shock-particle velocity
equation can be represented in terms of these parameters: C = (A/ρ0)1/2,
and S = 12 [1 +B/A+ (a+ b)/2].
The form of the Tillotson equation of state in expansion (ρ/ρ0 ≤ 1) is:
P = aρE +
{
bρE
(E/(E0η2) + 1
+Aµe−β(ρ0/ρ−1)
2
}
e−α(ρ0/ρ−1)
2
, (A.5)
where α and β are constants. Pressure and its first derivative are smooth
when transitioning from Equation A.4 to A.5. There may be some trouble
in making this transition when the material is partially vaporised (i.e. Eiv <
E < Ecv, where Eiv is the energy of incipient vaporisation, and Ecv is the
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energy of complete vaporisation). In this region, the pressure is computed
from:
P =
(E − Eiv)PE + (Ecv − E)PC
Ecv − Eiv , (A.6)
where PC is the pressure calculated from the compressed equation (Equa-
tion A.4) and PE is the pressure calculated from the expanded equation
(Equation A.5).
iSALE using the Tillotson equation of state has previously been shown
to match impact experiments in aluminium (Wünnemann et al., 2006), and
is used in this appendix to describe aluminium.
A.2 Validation of iSALE:
Impact craters in ductile targets
As part of a wider effort to validate iSALE against various experiments, in
this section the code is tested against a laboratory scale impact of an alu-
minium projectile into an aluminium target. The simulations presented here
have also been used to benchmark iSALE against other impact hydrocodes
in Pierazzo et al. (2008a). This validation test helps to show that processes
such at the growth of an impact crater and the effects of target material
strength can be accurately modelled using iSALE.
A.2.1 Experimental setup
The experiment1 used in this test to validate iSALE is of a 6.35 mm diameter
aluminium (Al 2017-T4) sphere impacting an aluminium target at 7 km s−1.
Targets of different aluminium alloys (with different strengths) were used
— Al 6061-T6 and Al 1100-O. The impact angle was perpendicular to the
target surface, allowing the 2D axisymmetric iSALE code to be used.
Flash X-ray was used to measure the crater growth through time. From
the crater profiles provided by X-ray imaging techniques, the crater radius
and depth were extracted. The crater dimensions were measured within an
error of ±0.5 mm to ± 1 mm, depending on the quality of the X-ray image.
1This experiment was carried out by other workers for the purpose of validating several
impact hydrocodes, including iSALE, and the interested reader is directed to the original
journal paper of Pierazzo et al. (2008a) for further discussion of this work.
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Cells in high Cells in
Resolution Cell size resolution zone extention zones
(cppr) (m) x y right bottom
10 3.1750 × 10−4 100 120 39 39
20 1.5875 × 10−4 200 240 50 50
40 7.9375 × 10−5 400 480 65 65
50 6.3500 × 10−5 500 600 69 69
100 3.1750 × 10−5 1000 1200 82 82
Table A.1: iSALE computational mesh dimensions for each of the different
resolutions used in the 2D ductile metal validation test. The projectile di-
ameter is 6.35 mm. The target surface was placed 37.5% of the height of
the high resolution zone away from the top of the mesh. Each extension cell
had an edge length 5% longer than its neighbour moving away from the high
resolution zone.
A.2.2 Model setup
The impactor diameter and velocity were chosen to match the experimental
setup. The size of the target cylinders were unknown, so a computational
mesh was chosen so that the boundaries of the target layer were sufficiently
far away from the crater that shock wave reflections from the boundary did
not interfere with the crater growth.
Simulations were run at several different resolutions to ensure that this
was not a factor affecting the crater size. By convention, the resolution
of impact crater simulation is defined by the number of cells per projectile
radius (cppr). Simulations were run with resolutions ranging from 10 cppr
to 100 cppr. See Table A.1 for the size of the computational mesh at each
resolution. The dimensions of the mesh are shown in Figure A.1. Extension
cells were employed to move the mesh boundaries away from the impact
site. Each extension cell had an edge length 5% longer than its neighbour,
moving away from the high resolution zone. The high resolution zone was
large enough to completely contain the impact crater.
To model the aluminium, the Tillotson equation of state was used (see
Table A.2 and Tillotson, 1962). For aluminium alloy 6061-T6, the von
Mises strength model (see Section A.1.1) was used with a shear strength
of 207 MPa. It is known that the strength of aluminium (especially Al-1100-
O) is dependant on the strain rate. To account for this, further simulations
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Figure A.1: Schematic of the iSALE computational mesh dimensions for 2D
ductile metal validation tests.
were performed in which the strength of the aluminium was described by
the Johnson-Cook strength model (Section A.1.1 and Johnson and Cook,
1983). The parameters used for the Johnson-Cook plastic strength model
can be found in Table A.3. To assess the choice of strength parameters, two
different sets of parameters for aluminium 6061-T6 were used, one from ex-
perimentally derived values (Benck et al., 1976) and one using the modelling
parameters of Rule (1997).
A.2.3 2D ductile metal validation results
Measurements of the crater dimensions (radius and depth) were obtained
from the simulations, and are compared to the experimental measurements in
Figures A.2 and A.3. The simulations plotted in these figures use a resolution
of 50 cppr. Qualitatively, the growth time of the crater is a good match for
the experimental crater growth times (also plotted in these two figures). For
the Al 6061-T6 target, the crater depth reaches a maximum at ∼ 15 µs,
and the radius stop growing at ∼ 20 µs in both the experiment and the
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Parameter Value
Density, ρ 2700 kg m−3
a 0.5
b 1.63
A 75.2 GPa
B 65 GPa
E0 5.0 MJ kg−1
α 5
β 5
Eiv 3.0 MJ kg−1
Ecv 13.9 MJ kg−1
Table A.2: Tillotson equation of state parameters for Aluminium
simulations. The equivalent times for the Al 1100-O target are ∼ 25 µs for
depth and ∼ 30 µs for radius.
The Al 1100-O simulation slightly underestimates both the radius and
depth of the crater, although both measurements are close to the lower es-
timate after accounting for errors from the X-ray measurement techniques.
The von Mises strength model of Al 6061-T6 overestimates the radius and
the depth at 50 cppr. The Johnson-Cook model, with parameters from Benck
et al. (1976), underestimates both the radius and depth at 50 cppr, and the
Johnson-Cook model, with parameters from Rule (1997), underestimates the
radius but overestimates the depth at the same resolution. However, all these
measurements fall within the 1 mm error estimate of the X-ray measurement
technique.
To quantitatively compare the different models, simulations were run at
more than one resolution. Figure A.4 presents the crater measurements for
each set of simulations (in which the strength model and material were kept
constant and the number of cells per projectile radius was altered). The
dimensions of the experimental craters are also shown for reference. Follow-
ing the method suggested by Boris Ivanov (pers. comm.), and subsequently
used in Wünnemann et al. (2008) and Davison et al. (2010a), the crater
dimensions are plotted against the inverse of the model resolution (1/cppr).
This allows a fit to the data to be projected to 1/cppr = 0 (i.e. ‘infinite’
resolution), and the error induced in the model due to the resolution can
then be estimated. As shown in Figure A.4, for resolutions above 40 cppr,
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Johnson-Cook strength parameters
Aluminium alloy A B C m n Tref(MPa) (MPa) (K)
6061-T6a 244 488 0.000 3.00 0.500 800
6061-T6b 324 114 0.002 1.34 0.420 800
1100-O 49 157 0.016 1.70 0.167 800
Table A.3: Johnson-Cook strength parameters used in the 2D ductile metal
validation tests for iSALE. The aluminium alloy 6061-T6 is modelled using:
(a) strength parameters derived from fits to experimental data from Benck
et al. (1976), and (b) model strength parameters from Rule (1997). Alu-
minium 6061-T6 was also modelled with a simple von Mises strength model,
with a shear strength of 207 MPa. Aluminium 1100-O was modelled with
Johnson-Cook strength parameters derived from the experimental data in
Benck et al. (1976).
the errors are small.
The crater measurements projected at ‘infinite’ resolution are presented
in Table A.4. Projected measurements of both radius and depth underesti-
mate the size of the Al 1100-O crater (by 7.9% and 4.7%, respectively). The
von Mises model of Al 6061-T6 overestimates the radius by 6.6% and the
depth by 8.7%. The projected measurements from the Benck et al. (1976)
Johnson-Cook model underestimate the crater radius by 7.5% and overes-
timate the crater depth by 1.8%. The Rule (1997) projected radius and
depth both overestimate the measurements from the experiment, by 1.0%
and 7.4%, respectively.
In summary, the results of this validation test show that at ∼ 40–50 cppr
resolution, iSALE can predict crater sizes within a ∼ 10% error margin. By
projecting the results to account for the error induced by resolution, the
different strength models are all within ± 9% of the measurements of the
experiments.
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Figure A.2: Validation results comparing iSALE simulation results with ex-
perimental measurements. Three strength models are compared: a simple
von Mises strength model with shear strength of 207 MPa (green line) and
two simulations using the Johnson-Cook plastic model (red and blue lines,
see Table A.3). The experiments, with the maximum expected error from
the X-ray measurements, are shown in black circles and the dotted line.
Simulation resolution in all three simulations is 50 cppr.
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Figure A.3: Validation results comparing iSALE simulation results with ex-
perimental measurements. The aluminium is modelled by the Johnson-Cook
strength model (see Table A.3), and the simulation resolution is 50 cppr.
Al alloy and
strength
model
Radius Depth
Exp. 50 cppr Projected Exp. 50 cppr Projected
mm mm % mm % mm mm % mm %
6061-T6 VM 12.67 13.24 +4.5 13.51 +6.6 13.24 14.22 +7.4 14.40 +8.7
6061-T6 JNCKa 11.59 −8.5 11.72 −7.5 13.11 −1.0 13.48 +1.8
6061-T6 JNCKb 12.48 −1.5 12.59 +1.0 13.97 +5.5 13.22 +7.4
1100-O JNCK 16.85 15.34 −9.0 15.52 −7.9 18.04 17.08 −5.3 17.20 −4.7
Table A.4: Results of iSALE validation tests of impacts into ductile alu-
minium in 2D. The results have been projected to ‘infinite’ resolution
(1/cppr = 0) using the exponential best fit lines shown in Figure A.4. These
projected measurements are then compared to the experimental results of
Pierazzo et al. (2008a), displayed here as a percentage over- or underesti-
mate. Johnson-Cook (JNCK) strength parameters are shown in Table A.3,
and the von Mises (VM) shear strength is 207 MPa.
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Figure A.4: Comparison crater dimensions at different model resolutions for
the 2D ductile metal validation tests of iSALE. Aluminium 6061-T6 is shown
on the left. Three different strength models are tested: a von Mises model
with shear strength of 207 MPa, and two Johnson-Cook plastic strength
models (see Table A.3). The grey dashed line shows the final measurement
from the experiments of Pierazzo et al. (2008a). One strength model is used
for aluminium 1100-O (Johnson-Cook, see Table A.3). The lower abscissa
shows the inverse of the resolution, which enables the exponential best fit
line to be projected to ‘infinite’ resolution (1/cppr = 0). The upper abscissa
shows the equivalent resolution in cells per projectile radius.
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A.3 Validation of iSALE-3D:
Oblique impacts in ductile targets
A recent advance in numerical modelling of impacts is the development of
three dimensional (3D) hydrocodes. One such code is iSALE-3D (see Sec-
tion 3.1 and Amsden and Ruppel, 1981; Elbeshausen et al., 2009), which
follows a similar approach to iSALE.
A.3.1 Background
Based on previous work of Gilbert (1893), Shoemaker (1962) showed that the
majority of all impacts occur at oblique incidence angles. The probability, P ,
of an impact occurring with an incidence angle i (measured from the target
plane) in the range θ to θ + dθ is given by:
P (θ < i < θ + dθ) ∝ 2 sin θ cos θdθ = sin(2θ)dθ (A.7)
This probability is independent of the gravity of the target planet, which
means that the most common impact angle is 45◦, and ∼ 90% of all impacts
occur at angles < 70◦ from the target plane. It is therefore vital that we
understand what effect impact angle has upon cratering processes.
The effect of impact angle on crater size and morphology has been stud-
ied directly through laboratory experiments (e.g. Gault and Wedekind, 1978;
Christiansen et al., 1993; Burchell and Mackay, 1998) and indirectly through
observations of impact craters using remote sensing techniques (e.g. Schultz
and Lutz-Garihan, 1982; Bottke et al., 2000). Craters formed at oblique
angles of incidence differ from those produced by vertical impacts in several
ways: (1) the size of the crater is known to decrease with decreasing incidence
angle (e.g. Gault and Wedekind, 1978; Christiansen et al., 1993; Hayhurst
et al., 1995; Burchell and Mackay, 1998); (2) the shape of the crater profile
along the trajectory of the impactor becomes more asymmetrical with de-
creasing impact angle (e.g. Gault et al., 1965; Burchell and Mackay, 1998);
and (3) the planform of the crater is circular at high incidence angles, but be-
comes elliptical below a certain threshold angle (e.g. Gault and Wedekind,
1978; Christiansen et al., 1993; Burchell and Mackay, 1998; Bottke et al.,
2000). However, a thorough quantification of these effects and the relevance
of observations from small-scale experiments to large-scale craters are yet to
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be established.
Numerical modelling provides a powerful complement to observational
studies of impact processes. However, until recently, the majority of numer-
ical modelling studies have used hydrocodes that operate in two dimensions,
precluding the study of oblique impact. This is because 2D models typically
employ an axial symmetry, which limits the simulation geometry to normal
incidence angle impacts (i.e. the velocity vector is perpendicular to the tar-
get surface), but reduces the complexity and computational expense of the
calculation. To simulate impacts formed at oblique incidence angles, it is
necessary to use three-dimensional numerical models, which are computa-
tionally more complex and expensive. Recently, thanks in part to advances
in computational resources, several pioneering papers have simulated impact
events in three-dimensions. Pierazzo and Melosh (2000a,b,c) studied impact
melt production and shock wave propagation in the early stages of oblique
impacts. In addition, full three-dimensional models of impact events (e.g.
Artemieva et al., 2002; Artemieva and Ivanov, 2004; Artemieva et al., 2004;
Ivanov and Artemieva, 2002; Gisler et al., 2004; Shuvalov and Trubetskaya,
2007, 2008; Shuvalov, 2003) have provided important insight into the effect
of obliquity in specific case studies. There are fewer examples in the lit-
erature of using hydrocodes to systematically study the effects of changing
impact angle (e.g. Hayhurst et al., 1995). Recently, a study by Elbeshausen
et al. (2009) used the three-dimensional hydrocode iSALE-3D (see Section 3.1
and Amsden and Ruppel, 1981; Elbeshausen et al., 2009) to systematically
investigate the effect of impact angle on crater size in strengthless and fric-
tional targets over a wide range of projectile sizes. In this validation test,
those simulations are built on in two ways. First, iSALE-3D is validated
by simulating oblique impact cratering on metal targets and comparing the
results with data from equivalent laboratory impact experiments (Burchell
and Mackay, 1998). Second, the influence of target strength on crater size
and asymmetry is quantified for oblique impacts on ductile materials.
The influence of impact angle on crater size
Small-scale impact experiments have demonstrated that impact crater size
(width, length, depth and volume) depends on the angle of impact to the
target plane and that this dependence is affected by impactor and target
properties (such as density and strength). In a seminal paper, Gault and
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Wedekind (1978) used light-gas gun experiments to explore the effect of
impact angle upon cratering processes. They found that as impact angle
decreases (i.e. the impact becomes more oblique), the size of the crater de-
creases. To quantify this, they calculated the displaced mass of the crater,
and normalised it to the displaced mass for a normal incidence impact. In
particulate targets, the variation in displaced mass was proportional to sin θ,
whereas in rock targets, the variation was proportional to sin2 θ. Based on
analysis of these laboratory data, Chapman and McKinnon (1986) proposed
that crater volume (proportional to measurements of displaced mass) scales
only with the vertical component of velocity and with the scaling exponent,
γ, where V (θ)/V⊥ = sin2γ(θ). Elbeshausen et al. (2009) showed that this
assumption does not hold for impacts in targets with material properties
significantly different from those of sand. They found that γ decreases with
increasing friction coefficient, implying that the effect of impact angle de-
pends on target material and affects the depth, along range and across range
dimensions in different ways. Christiansen et al. (1993) showed that, for high
strength, ductile metal targets, the maximum crater diameter and depth de-
crease with increasing obliquity. The metal-metal impact experiments of
Burchell and Mackay (1998) showed that the effect of impact angle is depen-
dent upon the contrast between impactor and target density. According to
those experiments, crater depth decreases with impact angle, in proportion
to sinb(θ), where b decreases with increasing projectile density (for a given
target density). b increases with increasing impact velocity. When the tar-
get and projectile densities are the same (i.e. ρp = ρt), and for an impact
velocity of 5 km s−1, b ≈ 1. They also show that some relationships between
impact angle and crater dimensions are non-linear. For ρp ≤ ρt, the width
of the crater decreases with decreasing impact angle, but the relationship is
best fit by two lines with different gradients either side of a critical angle
of 30◦. For ρp > ρt, crater width increases with decreasing angle at high
incidence angles. Also, impacts at 2 km s−1 show a different dependence
on sin(θ) than those at 5 km s−1. For impacts of aluminium projectiles on
aluminium targets (i.e. ρp = ρt), crater length shows little dependence on
sin(θ). However, for ρp > ρt (stainless steel impactors, lead targets), crater
length initially increases with sin(θ), and then decreases at low incidence an-
gles. They note that crater length is therefore dependant on several factors,
including the projectile-target density contrast, velocity, projectile hardness
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and impact angle.
The influence of impact angle on crater shape
Another consequence of changing the impact angle is that the crater shape
becomes more asymmetrical as impact angle to the target plane decreases
(Gault et al., 1965; Gault and Wedekind, 1978). At impact angles close
to perpendicular, the along-range profile and the planform of the crater is
symmetrical. The deepest point is midway between the crater walls and the
planform is circular. This symmetry in crater shape persists as impact angle
is reduced until a threshold angle, θe, is reached. For impact angles less
than this threshold angle, the crater planform is elliptical (most commonly
longer in the direction of impact), the crater wall on the uprange side is
steeper than the wall on the downrange side of the crater, and the deepest
point along the profile is offset towards the uprange wall (e.g. Burchell and
Mackay, 1998).
Laboratory experiments have established that the elliptical crater thresh-
old angle depends on both target properties and impact velocity (Gault and
Wedekind, 1978; Christiansen et al., 1993; Burchell and Mackay, 1998, Ta-
ble A.5). Defining the elliptical crater threshold angle θe as the angle below
which crater ellipticity (length/width) is greater than 1.1, laboratory im-
pact experiments in sand suggest θe ≈ 5◦, whereas identical experiments in
rock (granite) suggest θe ≈ 30◦ (Gault and Wedekind, 1978). The ellipti-
cal crater threshold angle in strong ductile metal targets is similar to that
for rock. The results of laboratory experiments suggest that for impacts of
aluminium projectiles into aluminium targets θe ≈ 25◦ for an impact veloc-
ity of 7 km s−1 (Christiansen et al., 1993) and θe = 35–40◦ for an impact
velocity of 5 km s−1 (Burchell and Mackay, 1998). For other combinations
of metallic targets and projectiles with comparable densities the elliptical
crater threshold varies from 20–50◦ (Burchell and Mackay, 1998). From this
summary it is clear that the effect of impact angle on crater size and shape is
different for impacts in different materials. In particular, some target prop-
erty must strongly influence the effect of impact angle on the asymmetry of
the cratering process.
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Target material Threshold
angle, θe (◦)
Velocity
(km s−1)
Cratering
Efficiency, pi⊥
Sanda 4.75 6.4 ∼ 60
Mars/Venus/Moonb 12 ∼ 10-20
Leadc 20–30 5.0–5.3 ∼ 7
Aluminumd 25 5.5–6.2 ∼ 4
Granitea 30 2.1–7.0
Aluminumc 35-40 4.9–5.3 ∼ 3.3
Aluminum (Y0 = 2 MPa)e 10–15 5.0 11.8
Aluminum (Y0 = 20 MPa)e 15–20 5.0 6.4
Aluminum (Y0 = 200 MPa)e 30–35 5.0 3.5
aGault and Wedekind (1978)
bBottke et al. (2000)
cBurchell and Mackay (1998)
dChristiansen et al. (1993)
eThis work
Table A.5: Comparison of previous work and these validation tests, showing
the ellipticity threshold angle increases for higher strength targets (in other
words, for lower cratering efficiency). Cratering efficiency is defined as the
diameter of the crater formed when θ = 90◦ divided by the diameter of the
projectile.
A.3.2 Numerical Methods
The three-dimensional code iSALE-3D has been successfully tested against
other hydrocodes (e.g. Pierazzo et al., 2008a), but not yet against laboratory
experiments. Hence, one aim of this work is to validate the new iSALE-3D
model against the experimental work of Burchell and Mackay (1998) in which
an aluminium target is impacted by aluminium projectiles at a range of im-
pact angles. The simulations run here have an identical geometry to those
experiments. The advantage from a modelling point of view of validating
iSALE-3D against this set of data is that the same material can be used
for both the projectile and the target surface, which saves on computational
resources, and the results can be compared directly with laboratory exper-
iments where ρp ≈ ρt. Here, aluminium is used with the well-established
Tillotson equation of state (see Table A.2, Section A.1.2 and Tillotson, 1962).
The metal strength is modelled by a von Mises yield criterion. To de-
termine an appropriate yield strength (Y0) for the aluminium, a suite of
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Figure A.5: The influence of yield strength on crater dimensions. In two di-
mensions, it is difficult to match the depth/diameter ratio of the experiments
(this problem is not present in 3D simulations). However, the iSALE simu-
lation with a yield strength of 200 MPa is a compromise between slightly un-
derestimating the crater diameter measured from the experiments of Burchell
and Mackay (1998), and slightly overestimating the crater depth.
simulations were performed with the two dimensional iSALE code, for a
range of Y0. The results of these simulations are compared to the equivalent
vertical impact experiments from Burchell and Mackay (1998) in Figure A.5.
It is often difficult to match the depth-to-diameter ratio of experiments with
two dimensional simulations. For a shear strength of 200 MPa, a compro-
mise is reached between overestimating the depth (by ∼ 0.22 mm) and un-
derestimating the diameter by a similar amount (∼ 0.26 mm). Therefore,
the yield strength used in the three-dimensional simulations to approximate
aluminium is 200 MPa, together with a simple thermal softening model. Ma-
terial parameters employed in the model can be found in Table A.6. Another
benefit of using these experimental results is that the growth of the crater is
limited by the strength of the aluminium, rather than gravity. Therefore the
(horizontal) light gas gun experimental set up used by Burchell and Mackay
(1998) can be directly compared with simulations run without gravitational
forces.
Simulations were performed with a range of impact angles from perpen-
dicular to the target plane (90◦) to 10◦ from the horizontal. The impact ve-
locity was kept constant at 5 km s−1 (the average velocity in the laboratory
experiments), and the impactor was modelled as a sphere with a diameter
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Parameter Value
Poisson Ratio 0.35
Shear Strength (Y0) 200 MPa / 20 MPa / 2 MPa
Melt Temperature (Tm) 660 K
Specific Heat Capacity 900 J kg−1 K−1
Table A.6: Material parameters used in iSALE-3D validation tests. The
shear strength, Y0 is used in the von Mises strength model
of 1 mm in all simulations, as in the experimental work.
The computational mesh was constructed as a half space, with a symme-
try plane down the centre of the projectile, along the horizontal component
of the velocity of the projectile. This half-space geometry allows a larger
mesh to be used (and hence a higher resolution) compared to modelling the
entire domain. The mesh had a high-resolution zone close to the impact site,
which was approximately 200 × 100 × 175 cells in size in the x, y and z co-
ordinates, respectively (see Figure A.6). In each coordinate direction a set of
‘extension’ cells was used to mitigate reflections of the shock wave from the
mesh boundaries interacting with the impact site. 50 extension cells were
used in the x- and y-directions, 40 cells at the bottom of the mesh and 25
at the top, where each extension cell had an edge length 6% larger than its
inner neighbour moving away from the high-resolution zone. The symmetry
plane was in the x-z plane, so the extension cells in the y-direction were only
applied on one side of the mesh (opposite the symmetry plane), whereas in
the x-direction the extension zone was applied at both sides of the mesh.
The boundary condition on the top of the mesh allowed continuous outflow
of material; all other boundaries had a free-slip boundary condition (zero ve-
locity normal to the boundary). The initial condition assigned a downwards
velocity to all cells in the projectile, and zero velocity throughout the target.
Simulations were run with a resolution of 12 cppr. To confirm that this
resolution is sufficient to adequately simulate these oblique impact angle cra-
tering events, simulations were run at different resolutions (between 6 cppr
and 25 cppr) for an impact angle of 30◦. Crater dimensions for each resolu-
tion are presented in Figure A.7. Below 12 cppr, iSALE-3D underestimates
the dimensions of the crater. However, for 12 cppr and above (i.e. 16, 20,
25, 30 and 32 cppr) there was little difference in the measured crater dimen-
sions. Crater length, width and depth are 0.8%, 2.3% and 9.3% smaller at
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Figure A.6: Computational mesh for iSALE-3D validation tests. Cell di-
mensions are given for 12 cppr simulation.
12 cppr than at 32 cppr, respectively. Crater volume is 18.9% smaller at
12 cppr than at 32 cppr. In previous work using iSALE-3D, Elbeshausen
et al. (2009) found that this inaccuracy is slightly scale-dependent. By using
a resolution of 8 cppr for large planetary-scale impacts (a projectile size of
250 m and impact velocity of 6.5 km s−1) they found the measurements at
θ = 90◦ for crater diameter, depth and volume to be 6.3%, 2.8% and 12%
too small, respectively, compared to the projected dimension at ‘infinite’
resolution.
To investigate the effect of target strength on the relationship between
impact angle and crater size and shape, simulations were also performed for
lower strength targets. The shear strength of the aluminium was reduced to
20 MPa and 2 MPa. In these simulations a larger computational mesh and a
slightly lower resolution (10 cppr) were employed to accommodate the larger
craters formed in weaker targets. Due to the extra computational expense of
the larger mesh, simulations with a 2 MPa shear strength were only run for
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Figure A.7: Resolution study for iSALE-3D validation test. Impact of a
1 mm diameter aluminium sphere at 5 km s−1 and θ = 30◦ into aluminium
with 200 MPa shear strength. Resolution is measured in cells per projectile
radius (cppr). Note the different y-axes for diameter and depth measure-
ments and crater volume. This plot shows that at low resolution (<12 cppr),
the crater dimensions are underestimated. However, above a resolution of
approximately 12 cppr, the error due to resolution is small for measurements
of L, W and D. The measurement of crater volume is more sensitive to the
resolution used.
impact angles necessary to determine the elliptical crater threshold angle.
Simulations were completed when crater growth had ceased and the crater
rim rollover had stopped.
A.3.3 Methods: Laboratory-scale craters
Burchell and Mackay (1998) describe the methods they use to produce craters
in the laboratory. They use the two-stage light gas gun (LGG), housed at the
University of Kent. A schematic of a two-stage LGG is shown in Figure A.8.
Barker et al. (1993) introduce the basics of the LGG. The firing pin ignites
the gun (propellant) powder, which launches the piston down the pump tube.
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Propellant
powder
Piston
Light gas
(hydrogen)
Sabot &
Projectile
Burst
valve
Launch tube
Launch tube (cont.)
Blast tank
Stopper
plate
Lasers
Target chamber
Pump tube
Figure A.8: Schematic representation of a two-stage light gas gun, after
Barker et al. (1993) and Burchell et al. (1999). See text for details.
The piston compresses the light gas (hydrogen is often used) in the pump
tube, until the pressure is great enough to rupture the burst valve. At this
point the projectile begins to move down the launch tube. The front of the
piston is made of deformable plastic, and deforms as it starts to move into
the conical end of the pump tube. This accelerates the piston and forces all
of the light gas into the much narrower launch tube, providing a sustained
driving force for the projectile. In this way, the two-stage LGG is able to
accelerate a projectile up to approximately 8 km s−1.
The projectile is mounted in a ‘sabot’, which is essentially a nylon cradle
which supports the projectile as it is driven down the launch tube. The sabot
and projectile are spinning as they enter the blast tank, due to rifling in the
launch tube. The sabot is split into four, and its rotation coupled with losing
the constraints of the narrow launch tube allow the sabot to deviate from
the trajectory of the projectile, and strike the stopper plate. The projectile
is then free to continue towards the target chamber alone. Two lasers are
placed at a known distance apart just before entering the target chamber,
to allow the velocity of the projectile to be calculated.
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A.3.4 Quantifying the laboratory-scale craters
To accurately compare the iSALE-3D results to the experimental work, a
digital elevation model (DEM) for each of the aluminum craters formed in the
laboratory was constructed. Using a JEOL JSM-5900LV scanning electron
microscope (SEM) at the Natural History Museum, London (Figure A.9a),
a stereo-pair of images of the crater were taken with a difference in viewing
angle of 6◦ by Anton Kearsley. Figure A.9 shows one of the targets from
Burchell and Mackay (1998) mounted in the SEM. The mount is movable
to place the target beneath the electron beam, and can rotate on the y axis
(left to right in Figure A.9b), to achieve the required difference in viewing
angle. Image processing software (MeX from Alicona) was used to construct
the DEM (e.g. Kearsley et al., 2007; Kearsley et al., 2008), allowing for
measurements to be taken of the crater relative to the ambient target plane.
From this DEM, profiles were drawn through the crater in both the direction
parallel to the impact trajectory (along the longest diameter of the crater)
and perpendicular to the impact trajectory (at the maximum diameter in
this orientation). Data were also extracted from the DEM to construct an
outline of the shape of the crater at the pre-impact target surface. These
profiles and planforms can be seen in Figures A.10 and A.11.
Measurements were taken of the length, L, (the diameter in the direc-
tion parallel to the trajectory of the impactor, at the ambient plane), the
width, W , (the maximum diameter perpendicular to the crater length, at
the ambient plane), the maximum depth, D, of the crater and the offset of
the deepest point from the centre of the crater along range, O (see Table A.7
and Figures A.12 and A.13). It is important to note here that the discussion
below of the length of the crater refers to the diameter of the primary crater
measured at the pre-impact target plane, and not the total damage length.
The volume of the crater was calculated by summing the volume for each
grid square of the DEM between the crater floor and the ambient plane (see
Figure A.14).
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(a) The JEOL JSM-5900LV scanning electron microscope
(b) A target from Burchell and Mackay (1998) mounted in the SEM
Figure A.9: Images of the JEOL JSM-5900LV scanning electron microscope
at the Natural History Museum, London.
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Figure A.10: Profiles and planforms of craters from the experiments of
Burchell and Mackay (1998) (using DEM’s generated from SEM image pair)
and iSALE-3D for 200 MPa shear strength aluminium. Profiles are drawn
downrange (parallel to the horizontal component of velocity — the down-
range direction is to the left) and crossrange (perpendicular to the horizontal
component of velocity). Planforms are drawn at the pre-impact target sur-
face elevation, measured from the centre of the crater outwards, for impact
angles 90–50◦. For all plan views and SEM images, the downrange direction
is up the page.
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Figure A.11: As Figure A.10 but for impact angles 40–10◦.
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W
L F
D
Offset, O = F/L
Ellipticity, e = L/W
θ
Figure A.12: Dimensions used to quantify the size and asymmetry of a crater.
The diameter of the crater is taken at the pre-impact target surface, and can
be broken into two components — the length of the crater, L, in the direction
of the horizontal velocity component; and the width of the crater, W , in the
direction perpendicular to the horizontal movement. The ellipticity of the
crater, as defined in Bottke et al. (2000), is the length divided by the width
(e = L/W ). The depth of the crater, D, is measured from the pre-impact
target surface to the deepest point. The offset of the deepest point, O, can
be characterized by the ratio of the distance to the deepest point from the
up-range wall of the crater to the length of the crater.
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Figure A.13: Dimensions of craters formed in the experimental work of
Burchell and Mackay (1998) and for iSALE-3D craters in each target
strength. Figure A.13a: The normalised crater length, L(θ)/L⊥. Fig-
ure A.13b: The normalised crater width W (θ)/W⊥. The lines plotted are
linear regressions for the simulated craters with a shear strength of 200 MPa,
with a critical angle between them of θ = 30◦. Figure A.13c: The maximum
depth of the crater, measured from the pre-impact target plane. These mea-
surements are fit well by D(θ)/D⊥ = sin(θ). Figure A.13d: The offset of the
deepest point, O, from the uprange wall of the crater. Because of the anoma-
lously small crater formed at θ = 90◦, the experimental results for length,
width and depth have all been normalised by the average of the dimensions
from the θ = 90◦ and θ = 80◦ craters.
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Figure A.14: Crater volumes normalised to the crater volume formed when
the impact angle is perpendicular to the target surface. Results shown are for
iSALE-3D simulations for two different strengths of aluminium (200 MPa and
20 MPa), and laboratory experiments into granite targets from Gault and
Wedekind (1978) and aluminium targets from Burchell and Mackay (1998).
The best fit line of sin1.6 θ (R2 = 0.997) is fit to the simulated craters from
iSALE-3D with a shear strength of 200 MPa (open squares). Note that the
Burchell and Mackay (1998) aluminium crater volumes are normalised by
the average of the dimensions from the θ = 90◦ and θ = 80◦ craters (see text
for details).
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A.3.5 3D ductile metal validation results
Crater shape
To validate iSALE-3D against the experiments of Burchell and Mackay (1998),
along- and cross-range profiles of the simulated craters have been superim-
posed upon the equivalent profiles drawn from the DEM’s of the experiments
(see Figures A.10 and A.11). iSALE-3D matches the crater shape and
the along-range profile asymmetry excellently at all impacts angles (i.e. the
steeper angle of the uprange wall, the shallower angle of the downrange wall
and the offset of the deepest point towards the uprange wall). Also shown in
Figures A.10 and A.11 are outlines of the crater shape drawn at the ambient
plane. Again, the simulated craters show very close agreement in shape and
size to the experiments. In some craters (i.e. θ < 30◦), the experiments show
some extra downrange damage, possibly from a decapitated projectile (see
Burchell and Mackay, 1998, and Figure A.15).
The offset of the deepest point from the uprange wall of the crater, O,
for the iSALE-3D simulations fits the experimental data well (Figure A.13).
At angles greater than 30◦ from the horizontal, the deepest point is approx-
imately mid-way between the uprange and downrange walls (O ∼ 0.5). At
more oblique angles (θ < 30◦), the deepest point is offset towards the up-
range wall (O < 0.5), consistent with the observation that the uprange wall
is steeper than the downrange wall. At 10◦, the deepest point observed in
the experimental crater (O = 0.15) is offset from the centre more than in the
iSALE-3D simulation (O ∼ 0.3). However, the crater formed at this impact
angle is very shallow, and therefore measuring the length and depth is highly
dependant on the resolution used in the modelling and the construction of
the DEM. Also, the length of the experimental crater has been measured as
3.38 mm (only 0.12 mm shorter than the normal incidence crater), which
may be artificially lengthened by some additional damage downrange that
is not modelled as part of the primary crater. This would have the effect of
offsetting the deepest point to be relatively closer to the uprange wall.
Crater dimensions
Measurements of crater volumes and dimensions (see Figure A.12 for defi-
nitions) were also extracted from the simulations (see the measurements for
aluminium with a shear strength of 200 MPa in Figures A.13 and A.14 and
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θ=10°
Secondary cratering
Decapitated projectile
0.0μs
0.2μs
0.4μs
0.6μs
0.8μs
1.0μs
1mm
Figure A.15: Snapshots from an iSALE-3D simulation at several times in the
cratering process for a θ = 10◦ impact. Resolution is 25 cppr. By 0.6 µs, the
projectile has been decapitated, and secondary cratering begins downrange
of the main crater.
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Table A.7). The measurements of volume, length, width and depth on Fig-
ures A.13 and A.14 are normalised by the corresponding dimension of the
simulated crater formed at 90◦ to the target plane. The experimental data
were normalised by the mean of the dimensions of the craters formed by im-
pacts at 80◦ and 90◦. This was to account for the fact that the crater formed
at 90◦ was anomalous, being smaller (in length, width, depth and volume)
than the crater formed at 80◦. By normalising all the crater measurements,
direct comparison between the experimental and simulated craters for all
target materials and strengths is possible (see Section A.3.6). From these
data the characteristic cratering efficiency for each target type can be found.
Here, the vertical impact cratering efficiency pi⊥ is defined as the diameter of
the crater formed at 90◦ to the target plane divided by the projectile diam-
eter (1 mm in all cases here). For both the experiments and the iSALE-3D
craters with Y0 = 200 MPa, pi⊥ ≈ 3.5.
The volume of the simulated craters agrees well with the measurements
taken from the DEM’s of the Burchell and Mackay (1998) aluminium craters,
and the craters formed in granite targets from the laboratory work of Gault
and Wedekind (1978) — note that a normalised measurement of crater vol-
ume is comparable to a normalised measurement of displaced mass. All of
these datasets can be approximated by V (θ)/V⊥ = sin2(θ) at angles < 30◦,
and lie between sin(θ) and sin2(θ) for angles > 30◦ (see Figure A.14). The
best fit for the simulated craters with Y0 = 200 MPa is V (θ)/V⊥ = sinn(θ),
where n = 1.6 (R2 = 0.997).
The simulated crater dimensions are a good fit to the experimental mea-
surements of both crater width and depth at all impact angles (Figure A.13
and Table A.7). The crater depth varies linearly with the sine of the impact
angle, i.e.
D(θ)/D⊥ = sin(θ) (A.8)
Two linear regression lines are shown in Figure A.13, fit to the crater
width of the Y0 = 200 MPa iSALE-3D craters. The critical angle where the
slope of the line changes at 30◦ matches the critical angle found in Burchell
and Mackay (1998) for impacts into aluminium.
W (θ)/W⊥ = a1 sin(θ) + b1, θ < 30◦ (A.9)
W (θ)/W⊥ = a2 sin(θ) + b2, θ > 30◦ (A.10)
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Where a1 = 1.39, a2 = 0.12, b1 = 0.44 and b2 = 0.59. For Equation A.9,
R2 = 0.97, and for Equation A.10, R2 = 0.93.
In the iSALE-3D simulations, the crater length decreases at lower inci-
dence angles. For example, the normalised length of the crater formed with
θ = 30◦ is 0.89. At θ = 20◦, the length decreases to 0.79. However, the lab-
oratory experiments do not exhibit the same monotonic decrease in crater
length with decreasing impact angle. With the exception of the crater with
an incidence angle of 20◦, all experimental craters for which a DEM has
been constructed have a length within 5% of the normal incidence crater.
Even the crater for which θ = 20◦ is only 12% smaller than the normal in-
cidence crater (compared to the 21% reduction in length for the iSALE-3D
simulation).
The two laboratory craters with θ = 10◦ and θ = 30◦ are both much
longer than would be expected from the simulations (if the trend for length to
decrease at low angle is correct). The θ = 30◦ crater has a normalised length
of 1.04 measured from the DEM (the equivalent measurement in Burchell
and Mackay (1998) is 1.02). The θ = 10◦ crater has a normalised length of
0.97 from both the DEM measurement and Burchell and Mackay (1998). A
possible explanation for the additional length of these two craters is that in
measuring the length, extra downrange damage (e.g. secondary crater pits
possibly caused by a ‘decapitated’ projectile) is being taken into account,
artificially lengthening the craters. This damage may be recorded in the high
resolution DEM of the crater, but is not simulated in iSALE-3D. A higher
resolution simulation (25 cppr) is presented in Figure A.15, which shows the
decapitation of the projectile, and secondary cratering occurring downrange
of the main crater. It is possible that if these downrange craters were close
enough to the main crater to join up with it, the DEM measurements would
include them and artificially lengthen the crater measurement.
Crater ellipticity
Table A.8 and Figure A.16 show the calculated crater ellipticity (e = L/W )
for the simulated and experimental craters. By defining an elliptical crater
as a crater with ellipticity e > 1.1 (Bottke et al., 2000), comparisons can
be drawn between the simulations and experiments. For the Burchell and
Mackay (1998) aluminium craters measured using the SEM techniques, the
threshold angle (θe) between circular and elliptical cratering behavior is
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Angle Experiment iSALE-3D
(◦) Aluminium Lead 200 MPa 20 MPa 2 MPa
90 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.00
80 0.99 1.02 1.00
70 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.00
60 1.14 1.00 1.02 1.00
50 1.08 1.03 1.01 1.01
40 1.09 1.00 1.05 1.01
35 1.09
30 1.27 0.97 1.14 1.01
20 1.46 1.15 1.26 1.09 1.01
15 1.27 1.56 1.25 1.00
10 2.71 1.20 2.07 1.71 1.28
5 1.94 1.46
Table A.8: Ellipticity (e = W/D) of craters simulated with iSALE-3D at
a range of shear strengths, and formed in the laboratory by Burchell and
Mackay (1998). The figures shown here for aluminium are the measurements
taken from the DEM created from the SEM image pair, and for lead are the
measurements made by Burchell and Mackay (1998). Values shown in bold
type are the steepest angle for which an elliptical crater was measured.
30–40◦. This is consistent with the simulated craters, for which θe = 30–35◦.
A.3.6 Results: Effect of target strength
To investigate the role of target strength on oblique crater formation, two ad-
ditional suites of simulations at various impact angles were performed, with
target shear strengths Y0 = 20 MPa and 2 MPa, respectively. Results from
simulations are shown in Tables A.7 & A.8 and Figures A.13, A.14 & A.16.
By reducing the shear strength to 20 MPa and 2 MPa, the vertical im-
pact cratering efficiency pi⊥ is increased to 6.4 and 11.8, respectively. In
this sense, simulations with a shear strength of 20 MPa are roughly com-
parable to impact experiments from Burchell and Mackay (1998) with steel
(ρp = 7,930 kg m3) projectiles impacting into lead targets (ρt = 11,340 kg m3),
which have a cratering efficiency of 7.0, although it must be noted that the
simulations have ρp = ρt, whereas the experiments with lead targets have
ρp < ρt.
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Figure A.16: Ellipticity (e = L/W ) of craters from Burchell and Mackay
(1998) and iSALE-3D. Note the transition from circular to elliptical is for
impact angles 30–40◦ for the Burchell and Mackay (1998) aluminium exper-
iments and iSALE-3D with a strength of 200 MPa. For iSALE-3D with a
shear strength of 20 MPa and the impact experiments into lead, the tran-
sition to elliptical craters occurs at approximately 20◦. For Y0 = 2 MPa,
θe = 10–15◦.
Crater size
For all target strengths the crater length decreases as the impact angle de-
creases. However, the reduction in crater size with decreasing impact angle
is more pronounced in weaker targets. For example, at an impact angle
of 20◦ the length of the simulated crater is 0.8 times the vertical impact
crater diameter for Y0 = 200 MPa; this ratio drops to 0.6 for Y0 = 20 MPa
and 0.53 for Y0 = 200 MPa. Note also that the normalised crater length of
the Y0 = 20 MPa simulations matches closely the equivalent data from the
lead-target experiments.
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The shear strength of the target material has no effect on the decrease
in crater width with decreasing crater angle. The regression lines plotted on
Figure A.13 that were fit to results from simulations with Y0 = 200 MPa also
fit well both sets of simulations with lower shear strength and the impact
experiments with lead targets.
Reducing the target material strength has the effect of increasing crater
depth at low impact angles. Simulated craters with Y0 = 200 MPa plot on
or below the line D(θ)/D⊥ = sin(θ) for all angles θ < 40◦. However, for
simulations with Y0 = 20 MPa all points are on or above that line, and for
Y0 = 2 MPa, the three simulated craters at θ = 10◦, 15◦ and 20◦ are all deeper
than D⊥ sin(θ). The impact experiments with lead targets are also deeper
than the sin(θ) line, although as noted in Burchell and Mackay (1998), when
ρp < ρt the normalised depth measurements are best fit by sinb(θ). They
show two cases where ρp < ρt. For cellulose acetate projectiles impacting
aluminium targets, b > 1 (and hence the craters are less deep). However,
for the steel projectiles impacting lead targets, they find that b < 1. Clearly
more work is needed to understand the complex relationship between ρp/ρt
and crater depth.
Crater shape
Asymmetry in the simulated crater shape was quantified by e, the crater
ellipticity (L/W ) and O, the offset (along the direction of impact) of the
deepest point of the crater from its center. Both of these measures show an
abrupt change below a critical threshold angle. At high angles the crater is
circular (e < 1.1) and the deepest point is equidistant between the downrange
and uprange crater rim (O ≈ 0.5); at low angles the crater is elliptical
(e > 1.1) and the offset of the deepest point is towards the uprange wall
(O < 0.5). The asymmetry of the crater is more extreme at shallower impact
angles.
The threshold angle below which asymmetric craters are formed de-
creases with decreasing target strength. For Y0 = 200 MPa, the elliptical
crater threshold angle θe = 30–35◦; for Y0 = 20 MPa, θe = 15–20◦; and for
Y0 = 2 MPa, θe = 10–15◦. Similarly, the crater offset O drops below 0.4
at angles below 30◦, 20◦ and 10◦ for target strengths of 200 MPa, 20 MPa
and 2 MPa, respectively. In the laboratory craters formed in lead targets,
θe = 20◦, similar to the simulated case where Y0 = 20 MPa.
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A.3.7 Conclusions
The new iSALE-3D shock physics model has been used to simulate the forma-
tion of impact craters on high strength ductile targets at a range of incidence
angles. The dimensions of the craters simulated here are in good agreement
with the dimensions of laboratory-formed craters with an experimental set
up the same as that used in the numerical modelling (Burchell and Mackay,
1998). For impact angles less than 30◦ from the horizontal, the modelling
results predicted craters that were smaller in length than those formed in
the laboratory. However, the experimental craters may be longer due to sec-
ondary cratering downrange that merges with the primary crater, and hence
appears as an elongated crater. Secondary cratering is not simulated in the
model, probably due to a lack of resolution. Other measurements of the
width and depth of the simulated craters matched the experimental results
well.
iSALE-3D also simulated well the change in crater morphology as im-
pact angle decreases in all measures used to define the shape: the offset of
the deepest point, the slope of the uprange and downrange walls, and the
ellipticity of the crater planform. The transition from circular to elliptical
craters in the validation simulations occured at a similar angle to that for
craters formed in the laboratory experiments (Burchell and Mackay, 1998).
In addition to validating iSALE-3D, the formation of oblique impact
craters in ductile targets with a range of strengths from 2 MPa to 200 MPa
were also simulated. In a weaker material, the transition from circular to el-
liptical craters occured at a lower impact angle. At higher cratering efficiency
the analogy of a point source of momentum and energy is more relevant, and
impactor properties such as impact angle played less of a role in influencing
crater morphology.
Appendix B
Code listings
B.1 Modifications to the iSALE hydrocode
This appendix documents the changes made to the iSALE hydrocode for the pur-
poses of this thesis: the ability to simulate the collision of an arbitrary number of
objects. iSALE is distributed and maintained using a ‘subversion’ repository at the
Museum für Naturkunde, Berlin. The changes documented here were revision 150
of that repository; much of the code here has since been modified as new features
were added to the code and parts were restructured. However, the methods used to
define and place the objects remain the same in later revisions of the code. The two
most important setup subroutines are documented here: setup_projectile.f90
and tracer.f90.
B.1.1 Projectile setup routine
1 subroutine setup_projectile(xh ,yh)
2 ! =================================================================
3 ! Subroutine to locate and construct the projectile in the mesh.
4 ! Alters the co-ordinate system so that the origin is conincident
5 ! with the projectile center ...
6 !
7 ! Inputs/Outputs: xh,yh -- x and y coordinates of the mesh edges
8 ! matc -- Material flag for each cell
9 !
10 ! Called from celset
11 !
12 ! Description Programmer Date
13 ! --------------------------------------------------------------
14 ! Original version (7.0)........................ DE 2007/06/01
15 ! Multiple objects ............................. TD 2009/01/28
16 !******************************************************************
17 use mod_isale
18 use mod_matc
19 implicit none
20 real*8, intent(inout) :: xh(1:nxp),yh(1: nyp)
21 integer i,j,ll,k,lproj
22 real*8 xc,yc,fdum ,toplayer
23 real*8 MINDIM (2), MAXDIM (2)
24 integer , allocatable :: gdump (:)
25 integer ngx ,ngy ,ngmat
26 integer id,read_dir ,force_colors
27 integer ierr ,read_bitmap_grid
28 real*8 pvel(MAXPROJ ,1:2) ! projectile velocity
29 integer edgeproj(MAXPROJ ,2)
30
31 !Loop over projectiles
32 do k=1,proj_num
33
34 !Define the index of the right and top of edges of the projectile
35 edgeproj(k,X)= proj_offset(k,X)+nproj(k)
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36 if (proj_type(k).eq.PLATE) edgeproj(k,X) = next(X,CENTER)
37 if (proj_type(k).eq.ELLIPSE) edgeproj(k,X) = &
38 proj_offset(k,X)+nproj(k)* ellip_X(k)
39 edgeproj(k,Y)= proj_offset(k,Y)+2* nproj(k)
40
41 do i=1,2 ! X,Y
42
43 ! convert -ve value for projectile offset into a relative
44 ! offset within the high -resolution zone
45 ! TD : want to allow negative offset if no layers
46 if (lay_num.ge.1.and.proj_offset(k,i)<0) proj_offset(k,i)= &
47 int(dble(-proj_offset(k,i))/100. d0*dble(next(i,CENTER )))
48
49 ! Check that the projectile is in the high resolution zone
50 if (edgeproj(k,i)>next(i,CENTER )) then
51 write(IOERR ,*) "PROJECTILE STARTS IN EXTENTION ZONE!" ,&
52 i,proj_offset(k,i),nproj(k),next(i,CENTER)
53 call mystop("PROJECTILE STARTS IN EXTENTION ZONE!")
54 endif
55 enddo
56
57 ! Define the x-y co-ordinates of the center of the projectile
58 proj_mid(k,X) = xh(1+ next(X,FIRST)+ proj_offset(k,X))
59 proj_mid(k,Y) = yh(surface+proj_offset(k,Y))+ proj_rad(k)
60
61 ! Fill projectile cells with projectile material
62 select case (proj_type(k))
63
64 case (SPHERE) ! spherical projectile; circle in 2D
65 do i=1,nx
66 do j=1,ny
67 ! Get cell -centre coordinates relative
68 ! to projectile center
69 xc=0.5d0*(xh(i)+xh(i+1))- proj_mid(k,X)
70 yc=0.5d0*(yh(j)+yh(j+1))- proj_mid(k,Y)
71 fdum = sqrt(xc**2.d0+yc**2.d0)
72 if (fdum <= proj_rad(k)) then
73 ! If cell is in projectile set matc(i,j)
74 ! to -1 to indicate projectile material
75 matc(i,j) = -k
76 endif
77 enddo
78 enddo
79
80 case (CYLINDER) ! cylindrical projectile (height =2* radius );
81 ! square in 2D
82 do i=1,nx
83 do j=1,ny
84 if (xh(i) .ge.proj_mid(k,X)-proj_rad(k) .and. &
85 xh(i+1).le.proj_mid(k,X)+ proj_rad(k) .and. &
86 yh(j) .ge.proj_mid(k,Y)-proj_rad(k) .and. &
87 yh(j+1).le.proj_mid(k,Y)+ proj_rad(k)) &
88 matc(i,j) = -k
89 enddo
90 enddo
91
92 case (PLATE) ! planar projectile; full width of mesh
93 do i=1,nx
94 do j=1,ny
95 if ( yh(j) .ge.proj_mid(k,Y)-proj_rad(k) .and. &
96 yh(j+1).le.proj_mid(k,Y)+ proj_rad(k)) &
97 matc(i,j) = -k
98 enddo
99 enddo
100
101 case (ELLIPSE) ! elliptical projectile
102 do i=1,nx
103 do j=1,ny
104 ! Get cell -centre coordinates relative
105 ! to projectile center
106 xc=0.5d0*(xh(i)+xh(i+1))- proj_mid(k,X)
107 yc=0.5d0*(yh(j)+yh(j+1))- proj_mid(k,Y)
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108 fdum = sqrt(xc**2.d0/ellip_X(k)**2. d0+yc**2.d0)
109 if (fdum <= proj_rad(k)) then
110 ! If cell is in projectile set matc(i,j)
111 ! to -1 to indicate projectile material
112 matc(i,j) = -k
113 endif
114 enddo
115 enddo
116
117 case default
118 write(IOERR ,*) "ERROR: PROJ_TYPE = " ,&
119 proj_type(k), "NOT KNOWN!"
120 call mystop("ERROR: PROJ_TYPE not known in setup_projectile")
121
122 end select
123
124 ! -------Calculate Velocity of projectile -----------
125 pvel(k,Y) = v_imp(k)
126 pvel(k,X) = 0.d0 ! per default ...
127
128 end do ! PROJECTILE LOOP
129
130 !Loop over all cells
131 do j=1,ny!js,je
132 do i=1,nx!is,ie
133 lproj = matc(i,j)
134 ! ----- PROJECTILE MATERIAL -------------------------- !
135 ! cells contained in projectile have been marked
136 ! with a negative value
137 ! --- here we just assign velocity to the nodes
138 if (lproj < 0) then
139 lproj = -lproj !projmat(-matc(i,j))-1
140 ! set material index now to correct value
141 do ll = 1,2
142 V(ll, i, j) = pvel(lproj ,ll)
143 V(ll,i+1,j) = pvel(lproj ,ll)
144 V(ll,i+1,j+1) = pvel(lproj ,ll)
145 V(ll, i,j+1) = pvel(lproj ,ll)
146 enddo
147 endif
148 end do !i loop
149 end do !j loop
150
151 ! finally we now move the grid , so that
152 ! (0,0) is at contact point of projectile
153
154 XH = XH - proj_mid(1,X)
155 do k=1,proj_num
156 proj_mid(k,X) = 0.d0
157 end do
158 toplayer = yh(surface)
159 YH = YH - toplayer
160 do k=1,proj_num
161 proj_mid(k,Y) = proj_offset(k,Y)*dy+proj_rad(k)
162 end do
163 do i=1,nxp
164 do j=1,nyp
165 C(X,i,j) = xh(i)
166 C(Y,i,j) = yh(j)
167 enddo
168 enddo
169 do I=1,2
170 MINDIM(I) = minval(C(I ,: ,:))/1000. D0
171 MAXDIM(I) = maxval(C(I ,: ,:))/1000. D0
172 enddo
173
174 ! Output the mesh dimensions to the screen and info file ...
175 call ADDINFO ()
176 write(INFO_TEXT(NUMINFO ),*)&
177 "+------- REAL -WORLD -DIMENSIONS OF THE GRID (in km) ------+"
178 call ADDINFO ()
179 write(INFO_TEXT(NUMINFO),&
180 "(A,F9.3,A,F9.3,A,F9.3,A,F9.3,A)") "| X: " ,&
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181 MINDIM(X)," ...",MAXDIM(X)," | " ,&
182 MAXDIM(X)-MINDIM(X)," | HR=",next(X,CENTER )*DX/1000. ," | "
183 call ADDINFO ()
184 write(INFO_TEXT(NUMINFO),&
185 "(A,F9.3,A,F9.3,A,F9.3,A,F9.3,A)") "| Y: " ,&
186 MINDIM(Y)," ...",MAXDIM(Y)," | " ,&
187 MAXDIM(Y)-MINDIM(Y)," | HR=",next(Y,CENTER )*DY/1000. ," | "
188 call ADDINFO ()
189 write(INFO_TEXT(NUMINFO ),*)&
190 "+--------------------------------------------------------+"
191
192 do I=NUMINFO -5+1, NUMINFO
193 write(IOINIT ,"(A80)") INFO_TEXT(I)
194 enddo
195 if (verbose >0) then
196 do I=NUMINFO -5+1, NUMINFO
197 write(*,"(A80)") INFO_TEXT(I)
198 enddo
199 endif
200
201 end subroutine setup_projectile
B.1.2 Tracer setup routine
1 !*********************************************************************
2 subroutine settracer
3 ! ====================
4 ! Subroutine to set the original location of tracer
5 ! particles within the mesh.
6 !
7 ! Called from main program
8 !
9 ! Description Programmer Date
10 ! --------------------------------------------------------------
11 ! Original version (5.7)........................ KAI 2005/03/22
12 ! Conversion into Fortran90 ..................... DE 2007/02/25
13 ! Adjust code to old tracer -format in iSALE77 ... KAI 2008/06/11
14 ! Multiple objects .............................. TD 2009/01/28
15 !*******************************************************************
16 use mod_isale
17 use mod_tracer
18 use mod_matc
19
20 implicit none
21
22 real*8 xpos ,ypos ,xposi ,yposi
23 integer i,j,ii,jj,ij,k
24 integer myi ,myj
25 integer findcell !function
26 integer , allocatable :: tmp_tracerpos (:)
27 real*8, allocatable :: tmp_tracer (:,:)
28 real*8 top_proj ,bottom_proj ,right_proj
29 integer ntall ,loop_end
30 integer trpx ,trpy
31
32 ! ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
33 write (*,*)
34 write (*,*) ’6) Arrange tracers in target and projectile ’
35 write (*,*) ’******************************************* ’
36
37 yposi =0
38 ! +++ start position
39 xposi=tracer_d(X)*0.5 D0
40
41 ! Find start position height
42 do k=1,proj_num
43 yposi=max(proj_mid(k,Y)+ proj_rad(k)-tracer_d(Y)*0.5D0,yposi)
44 end do
45
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46 if (trnx.ne.0) then
47 tracer_off(X) = C(X,nxp ,nyp) - (xposi+tracer_d(X)*dble(trnx))
48 tracer_off(Y) = (0.D0-C(Y,1,1))-dble(trnx)* tracer_d(Y)
49 write(IOINIT ,*) &
50 "OLD TRACER SETUP : NUMBER OF TRACERS INITIAL : ",trnx ,trny
51 else
52 trnx = int((C(X,nx ,1)- tracer_off(X)-xposi)/ tracer_d(X))+1
53 trny = int((-0.5D0*tracer_d(Y)-(C(Y,1 ,1)+&
54 tracer_off(Y)))/ tracer_d(Y))+1
55 endif
56
57 top_proj = 0.
58 bottom_proj = 0.
59 right_proj = 0.
60
61 do k = 1,proj_num
62
63 ! Find the Y-limits of the area in which projectiles will be set
64 top_proj = max( proj_mid(k,Y) + proj_rad(k) , top_proj)
65
66 if (lay_num.gt.0) then
67 bottom_proj = 0.
68 else
69 bottom_proj = min( proj_mid(k,Y) - proj_rad(k) , bottom_proj)
70 endif
71
72 ! Find limit of projectile placement area in X-direction
73 if (proj_type(k) .eq. PLATE) then
74 right_proj = max( C(X,nx ,1)- tracer_off(X) , right_proj )
75 elseif (proj_type(k) .eq. ELLIPSE) then
76 right_proj = max( proj_rad(k)* ellip_X(k) , right_proj )
77 else
78 right_proj = max( proj_rad(k) , right_proj )
79 end if
80 end do
81
82 trpy = int(( top_proj - bottom_proj - 0.5D0*tracer_d(Y))/&
83 tracer_d(Y)) + 1
84 trpx = int(( right_proj - xposi)/ tracer_d(X)) + 1
85
86 if ( lay_num .gt. 0 ) then
87 if (trnx <= 0 .or. trny <= 0) then
88 write(IOERR ,*) &
89 "CANNOT PLACE TRACERS IN TARGET: maybe wrong offset or dx?"
90 write(IOERR ,*)trnx ,trny ,tracer_off (1:2), tracer_d (1:2) ,&
91 proj_rad (1),C(X,nx ,1),C(Y,1,1)
92 call mystop("CANNOT PLACE TRACERS IN TARGET")
93 endif
94 end if
95
96 ! +++ allocate tmp_memory
97 ! (because REALLOC function only available in f95)
98 ntall = trnx*trny+trpx*trpy
99 allocate(tmp_tracerpos(ntall ))
100 allocate(tmp_tracer (1: ntplots ,ntall))
101
102 ! First set tracers in projectile
103 tracer_num = 0
104 projtrace (:) = 0
105
106 if (proj_num.gt.0) then
107 if (proj_trace_flag .eq. 1) then
108 ! Group tracers by projectile number
109 loop_end=proj_num
110 else
111 ! Group tracers by material number (default)
112 loop_end=npmat -1
113 endif
114
115 do k=1,loop_end
116 ! Loop over cells containing any projectile material
117 do jj=1,trpy
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118 ypos = yposi -dble(jj -1)* tracer_d(Y)
119 do ii=1,trpx
120 xpos = 0.5D0*tracer_d(Y)+dble(ii -1)* tracer_d(X)
121 ! Find cell co-ordinates
122 ij=findcell(xpos ,ypos ,.true.,myi ,myj)
123 call convert_index(ij,i,j,.true.)
124 if (i.ne.myi .or. j.ne.myj) then
125 write(IOERR ,*) "INDEX WRONG: ",i,j,myi ,myj ,ij
126 call mystop("ERROR COMPARE INDEX RESULTS!")
127 endif
128
129 ! Now find if there is material in the cell ,
130 ! and set the tracer
131 if (proj_trace_flag .eq. 1) then
132
133 if (cmc(i,j,TOTAL) > eps_min .and. &
134 abs(matc(i,j)) .eq. k ) then
135 tracer_num = tracer_num + 1
136 if (tracer_num > ntall) then
137 write(IOERR ,*) "ERROR NUMTR > TRALL ",&
138 ntall , tracer_num , trnx ,trny ,trpx ,trpy
139 endif
140 tmp_tracerpos(tracer_num) = ij
141 tmp_tracer(TR_X ,tracer_num) = xpos
142 tmp_tracer(TR_Y ,tracer_num) = ypos
143 projtrace(k) = projtrace(k) + 1
144 endif
145
146 else
147 if (cmc(i,j,TOTAL) > eps_min .and. &
148 projmat(abs(matc(i,j))) .eq. k+1 ) then
149 tracer_num = tracer_num + 1
150 if (tracer_num > ntall) then
151 write(IOERR ,*) "ERROR NUMTR > TRALL ",&
152 ntall , tracer_num , trnx ,trny ,trpx ,trpy
153 endif
154 tmp_tracerpos(tracer_num) = ij
155 tmp_tracer(TR_X ,tracer_num) = xpos
156 tmp_tracer(TR_Y ,tracer_num) = ypos
157 projtrace(k) = projtrace(k) + 1
158 endif
159 endif
160 enddo ! ii loop
161 enddo ! jj loop
162
163 ! For jpeg header , projtrace (0) is total number
164 ! of projectile tracers
165 projtrace(ALLPROJ) = projtrace(ALLPROJ) + projtrace(k)
166
167 end do ! k loop
168 end if !End of Projectile loop
169
170 ! Second set tracers in target
171 if (lay_num.gt.0) then
172 do jj=1,trny
173 ypos = -0.5D0*tracer_d(Y)-dble(jj -1)* tracer_d(Y)
174 do ii=1,trnx
175 xpos = xposi+dble(ii -1)* tracer_d(X)
176 ij=findcell(xpos ,ypos ,.true.,myi ,myj)
177 call convert_index(ij,i,j,.true.)
178 if (i.ne.myi .or. j.ne.myj) then
179 write(IOERR ,*) "INDEX WRONG: ",i,j,myi ,myj ,ij
180 call mystop("ERROR COMPARE INDEX RESULTS!")
181 endif
182 if (cmc(i,j,TOTAL) > eps_min .and. j<= surface) then
183 tracer_num = tracer_num + 1
184 if (tracer_num > ntall) then
185 write(IOERR ,*) "ERROR NUMTR > TRALL ",&
186 ntall , tracer_num , trnx ,trny ,trpx ,trpy
187 endif
188 tmp_tracerpos(tracer_num) = ij
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189 tmp_tracer(TR_X ,tracer_num) = xpos
190 tmp_tracer(TR_Y ,tracer_num) = ypos
191 endif
192 enddo
193 enddo
194 end if
195
196 print*,"END OF TRACER SETUP:"
197 print*,"ALLOCATED FIRST = ",trnx*trny+trpx*trpy
198 print*,"ALLOCATED FINAL = ",tracer_num
199 print*,"Allocated projectile tracers : ",projtrace (1: PROJ_NUM)
200
201 if (verbose >1) then
202 write (*,*) ’Set ’,tracer_num ,’ tracer ,’
203 if (proj_num .gt. 1) then
204 do k=1,proj_num
205 write (*,*) projtrace(k), ’into projectile #’,k
206 enddo
207 else
208 write (*,*) projtrace (1), ’into the projectile ’
209 endif
210 write (*,*)
211 endif
212
213 write(IOINIT ,*)’ ============= Tracer Setup ============== ’
214 write(IOINIT ,*) ’ Set ’,tracer_num ,’ tracers in total ,’
215 if (lay_num .gt. 0) then
216 write(IOINIT ,*) trnx ,"x",trny ," max in the target."
217 write(IOINIT ,*) tracer_num - projtrace(ALLPROJ),&
218 " tracers in the target"
219 endif
220 if (proj_num .gt. 1) then
221 do k=1,proj_num
222 write(IOINIT ,*) projtrace(k), ’into projectile #’,k
223 enddo
224 else
225 write(IOINIT ,*) projtrace (1), ’into the projectile ’
226 endif
227 write(IOINIT ,*)
228
229 ! now allocate the correct memory ...
230 allocate(tracer (1: ntplots ,1: tracer_num ))
231 tracer (1: ntplots ,1: tracer_num) = tmp_tracer (1: ntplots ,1: tracer_num)
232 deallocate(tmp_tracer)
233 allocate(tracerpos (1: tracer_num ))
234 tracerpos (1: tracer_num) = tmp_tracerpos (1: tracer_num)
235 deallocate(tmp_tracerpos)
236
237 ! Initialise tracer pressures and temperatures
238 if (TR_P .ne. NOVALI) tracer(TR_P ,:) = 0.
239 if (TR_T .ne. NOVALI) tracer(TR_T ,:) = 0.
240 if (TR_VX .ne. NOVALI) tracer(TR_VX ,:) = 0.
241 if (TR_VY .ne. NOVALI) tracer(TR_VY ,:) = 0.
242 if (TR_A .ne. NOVALI) tracer(TR_A ,:) = 0.
243 if (TR_VS .ne. NOVALI) tracer(TR_VS ,:) = 0.
244 ! add more tracer fields here as needed ...
245
246 print*,"FINISHED!"
247 deallocate(matc)
248
249 end subroutine settracer
250 !*********************************************************************
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B.2 Monte Carlo model
In this appendix, the main algorithm of the novel Monte Carlo simulation written
for use in Chapter 5 is documented. Some subroutines (those reading in and ini-
tialising some input parameters and the post-processing routines (to sort the data
files ready to be plotted, etc.) have been omitted for brevity.
1 program planetesimal
2 ! ====================================================
3 ! ====================================================
4 ! Program to calculate heating on a planetesimal
5 ! parent body during its lifetime before a
6 ! disruptive collision occurs or 10Ma passes
7 ! ====================================================
8 ! To compile:
9 ! ifort -o planetesimal planetesimal5 .1.f90
10 ! ====================================================
11 ! Requires input files to be
12 ! found in ’Distributions ’ directory
13 ! ====================================================
14 ! WRITTEN BY .......................... T. DAVISON (c)
15 ! ====================================================
16 !
17 implicit none
18 ! --------------------------------------------------------
19 ! Inputs
20 character *3 :: mtag
21 character *10 :: p_arg
22 character *12 :: i_arg ,b_arg ,dummy
23 character *100 :: output_dir ,restart_file ,inputfile ,arg
24 character *10 :: flag
25 character *28 :: dummy_buffer
26 character *7 :: tag
27 character *40 :: description
28 integer :: iarg ,iargc ,ioptind ,dlength ,endoffile
29 integer :: rlength ,ilength
30 integer :: lun ,end_tag ,dummy_i
31 integer :: output_step ,no_of_outputs
32 real :: output_step_ok
33 logical :: output_set ,parent_set ,iternum_set
34 logical :: timestep_set ,x_size_set ,output_step_set
35 logical :: restart_from_dump ,restart_there ,itsthere
36 logical :: use_angle ,angle_set ,disruption_set
37 logical :: write_size_bins ,write_size_bins_set
38 logical :: rseed_set
39 ! --------------------------------------------------------
40 ! Random number generator variables
41 integer :: tarray (3),intran ,rseed ,pid
42 integer , allocatable :: seed (:) ! the random number seed
43 real*8 :: tran (4) ! the four random numbers
44 ! --------------------------------------------------------
45 ! Dimensions and counters
46 integer :: i,j,k,m,n,process_step ,et
47 real*8 :: impactor_diameter ,crater_diameter !m
48 ! Exponent for each impactor , from bin centre +/- ran no.
49 real*8 :: size_exponent
50 real*8 :: parent_mass ,gravity !kg,m/s^2
51 real*8 :: parent_diameter ,parent_diameter_restart !m
52 real*8 :: mass (0:5), totalmass (0:5)
53 real*8 :: normtotalmass (0:5), normtotalmass_intact (0:5)
54 integer :: iparent_diameter ! integer , in km (temp)
55 ! the no. of iterations (i.e. the no. of parent bodies)
56 integer :: iter_num ,iter_start
57 ! Disruption consts - based on scaling laws for dry sand
58 real*8 :: disruption_constant ,disruption_constant2
59 ! Count the number of parent bodies that make it
60 ! to the end_time (10^7 yrs) without disruption
61 integer :: count_survived
62 ! The no. of parent bodies disrupted before end_time
63 integer :: count_disrupted
64 ! The no. of impacts on a parent body before it disrupts
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65 integer :: disrupt_num
66 ! Flag to determine when the body has been disrupted
67 logical :: disruption
68 ! Flag to determine disruption criteria.
69 ! Can currently be "Burchell" or "Q_star_D"
70 character *8 :: disruption_criteria
71 ! Lambda is the ratio of the crater diameter to the target radius
72 ! And is used in the disruption criteria expression
73 ! For Burchell criteria , lambda = 1; for Jutzi , lambda = 3.3
74 real*8 :: lambda
75 ! Largest crater sustained on a parent body
76 real*8 :: largest_crater
77 ! dt (in yrs) is adaptive dependant on
78 ! collisional_probability of smallest bin
79 real*8 :: time ,dt,dt_limiter
80 ! intrinsic collision prob from n-body; read from datafile
81 ! recalculated each timestep
82 real*8 :: collisional_probability
83 ! Read in the table of collisional prob values through time
84 real*8 :: colpv_table (3,7)
85 ! converted to prob for a target -impactor pair (unit=yr^-1)
86 real*8 :: coll_prob_per_yr
87 ! These have a unit of timestep^-1
88 real*8 :: coll_prob_in_bin ,coll_prob_in_smallest_bin
89 ! The velocity of the collision
90 real*8 :: velocity
91 ! The parameter ’a’ of the Maxwellian distribution of vel
92 ! at this point in time , (a=weighted_avg /(2* sqrt (2/pi)))
93 real*8 :: velocity_a
94 ! The energy input into the parent body
95 real*8 :: energy_input (1:10) , total_energy_input (1:10)
96 logical :: eflag (1:10)
97 integer *8 :: count_collisions ,count_misses
98 integer *8 :: count_collisions0 ,count_misses0
99 integer *8 :: count_timesteps ,max_timesteps
100 ! Using angle acales heated mass by factor of sin ^3( angle)
101 real*8 :: angle ,angle_scaling
102 ! Record how long the calculation took
103 real :: time_cpu (1:2)
104 real*8, allocatable :: minheat_all (:,:), maxheat_all (:,:)
105 real*8, allocatable :: totalmass_dt (:,:)
106 real*8, allocatable :: minheat_surv (:,:), maxheat_surv (:,:)
107 real*8 :: minimum_heated ,maximum_heated
108 real*8 :: minimum_heated_surv ,maximum_heated_surv
109 ! count number of records to write for
110 ! <min/max >heat_ <all/surv > data to write in file header
111 integer *8 :: count_heat (4)
112 ! --------------------------------------------------------
113 ! Bins
114 integer :: number_of_impactor_bins
115 integer :: x_size ,x_size_restart
116 integer *8 :: number_in_bin
117 ! The input file to be read from Dave O’Brien ’s runs
118 ! containing the size -frequency distribution through time
119 real*8 :: imp_bins (0:60 ,1:43)
120 integer *8 :: velocity_bins (400)
121 logical :: velo_bin_found
122 integer :: v
123 integer*8, allocatable :: size_bins_out (:)
124 integer*8, allocatable :: size_bins_total (:)
125 ! --------------------------------------------------------
126 ! Constants
127 real*8 :: scaling_const (5,2), temperature (1:5)
128 integer ,parameter :: IMPACTOR=0, TIME_INDEX =-1
129 integer ,parameter :: T400K=1,T700K=2,T1000K =3
130 integer ,parameter :: T_SOL=4,T_LIQ=5
131 real*8, parameter :: pi =3.141592653589793
132 ! These are for 50\% porous dunite
133 real*8, parameter :: density =3314 , porosity =0.5
134 real*8 ,parameter :: bigG = 6.673e-11
135 real*8 :: end_time ,start_time
136 ! From N-body
137 real*8, parameter :: v_ac =0.0256228 , v_ae =0.321225
138 real*8 :: mass_constant
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139 real*8, parameter :: impactor_dmin = 0.04 !km
140 integer ,parameter :: IOERR = 9
141 real*8 :: colp_const (1:2 ,1:6)
142 real*8 :: E_inc (1:5)
143 ! --------------------------------------------------------
144 ! Functions
145 real*8 :: interpolate_coll_prob
146 integer *8 :: interpolate_no_in_bin
147 real*8 :: iterate_velocity
148 integer :: file_tag
149 ! --------------------------------------------------------
150
151 time_cpu = 0.
152 call cpu_time(time_cpu (1))
153
154 ! read input parameters from file
155 call read_input
156
157 ! Before we start the iteration , initialise the counter for
158 ! the number of parent bodies that make it to the end_time
159 ! [10^7 years], and the number of bodies that get disrupted.
160 if(.not. restart_from_dump) then
161 count_survived = 0
162 count_disrupted = 0
163 count_collisions = 0
164 count_misses = 0
165 count_collisions0 = 0
166 count_misses0 = 0
167 velocity_bins = 0
168 size_bins_out = 0
169 size_bins_total = 0
170 max_timesteps = 0
171 total_energy_input = 0.
172 end if
173
174 ! Allocate some memory to count min/max
175 ! heating cases through time
176 !time ,impactor_mass , 400 ,700 ,1000 ,1373 ,2056
177 allocate(minheat_all(int (1100000/ dt_limiter),TIME_INDEX:T_LIQ ))
178 allocate(maxheat_all(int (1100000/ dt_limiter),TIME_INDEX:T_LIQ ))
179 allocate(minheat_surv(int (1100000/ dt_limiter),TIME_INDEX:T_LIQ))
180 allocate(maxheat_surv(int (1100000/ dt_limiter),TIME_INDEX:T_LIQ))
181 allocate(totalmass_dt(int (1100000/ dt_limiter),TIME_INDEX:T_LIQ))
182
183 ! And then initialise those arrays
184 minheat_all = 0.
185 maxheat_all = 0.
186 minheat_surv = 0.
187 maxheat_surv = 0.
188
189 ! Also initialise some values to store the minimum and maximum
190 ! heating we have seen on a parent body (for all parent bodies ,
191 ! and also just for those that survive to the end).
192
193 !make this really big now , so when we
194 ! do a min (...) later it works
195 minimum_heated = 1.D32
196 maximum_heated = 0.
197 minimum_heated_surv = 1.D32
198 maximum_heated_surv = 0.
199
200 ! Set up the random number generator
201 call itime(tarray)
202 call random_seed(size=n)
203 allocate(seed(n))
204
205 ! Use current time/date (tarray), pid and rseed input
206 ! for seed to ensure different results for each run
207 pid=getpid ()
208 seed=abs(tarray (3)- tarray (2)+ tarray (1))+pid -rseed
209 call random_seed(put=seed) !!$END
210
211 ! =================
212 ! Now the iteration
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213 ! =================
214
215 ! Loop over the number of parent bodies we want to model.
216 parentloop: do m=iter_start ,iter_num
217
218 ! Initialise some values ...
219 disrupt_num = 0 !count impacts before disruption
220 mass = 0. !mass from one impact
221 totalmass = 0. !total mass heated by all impacts
222 normtotalmass = 0.
223 normtotalmass_intact = 0.
224 disruption = .false.
225 largest_crater = 0.
226 count_timesteps = 0
227 totalmass_dt = 0.
228 size_bins_out = 0
229 eflag = .false.
230 energy_input = 0.
231
232 ! Initialise time
233 time = imp_bins (0,13) ! == 10000.
234
235 ! Initialise collisional probability ...
236 ! at time 1e4yrs , from table
237 collisional_probability = colpv_table (2,1)
238
239 !===================
240 ! Now loop over time
241 !===================
242 timeloop: do while (time < end_time)
243
244 ! Add to the counter
245 count_timesteps = count_timesteps + 1
246 max_timesteps = max(max_timesteps , count_timesteps)
247
248 ! Now calculate the collisional probability at this time
249 ! [The function interpolates between the points
250 ! in the datafile ...]
251 collisional_probability = interpolate_coll_prob&
252 (time ,colpv_table ,end_time ,start_time ,colp_const)
253
254 ! Determine the velocity distribution here (only needs
255 ! to be done once per timestep ). velocity_a is the
256 ! parameter ’a’ of a Maxwellian distribution , about the
257 ! weighted average of the velocity distribution
258 velocity_a = v_ac*time**v_ae
259
260 !===================
261 ! Loop over each bin
262 !===================
263 ! For each timestep , we want to calculate whether
264 ! there is a collision in every size bin
265 sizebinloop: do j=1, number_of_impactor_bins
266
267 ! First set the impactor diameter
268 ! a) use random number and power law to pick within bin
269 call random_number(tran (4))
270 size_exponent = (j/10. -1.4)+( tran (4) -0.5)/10.
271 impactor_diameter = 1.d3 * 10.** size_exponent ! in m
272 ! or, b) pick in middle of bin
273 !impactor_diameter = 1.d3*imp_bins(j,1) !in m
274
275 ! Next interpolate the number of impactors in the bin
276 number_in_bin = interpolate_no_in_bin(time ,imp_bins ,j)
277
278 ! Then find if a collision happens in the bin:
279 ! a) pick random number
280 call random_number(tran (1))
281
282 ! b) calculate the collisional probability in the bin
283 ! (this is in units of collisions/yr) !radius in km
284 coll_prob_per_yr = collisional_probability * &
285 number_in_bin * (0.0005 *&
286 (impactor_diameter + parent_diameter ))**2
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287
288 ! c) Calculate dt so that < [some fraction]
289 ! collisions occur per timestep. Limit it so the
290 ! number of collisions in the smallest bin is less
291 ! than dt_limiter per timestep. All other
292 ! coll_prob ’s will then be limited by this too.
293
294 ! j==1 is the smallest impactor size bin
295 if (j==1) then
296 dt = dt_limiter / coll_prob_per_yr
297 if (dt <0.) then
298 write(IOERR ,*)"Negative timestep"
299 write(IOERR ,*)dt,coll_prob_in_smallest_bin
300 stop
301 end if
302 end if
303
304 ! d) Now we need to scale the collision probability by
305 ! the timestep , to give units of collisions/timestep
306 coll_prob_in_bin = coll_prob_per_yr * dt
307
308 ! e) Check that the probability is between 0 and 1
309 if (coll_prob_in_bin > 1.) then
310 write(IOERR ,*)"Error: PROBABILITY OF A COLLISION"
311 write(IOERR ,*)"IN THIS TIMESTEP IS GREATER THAN 1!"
312 write(IOERR ,*) coll_prob_in_bin ,&
313 collisional_probability ,number_in_bin ,&
314 impactor_diameter ,parent_diameter
315 stop
316 elseif (coll_prob_in_bin < 0.) then
317 write(IOERR ,*)"Error: PROBABILITY OF A COLLISION"
318 write(IOERR ,*)"IN THIS TIMESTEP IS LESS THAN 0..."
319 write(IOERR ,*) coll_prob_in_bin ,&
320 collisional_probability ,number_in_bin ,&
321 impactor_diameter ,parent_diameter
322 stop
323 end if
324
325 !j==1 is the smallest impactor bin
326 if(j==1) coll_prob_in_smallest_bin = coll_prob_in_bin
327
328 ! f) if the random number is smaller than the
329 ! probability , WE HAVE A COLLISION!
330 if (tran (1) < coll_prob_in_bin) then
331 ! advance counter of number of collisions
332 ! in smallest bin
333 if(j==1) count_collisions0 = count_collisions0 +1
334 ! advance counter of total number of collisions
335 count_collisions = count_collisions +1
336
337 ! Now we need to assign a velocity
338 ! 1.) Pick random number
339 call random_number(tran (2))
340
341 ! 2.) Initialise
342 velocity = 0.
343 v = 0
344 velo_bin_found = .false.
345
346 ! 3.) Use this to pick a velocty from the cdf
347 ! of the Maxwellian velocity distribution
348 velocity = iterate_velocity(velocity_a ,tran(2),pi)
349
350 ! 4.) Put velocity in bin to check dist later
351 velocityloop:do while (.not. velo_bin_found)
352 v=v+1
353 if (velocity .ge. (float(v) -1.)/10. .and.&
354 velocity .lt. float(v)/10.) then
355 velocity_bins(v) = velocity_bins(v) + 1
356 velo_bin_found = .true.
357 end if
358 if (v>size(velocity_bins )) exit velocityloop
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359 end do velocityloop
360
361 if (use_angle) then
362 call random_number(tran (3))
363 angle=acos(sqrt(tran (3))) ! In radians
364 angle_scaling = (sin(angle ))**3
365 else
366 angle = pi/2.
367 angle_scaling = 1.
368 end if
369
370 ! 5.) Put impactors in their output bins to double
371 ! check sizes are on distribution
372 if (write_size_bins) then
373 size_bins_out(j) = size_bins_out(j) + 1
374 size_bins_total(j) = size_bins_total(j) + 1
375 end if
376
377 ! ==================================================
378 ! Now we have a collision with a known impactor
379 ! diameter and velocity. Lets use the iSALE
380 ! modelling results to show how much heating occurs
381 ! ==================================================
382
383 ! 1.) First step - calculate the impactor mass
384 ! (impactor radius is in m)
385 mass(IMPACTOR) = mass_constant * &
386 (impactor_diameter /2.)**3
387
388 ! 2.) record the time
389 totalmass_dt(count_timesteps ,TIME_INDEX) = time
390
391 ! 3.) Use the individual scaling lines fit to iSALE
392 ! model data to calculate the heated mass for
393 ! each temperature (1:5) during this impact:
394
395 ! a) Can ’t heat more mass than the parent body mass
396 ! b) Can ’t heat less than 0 !
397 mass (1:5) = min(parent_mass , max(0.,&
398 ! The actual scaling law
399 ! (with angle scaling included)
400 (( velocity*scaling_const (1:5 ,1) -&
401 scaling_const (1:5 ,2))*&
402 mass(IMPACTOR) * angle_scaling )))
403
404 ! 4.) Add this to the total mass heated on
405 ! the parent body so far:
406 totalmass (:) = totalmass (:) + mass (:)
407
408 ! 5.) Temporary array which stores the heating for
409 ! each impact on this parent body. This is only
410 ! written out if it is one of the extreme cases
411 ! after all iterations
412 ! [ Extreme cases are min and max heating on
413 ! all bodies , and also on just the survivors ]
414 totalmass_dt(count_timesteps ,0:5) = &
415 min(totalmass (0:5)/ parent_mass , 1.)
416
417 ! 6.) Work out the amount of energy deposited
418 do et=1,10,1
419 if (time.ge.et*1.e6 .and. .not. eflag(et))then
420 eflag(et) = .true.
421 energy_input(et) = totalmass (5)* E_inc (5) + &
422 (totalmass (4)- totalmass (5))* E_inc (4) + &
423 (totalmass (3)- totalmass (4))* E_inc (3) + &
424 (totalmass (2)- totalmass (3))* E_inc (2) + &
425 (totalmass (1)- totalmass (2))* E_inc (1)
426 end if
427 end do
428
429 ! ==================================================
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430 ! Calculate crater diameter and determine if it is
431 ! disruptive. If it is, write to output and start
432 ! again with a new parent body.
433 ! ==================================================
434
435 ! 1.) Crater diameter is calcuated using scaling law
436 ! for dry sand (Schmidt and Housen 1987) , and is
437 ! dependant on the size of the parent body
438 ! (gravity has an effect on crater growth)
439 crater_diameter = disruption_constant *&
440 (( impactor_diameter )**0.83)*&
441 ((1.e3*velocity *(sin(angle )**(1./3.)))**0.34) !in m
442
443 ! 2.) Record the largest crater a
444 ! parent body has sustained
445 largest_crater = max(largest_crater ,crater_diameter)
446
447 ! 3.) Add to counter of impacts on this
448 ! parent body before disruption occurs
449 disrupt_num = disrupt_num + 1
450
451 ! 4.) Apply disruption criteria to determine
452 ! whether the impact causes disruption.
453 ! Both criteria can be discribed by:
454 ! R_D/R_T = 0.019* alpha **1.205 * R_T **0.41 * v** -0.41
455 ! (v in m/s; R_T and R_D in m)
456 if (( impactor_diameter/parent_diameter) > &
457 (0.019*( lambda **1.205)*( parent_diameter /2.)**0.41*&
458 (1.e3*velocity )**( -0.41))) disruption = .true.
459
460 ! If we have disrupted the parent body
461 ! (according to the criteria chosen) then:
462 if (disruption) then
463
464 ! Add one to the number of parent bodies
465 ! that have been disrupted
466 count_disrupted = count_disrupted + 1
467
468 ! ===============================================
469 ! Write out some information about this parent
470 ! body. No more impacts will be calculated on it
471 ! as it has been disrupted , so we will then move
472 ! onto the next parent body
473 ! ===============================================
474
475 ! --------------------------
476 ! A. Values after disruption
477 ! --------------------------
478
479 ! Normalise by the parent body mass and make sure
480 ! total mass isn ’t above the parent body mass
481 normtotalmass (0) = totalmass (0)/ parent_mass
482 normtotalmass (1:5) = &
483 min(totalmass (1:5)/ parent_mass , 1.)
484
485 ! Write to disrupt.txt
486 write(10,’(2i8 ,1pe12.4,i8 ,9(1 pe12 .4))’)&
487 count_disrupted ,m,time ,disrupt_num ,&
488 crater_diameter ,impactor_diameter ,&
489 velocity ,normtotalmass (0:5)
490
491 ! Write normalised heated mass and its log
492 ! for each temperature to disruptlog.txt
493 write(11,’(10(1 pe12 .4))’)&
494 normtotalmass(T400K),&
495 log(normtotalmass(T400K )),&
496 normtotalmass(T700K),&
497 log(normtotalmass(T700K )),&
498 normtotalmass(T1000K),&
499 log(normtotalmass(T1000K )),&
500 normtotalmass(T_SOL),&
501 log(normtotalmass(T_SOL )),&
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502 normtotalmass(T_LIQ),&
503 log(normtotalmass(T_LIQ ))
504
505 ! -----------------------------------------------
506 ! B. Values immediately before disruptive
507 ! impact occurs
508 ! -----------------------------------------------
509
510 ! Normalise by the parent body mass and make sure
511 ! total mass isn ’t above the parent body mass.
512 ! For the intact case , we also need to subtract
513 ! the heated mass from the last (disruptive)
514 ! impact
515 normtotalmass_intact (0) = &
516 (totalmass (0)-mass (0))/ parent_mass
517 normtotalmass_intact (1:5) = &
518 min(( totalmass (1:5)- mass (1:5))/&
519 parent_mass , 1.)
520
521 ! Write to intact.txt
522 write(20,’(i6,i8 ,6(1 pe12 .4))’)m,disrupt_num -1,&
523 normtotalmass_intact (0:5)
524
525 ! Write to intactlog.txt
526 write(21,’(10(1 pe12 .4))’)&
527 (normtotalmass_intact(T400K )),&
528 log(normtotalmass_intact(T400K )),&
529 (normtotalmass_intact(T700K )),&
530 log(normtotalmass_intact(T700K )),&
531 (normtotalmass_intact(T1000K )),&
532 log(normtotalmass_intact(T1000K )),&
533 (normtotalmass_intact(T_SOL )),&
534 log(normtotalmass_intact(T_SOL )),&
535 (normtotalmass_intact(T_LIQ )),&
536 log(normtotalmass_intact(T_LIQ ))
537
538 ! ===============================================
539
540 ! Also , assume that the energy input is the same for
541 ! all times up to 10 Ma if a disruption occurred
542 do et=1,10,1
543 if (.not. eflag(et)) then
544 eflag(et) = .true.
545 energy_input(et) = totalmass (5)* E_inc (5) + &
546 (totalmass (4)- totalmass (5))* E_inc (4) + &
547 (totalmass (3)- totalmass (4))* E_inc (3) + &
548 (totalmass (2)- totalmass (3))* E_inc (2) + &
549 (totalmass (1)- totalmass (2))* E_inc (1)
550 end if
551 end do
552
553 ! Now move on to next parent body and repeat ...
554 exit timeloop
555
556 end if ! disruption?
557
558 else
559
560 ! No collision occured. Keep track of the number
561 ! of times this happens (" misses" are when no
562 ! collision occurs in a bin during the timestep)
563 if(j==1) count_misses0 = count_misses0 +1
564 count_misses = count_misses +1
565
566 end if !c ollision?
567
568 end do sizebinloop
569
570 ! Advance time counter
571 time = time+dt
572
573 enddo timeloop
574
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575 ! ===========================================================
576 ! If we have got this far , the parent body has reached the
577 ! end_time. So , lets add one to the number of parent bodies
578 ! that survive to the end , and write some info out to file
579 ! ===========================================================
580
581 ! First double check we haven ’t disrupted this body
582 if (.not. disruption) then
583
584 ! Add one to the number of parent bodies which were not
585 ! disrupted during the simulation time
586 count_survived = count_survived + 1
587
588 ! normalise by the parent body mass and make sure total
589 ! mass isn ’t above the parent body mass
590 normtotalmass (0) = (totalmass (0))/ parent_mass
591 normtotalmass (1:5) = min(( totalmass (1:5))/ parent_mass , 1.)
592
593 ! Write to survive.txt
594 write(30,’(3i8 ,7(1 pe12 .4))’)count_survived ,m,disrupt_num ,&
595 largest_crater ,normtotalmass (0:5)
596
597 ! Write to survivelog.txt
598 write(31,’(10(1 pe12 .4))’)&
599 (normtotalmass(T400K )),log(normtotalmass(T400K )),&
600 (normtotalmass(T700K )),log(normtotalmass(T700K )),&
601 (normtotalmass(T1000K)),log(normtotalmass(T1000K )),&
602 (normtotalmass(T_SOL )),log(normtotalmass(T_SOL )),&
603 (normtotalmass(T_LIQ )),log(normtotalmass(T_LIQ ))
604
605 ! If this parent body is the LEAST heated surviving body
606 ! (at 1373K), then store the array of heating through time
607 if (normtotalmass(T_SOL) < minimum_heated_surv) then
608 minheat_surv (:, TIME_INDEX:T_LIQ) = &
609 totalmass_dt (:, TIME_INDEX:T_LIQ)
610 !minimum to 1373K
611 minimum_heated_surv = normtotalmass(T_SOL)
612 end if
613 ! If this parent body is the MOST heated surviving body
614 ! (at 1373K), then store the array of heating through time
615 if (normtotalmass(T_SOL) > maximum_heated_surv) then
616 maxheat_surv (:, TIME_INDEX:T_LIQ) = &
617 totalmass_dt (:, TIME_INDEX:T_LIQ)
618 !maximum to 1373K
619 maximum_heated_surv = normtotalmass(T_SOL)
620 end if
621
622 if (.not. eflag (10)) then
623 eflag (10) = .true.
624 energy_input (10) = totalmass (5)* E_inc (5) + &
625 (totalmass (4)- totalmass (5))* E_inc (4) + &
626 (totalmass (3)- totalmass (4))* E_inc (3) + &
627 (totalmass (2)- totalmass (3))* E_inc (2) + &
628 (totalmass (1)- totalmass (2))* E_inc (1)
629 end if
630
631 ! Sanity check
632 elseif (disruption .and. time== end_time) then
633 ! If it has disrupted , how are we at time=end_time ?
634 write(IOERR ,*)&
635 "parent body disrupted but you are at end time"
636 stop
637 end if
638
639 ! If this parent body is the LEAST heated of ALL bodies
640 ! (at 1373K), then store the array of heating through time
641 if (normtotalmass(T_SOL) < minimum_heated) then
642 minheat_all (:, TIME_INDEX:T_LIQ) = &
643 totalmass_dt (:, TIME_INDEX:T_LIQ)
644 !minimum to 1373K
645 minimum_heated = normtotalmass(T_SOL)
646 end if
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647 ! If this parent body is the MOST heated of ALL bodies
648 ! (at 1373K), then store the array of heating through time
649 if (normtotalmass(T_SOL) > maximum_heated) then
650 maxheat_all (:, TIME_INDEX:T_LIQ) = &
651 totalmass_dt (:, TIME_INDEX:T_LIQ)
652 !maximum to 1373K
653 maximum_heated = normtotalmass(T_SOL)
654 end if
655
656 ! Another check:
657 if (m.ne.count_survived+count_disrupted) then
658 write(IOERR ,*)"survival count + disrupted count is not "
659 write(IOERR ,*)"equal to total number of parent bodies ..."
660 write(IOERR ,*)m,count_survived ,count_disrupted
661 stop
662 end if
663
664 ! For each parent body , write to a file the number of
665 ! impactors in each size bin
666 ! (only is user requests it with z flag))
667 if (write_size_bins) then
668 lun =1000000+m
669 write(tag ,’(i7)’)lun
670 read(tag ,’(a7)’)tag
671 open(61,file=output_dir (1: dlength )//&
672 ’/size_bins/size_bins -’//tag//’.txt’)
673 do j=1, number_of_impactor_bins
674 write(61,’(1pe12.4,i20)’)imp_bins(j,1), size_bins_out(j)
675 end do
676 close (61)
677
678 ! These files can be quite big (well , when there
679 ! are hundreds of thousands of them)
680 ! so lets zip it now. If you need to look at it,
681 ! you can unzip them.
682 call system(’gzip ’// output_dir (1: dlength )//&
683 ’/size_bins/size_bins -’//tag//’.txt’)
684 end if
685
686 ! ===========================================================
687 ! Every <output_step > parent bodies , call the sorting and
688 ! postprocessing routine , and create checkpoint (restart)
689 ! dump file
690 ! ===========================================================
691
692 if (mod(m,output_step ).eq.0.) then
693
694 process_step = int(m/output_step)
695
696 !------ Also , before we postprocess , lets checkpoint here ,
697 ! in case we want to restart ------!
698 ! To be able to restart , we will need to write out the
699 ! extreme cases (min/max) to a temporary file. I don ’t
700 ! think that we should do this every iteration , so lets
701 ! write out that data every process_step. What this means
702 ! is, we need to make a copy of the other output files at
703 ! this point.
704
705 ! 1.) create checkpoint directory
706 call system(’mkdir -p ’// output_dir (1: dlength )//&
707 ’/checkpoint ’)
708
709 ! 2.) Write x_size and parent_diameter to a file for
710 ! restart purposes. (Other inputs (e.g. iter_num)
711 ! can be different after restart)
712 open (500, file=output_dir (1: dlength )//&
713 ’/checkpoint/init.txt’)
714 !(write m+1 so we start just after we left off)
715 write (500 ,*) x_size ,parent_diameter ,m+1
716 write (500 ,*) count_misses ,count_collisions ,count_misses0 ,&
717 count_collisions0
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718 write (500 ,*) count_survived ,count_disrupted ,max_timesteps
719 write (500 ,*) total_energy_input
720 close (500)
721
722 ! 3.) Write velocity bins to dump file
723 open (500, file=output_dir (1: dlength )//&
724 ’/checkpoint/velocity_bins.txt’)
725 do v=1 ,400
726 write (500 ,*) velocity_bins(v)
727 end do
728 close (500)
729 ! 4.) Write size bins to dump file
730 open (500, file=output_dir (1: dlength )//&
731 ’/checkpoint/size_bins_total.txt’)
732 write (500 ,*) number_of_impactor_bins
733 do v=1, number_of_impactor_bins
734 write (500 ,*) size_bins_total(v)
735 end do
736 close (500)
737
738 ! 5.) Open min/max output files
739 open (510, file=output_dir (1: dlength )//&
740 ’/checkpoint/minimum_all.txt’)
741 open (520, file=output_dir (1: dlength )//&
742 ’/checkpoint/maximum_all.txt’)
743 open (530, file=output_dir (1: dlength )//&
744 ’/checkpoint/minimum_surv.txt’)
745 open (540, file=output_dir (1: dlength )//&
746 ’/checkpoint/maximum_surv.txt’)
747
748 ! 6.) Write headers for min/max files
749 count_heat =0
750 do i=1, max_timesteps
751 if(minheat_all(i,0) .ne. 0.) count_heat (1)=&
752 count_heat (1)+1
753 if(maxheat_all(i,0) .ne. 0.) count_heat (2)=&
754 count_heat (2)+1
755 if(minheat_surv(i,0) .ne. 0.) count_heat (3)=&
756 count_heat (3)+1
757 if(maxheat_surv(i,0) .ne. 0.) count_heat (4)=&
758 count_heat (4)+1
759 end do
760
761 write (510,’(a28 , i10)’)&
762 "Number of timesteps written:",count_heat (1)
763 write (520,’(a28 , i10)’)&
764 "Number of timesteps written: ",count_heat (2)
765 write (530,’(a28 , i10)’)&
766 "Number of timesteps written: ",count_heat (3)
767 write (540,’(a28 , i10)’)&
768 "Number of timesteps written: ",count_heat (4)
769
770 ! 7.) Write out temporary min/max data
771 do i=1, max_timesteps
772 if(minheat_all(i,0) .ne. 0.) &
773 write (510,’(i10 ,7(1 pe12 .4))’)&
774 i,minheat_all(i,TIME_INDEX:T_LIQ)
775 if(maxheat_all(i,0) .ne. 0.) &
776 write (520,’(i10 ,7(1 pe12 .4))’)&
777 i,maxheat_all(i,TIME_INDEX:T_LIQ)
778 if(minheat_surv(i,0) .ne. 0.) &
779 write (530,’(i10 ,7(1 pe12 .4))’)&
780 i,minheat_surv(i,TIME_INDEX:T_LIQ)
781 if(maxheat_surv(i,0) .ne. 0.) &
782 write (540,’(i10 ,7(1 pe12 .4))’)&
783 i,maxheat_surv(i,TIME_INDEX:T_LIQ)
784 end do
785
786 ! 8.a) Close these output files
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787 close (510)
788 close (520)
789 close (530)
790 close (540)
791
792 ! 8.b) Also , close the open output files we have been
793 ! writing to. They will be copied to the checkpoint
794 ! directory , then reopened
795 close (10)
796 close (11)
797 close (20)
798 close (21)
799 close (30)
800 close (31)
801
802 ! 9.) Copy existing output files to checkpoint directory
803 call system(’cp ’// output_dir (1: dlength )//’/disrupt.txt ’&
804 // output_dir (1: dlength )//’/checkpoint /.’)
805 call system(’cp ’// output_dir (1: dlength )//&
806 ’/disruptlog.txt ’// output_dir (1: dlength )//&
807 ’/checkpoint /.’)
808 call system(’cp ’// output_dir (1: dlength )//’/intact.txt ’&
809 // output_dir (1: dlength )//’/checkpoint /.’)
810 call system(’cp ’// output_dir (1: dlength )//&
811 ’/intactlog.txt ’// output_dir (1: dlength )//&
812 ’/checkpoint /.’)
813 call system(’cp ’// output_dir (1: dlength )//’/survive.txt ’&
814 // output_dir (1: dlength )//’/checkpoint /.’)
815 call system(’cp ’// output_dir (1: dlength )//&
816 ’/survivelog.txt ’// output_dir (1: dlength )//&
817 ’/checkpoint /.’)
818
819 ! 10.) Determine flag to append to file names
820 end_tag=file_tag(no_of_outputs ,process_step ,tag ,IOERR)
821
822 ! 11.) Checkpointing complete. tar that directory up ,
823 ! and then remove temporary directory
824 call system(’cd ’// output_dir (1: dlength )//&
825 ’ && tar -czf checkpoints/checkpoint -’//&
826 tag(2: end_tag )//&
827 ’.tar.gz checkpoint && cd ..’)
828 call system(’rm -rf ’// output_dir (1: dlength )//&
829 ’/checkpoint ’)
830
831 ! 12.) Call postprocess subroutine to sort the files to
832 ! date ... Store the sorted files with <process_step >
833 ! appended to the filename
834 call postprocess(output_dir ,dlength ,temperature ,&
835 count_survived ,count_disrupted ,process_step ,&
836 no_of_outputs)
837
838 ! 13.) Now , reopen the output files so we can keep adding
839 ! to the end of them in the next iteration
840 open(10,file=output_dir (1: dlength )//’/disrupt.txt’,&
841 access=’append ’)
842 open(11,file=output_dir (1: dlength )//’/disruptlog.txt’,&
843 access=’append ’)
844 open(20,file=output_dir (1: dlength )//’/intact.txt’,&
845 access=’append ’)
846 open(21,file=output_dir (1: dlength )//’/intactlog.txt’,&
847 access=’append ’)
848 open(30,file=output_dir (1: dlength )//’/survive.txt’,&
849 access=’append ’)
850 open(31,file=output_dir (1: dlength )//’/survivelog.txt’,&
851 access=’append ’)
852
853 end if
854
855 !add energy_input to total_energy_input
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856 total_energy_input (1:10) = &
857 total_energy_input (1:10) + energy_input (1:10)
858 if (mod(m ,50).eq.0) then
859 open(80,file=output_dir (1: dlength )//&
860 ’/energy_input_total.txt’,access=’append ’)
861 open(81,file=output_dir (1: dlength )//&
862 ’/energy_input_avg.txt’,access=’append ’)
863 write(80,’(i8 ,10(1 pe15 .5))’)m,&
864 total_energy_input (1:10)/ parent_mass
865 write(81,’(i8 ,10(1 pe15 .5))’)m,&
866 total_energy_input (1:10)/(m*parent_mass)
867 close (80)
868 close (81)
869 end if
870
871 end do parentloop
872
873 ! Deallocate the random number seed
874 deallocate(seed)
875
876 ! Tell me some vital stats
877 open(1,file=output_dir (1: dlength )//’/SetupReport.txt’,&
878 access=’append ’)
879
880 write(1,’(a36 ,i16 ,a3,F6.2,a2)’)&
881 ’:: No. of bodies disrupted = ’&
882 ,count_disrupted ,’, ’ ,100.* count_disrupted/iter_num ,’%’
883 write(1,’(a36 ,i16 ,a3,F6.2,a2)’)&
884 ’:: No. of bodies survived = ’&
885 ,count_survived ,’, ’ ,100.* count_survived/iter_num ,’%’
886 write(1,’(a36 ,i16 ,a3,F6.2,a2)’)&
887 ’:: No. of collisions , total = ’,count_collisions ,&
888 ’, ’ ,100.* count_collisions /&
889 (count_collisions+count_misses),’%’
890 write(1,’(a36 ,i16 ,a3,F6.2,a2)’)&
891 ’:: No. of misses , total = ’,count_misses ,’, ’&
892 ,100.* count_misses /( count_collisions+count_misses),’%’
893 write(1,’(a36 ,i16 ,a3,F6.2,a2)’)&
894 ’:: No. of collisions in bin 1 = ’&
895 ,count_collisions0 ,’, ’ ,100.* count_collisions0 /&
896 (count_collisions0+count_misses0),’%’
897 write(1,’(a36 ,i16 ,a3,F6.2,a2)’)&
898 ’:: No. of misses in bin 1 = ’&
899 ,count_misses0 ,’, ’ ,100.* count_misses0 /&
900 (count_collisions0+count_misses0),’%’
901 write(1,’(a36 ,1pe12 .4)’)’:: Min heating to 1373K (all) = ’,&
902 minimum_heated
903 write(1,’(a36 ,1pe12 .4)’)’:: Max heating to 1373K (all) = ’,&
904 maximum_heated
905 write(1,’(a36 ,1pe12 .4)’)’:: Min heating to 1373K (surv) = ’,&
906 minimum_heated_surv
907 write(1,’(a36 ,1pe12 .4)’)’:: Max heating to 1373K (surv) = ’,&
908 maximum_heated_surv
909 write (1 ,499)
910 write (1,*)
911
912 ! Write out velocity bins
913 open(60,file=output_dir (1: dlength )//’/velocity_bins.txt’)
914 do v=1 ,400
915 write(60,’(2(1 pe12 .4))’)( float(v) -0.5)/10. ,&
916 float(velocity_bins(v))
917 end do
918 close (60)
919
920 ! Write out total impactor bins
921 ! (for all impacts on all parent bodies)
922 open(62,file=output_dir (1: dlength )//&
923 ’/size_bins/size_bins_total.txt’)
924 do j=1, number_of_impactor_bins
925 write(62,’(1pe12.4,i20)’)imp_bins(j,1), size_bins_total(j)
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926 end do
927 close (62)
928
929 ! Close other output files
930 close (10)
931 close (11)
932 close (20)
933 close (21)
934 close (30)
935 close (31)
936 close(IOERR)
937
938 ! Deallocate arrays
939 deallocate(minheat_all)
940 deallocate(maxheat_all)
941 deallocate(minheat_surv)
942 deallocate(maxheat_surv)
943 deallocate(totalmass_dt)
944
945 ! Finally , report how long this job has taken ...
946 call cpu_time(time_cpu (2))
947 write(1,’(a36 ,1pe12.4,a9)’)&
948 ":: Time to run entire model = " ,&
949 time_cpu (2)- time_cpu (1),"seconds"
950 write(1,’(a36 ,1pe12.4,a9)’)&
951 ":: or = ",&
952 (time_cpu (2)- time_cpu (1))/60. ,"miuntes"
953 write(1,’(a36 ,1pe12.4,a9)’)&
954 ":: or = ",&
955 (time_cpu (2)- time_cpu (1))/3600. ,"hours"
956 close (1)
957
958 end program planetesimal
959 !=====================================================
960 !=====================================================
961 real*8 function interpolate_coll_prob(time ,colpv_table ,&
962 end_time ,start_time ,const)
963 ! function to interpolate the collisional
964 ! probability through time
965 !=====================================================
966 implicit none
967
968 ! Inputs
969 real*8, intent(in) :: time ,colpv_table (3,7),end_time ,start_time
970 real*8, intent(in) :: const (1:2 ,1:6)
971 ! Local
972 integer :: i
973 !real*8 :: a,b
974 integer ,parameter :: IOERR=9
975
976 if (time== end_time) then
977 interpolate_coll_prob=colpv_table (2,7)
978 return
979 end if
980
981 if(time== start_time) then
982 interpolate_coll_prob=colpv_table (2,1)
983 return
984 end if
985
986 do i=1,6
987 if (time.eq.colpv_table (1,i)) then
988 interpolate_coll_prob=colpv_table (2,i)
989 return
990 elseif (time.gt.colpv_table (1,i) .and. time.lt.&
991 colpv_table (1,i+1)) then
992 ! This interpolates using a power law
993 ! Use pre -defined constants to speed things up a little
994 ! a=const(1,i); b=const(2,i)
995 interpolate_coll_prob=const(1,i)*time**const(2,i)
996 return
997 end if
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998 end do
999
1000 !if we get this far , something is not right ...
1001 write(IOERR ,*)’something has gone wrong in the interpolation ’
1002 write(IOERR ,*)’of collisional probabilty ’
1003 write(IOERR ,*)time ,colpv_table (1,i),colpv_table (1,i+1)
1004 stop
1005
1006 end function interpolate_coll_prob
1007 !=====================================================
1008 !=====================================================
1009 integer *8 function interpolate_no_in_bin(time ,imp_bins ,bin_number)
1010 ! function to interpolate the number of
1011 ! impactors in a bin , though time (want as an integer)
1012 !=====================================================
1013 implicit none
1014
1015 ! Inputs
1016 real*8, intent(in) :: imp_bins (0:60 ,1:43) , time
1017 integer , intent(in) :: bin_number
1018 integer ,parameter :: IOERR=9
1019 ! Local
1020 integer :: i,j
1021 real*8 :: t_a ,t_b ,n_a ,n_b ,n
1022 do i = 13,42 ! 10^4 -- 10^7 years
1023 if (time.eq.imp_bins(0,i)) then
1024 interpolate_no_in_bin = int(imp_bins(bin_number ,i),8)
1025 if (interpolate_no_in_bin .lt. 0.) then
1026 write(IOERR ,*)"number in bin is less than 0"
1027 write(IOERR ,*) interpolate_no_in_bin ,time ,&
1028 imp_bins(0,i),imp_bins(bin_number ,i)
1029 stop
1030 end if
1031 return
1032 elseif (time.gt.imp_bins(0,i) .and. time.lt.&
1033 (imp_bins(0,i+1))) then
1034 ! Use the equation of a straight line between
1035 ! the two points we know
1036 interpolate_no_in_bin = int(imp_bins(bin_number ,i) + &
1037 ((( imp_bins(bin_number ,i+1)- imp_bins(bin_number ,i))/&
1038 ( imp_bins(0,i+1)- imp_bins(0,i) ) ) * &
1039 (time -imp_bins(0,i) ) ),8)
1040 if (interpolate_no_in_bin .lt. 0.) then
1041 write(IOERR ,*)"number in bin is less than 0"
1042 write(IOERR ,*) interpolate_no_in_bin ,time ,&
1043 imp_bins(0,i),imp_bins(0,i+1),&
1044 imp_bins(bin_number ,i),imp_bins(bin_number ,i+1)
1045 stop
1046 end if
1047 return
1048 end if
1049 end do
1050
1051 ! if we get this far , something is not right ...
1052 write(IOERR ,*)’something has gone wrong in the interpolation ’
1053 write(IOERR ,*)’of impactors in a bin’
1054 write(IOERR ,*)time ,imp_bins(0,i),imp_bins(0,i+1)
1055 stop
1056
1057
1058 end function interpolate_no_in_bin
1059 !=====================================================
1060 !=====================================================
1061 real*8 function iterate_velocity(a,ran ,pi)
1062 ! function to find the velocity from the cdf
1063 ! of the Maxwellian distribution of velocity
1064 !=====================================================
1065 implicit none
1066
1067 ! Inputs
1068 real*8, intent(in) :: a,ran ,pi
1069 ! Local
1070 integer :: count!,count0
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1071 real*8 :: guess_v ,low_v ,high_v ,p!,guess_v0 ,p0
1072 real*8 :: sqrt_two , sqrt_twodpi
1073 real*8 :: epsil
1074 integer ,parameter :: IOERR=9
1075 ! logical :: flag_0
1076
1077 ! common calculations:
1078 sqrt_two=sqrt (2.)
1079 sqrt_twodpi=sqrt (2./pi)
1080
1081 ! Highest possible vel is ~40km/s from Dave ’s distributions
1082 high_v =40.
1083 low_v =0.
1084
1085 ! initialise these
1086 epsil = 1.
1087 count = 0
1088
1089 ! now iterate until the error is small
1090 do while (epsil >1.d-5)
1091 count = count+1
1092 ! guess the velocity - the midpoint between the limits
1093 guess_v = 0.5*( high_v+low_v)
1094 ! now work out the probability from the cdf of a
1095 ! Maxwellian distribution
1096 p = erf(guess_v /( sqrt_two*a)) - (sqrt_twodpi * guess_v * &
1097 exp(-(guess_v **2)/(2*a**2)) / a)
1098 ! the difference between our random number and the number
1099 ! we get from our guess at velocity
1100 epsil = dabs(p-ran)/p
1101 ! don ’t let the iteration go on too long
1102 if(count.gt.100) then
1103 if(dabs(p-ran).lt.1.D-3) then
1104 write(IOERR ,*)"Iteration failed for velocity"
1105 write(IOERR ,*)p,ran ,guess_v ,high_v ,low_v
1106 write(IOERR ,*)"moving on"
1107 else
1108 write(IOERR ,*)"VELOCITY ITERATION FAILED"
1109 write(IOERR ,*)p,ran ,guess_v ,high_v ,low_v
1110 write(IOERR ,*)"STOPPING"
1111 stop
1112 end if
1113 end if
1114 ! modify the limits
1115 if(p.gt.ran) high_v=guess_v
1116 if(p.lt.ran) low_v =guess_v
1117 end do
1118
1119 ! set the velocity to be passed back to the program
1120 iterate_velocity = guess_v
1121
1122 return
1123
1124 end function iterate_velocity
1125 !================================================================
